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Editor's Edge 

Staying Home 
Scott Horton 

0 N A RECENT 1RlP I READ an amazing statistic in 
an airline magazine-51 % of Americans live and 
work within 50 miles of the place where they grew up. 

It surprised me for many reasons. How can the majority of us live 
and work so close to our place s of origin yet be so woefully out 
of touch with basic aspects of life like where our food comes 
from, how climate affects us and affects the environment, where 
our water comes from and goes to, and our regional cultural 
histories, etc.? 

Part of the answer is our expansive interest in "away." As 
school children we are taught world history, specifically Western 
history with perhap s a quick nod to local history. The media are 
saturated with images and infonnation about elsewhere. Even as 
permacu lturi sts , we are fascinated by what others do in other 
places as key to what we can do here and now in our own. These 
are not necessarily bad things; they provide context and 
perspective. But what about spending more time at home, 
observing what contributes to the quality of life in our own 
backyards, communities, and bioregions? 

That 51 % of us could do a lot to affect change in our 
communit ies and our world simply by paying attention to our 
own experience of place. Paying attention and making choic es 
about how to live that reflect the permaculture ethics of earth 
care, people care, and sharing what we have, what we know, and 
what we can do. 

A frequ ent vision many of us permaculturists have is to get 
"away" and acquire some land "somew here" and transfonn it 
using the juicy-cool, planet-saving stuff we learn in the design 
course. We look away from ourselves with thoughts of creating 
community from scratch to save the world. What if we were just 
to stay home, save some gas and time, reflect on what we have 
and what we need , and build from there ? Home is almost always 
the best place to start. 

This issue features inspiring and insightful stories about 
pennaculturists working at hom~. La 'Akea on the Big Island is in 
the process of transforming itself from an occasional course site 
to a sustainable community in Hawaiii. Two examples from 
England demonstrate the adaptation of food production 
techniques learned from the forest to the city, and the power of 
punk culture and permaculture to transfonn a rural estate into a 
relevant oasis. The folks at Renaissance Fann in Indiana are 
reclaiming suburbia in America's heartland, tran sforming it into a 
far-reaching magnet for community and culture. Humboldt 
County, California boasts a dynamic pe.nnaculture experime nt 
embedded in a liberal arts college. The Philadelphia Orchard 
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Project has brought perrnacul ture to our nation's "home," withi1 
sight of the Capitol Building in Washington, DC, where more 
than a million people are expected to see it in action , many for 
the first time. 

So stay home and enjo y this issue, pay attention, and 
remember what Dorothy said about happiness being right in ou1 
own backyard all alo_ng . "There 's no place like home ... " 

About Our Upcoming Issues 

Share your abundant experience, infom1ation, insights, anci 
skills by writing for the Permaculture Acti vist. The magazine 
and the wider pennaculture community rely on our readers to 
create and foster dialog, inspire, and inform, so help care for t 
Earth, care for peopl e, and shar e your surplus of of ideas and 
practices by writing for one of our next issues. 

Themes and Deadlines 

"Ethics at Work," will be the focus of issue #70, Nov emb e 
featuring articles that spotlight how we design to care for the 
Earth, care for peopl e, and share surplu ses. The deadline for 
submissions is September l. 

"Workin g With the Earth" will be featured in issue #71, 
February, 2009. We will explore earthworks, swales, keyline 
sys tems , dams and gabions, terraforming , windbreaks, and ott 
techni!=}Ues and practices. The deadline for submiss ions will b1 
December 1, 2008. 

"Pennaculture Abroad" will be the theme of issue #72, Ma 
2009. What's going on in the rest of the world will be the topi 
with signifi cant focu s on penna culture in Africa, the continen 
host of the International Penna cultu re Convergence 9 in 2009 
The deadline for submissions is March 1, 2009. 

Please review our Writers Guidelines at 
www.permacultureactivist.net and contact us well in advance 
indicate your intere st in submitt ing materia l and the focus of 
your article. 



Teaching center becomes home, farm & community-

From Ecotourism to Grunt and Grow 
John Schinnerer 

F OR WELL OVER A DECADE AND A HALF, La'akea 
Pennaculture Gardens on Hawaii's Big Island has been a 
venue for permaculture design courses, two or three and 

occasionally four a year. The site has also hosted workshops led 
by the land's previous owner, Beatrix Pfleiderer, a medical 
anthropologist and transpersonal psychotherapist who specializes 
in deep ecology, ecopsychology, and group consciousness work. 

While attendance at the workshops grew over time, and 
La'akea became more widely known as a pennaculture education 
center, the land itself lacked a continuous human presence and 
energy for growth. Beatrix didn't live on the land; typically a 
hired manager oversaw the site and organized the design courses. 
Design elements implemented in pennaculture workshops would 
be neglected after installation, and would usually vanish beneath 
the vigorous vegetation of the land's tropical ecosystems. The 
absentee owner's vision of Jiving pennaculture design was not 
fully congruent with the desires, intentions, or actions of the hirei;l 
site managers, and these conflicts undercut effective human 
stewardship. 

La'akea Permaculture 
Gardens was purchased by 
a group of seven to create 
an intentional community. 

Then, three years ago, La'akea Permaculture Gardens 
changed hands. In the spring of 2005 the land was purchased by a 
group of seven people with the purpose of creating an intentional 
community-La'akea Community. Founding member Biko Long 
explained, "The scope and size of this land requires community 
effort-it's too much for one 'owner.' La'akea needs more 
people on the land and it needs coordinated effort; that's part of 
what we bring as a community." 

Now in their fourth year, the group holds collective ownership 
of the land, the members use consensus decision-making 

processes, and they recognize the importance of long-term 
commitment to place. "As a community, we feel more 
empowered in our commitment to success here at La'akea," says 
Biko. "Rather than the power and control issues that may arise 
when one person owns the land and another manages it, we share 
both the work load and the 'vision load' for our home place." 
Founding member Dona Willoughby e;,c;plains, "We have stability 

Greenhouses provide a drier or shadier environment for some 
non-native crops. 

from the conununity systems we h'ave buiit together-structures 
that meet basic human needs. We have found that the long-term 
commitment of community membership and caring for the land 
brings more stable energy and involvement." 

La'akea's members have learned some of this through their 
evolving work exchange program. Hawai'i is an alluring 
destination for many mainlanders, and the work exchange 
program has been deliberately located· as a translator at that edge 
between the desires of visitors and the needs of the community. 
The-basic commitment for work exchange is one month. "At first, 
when a new person wanted to stay on longer than a month, he or 
she could do that as long as there were no objections from 
community members," relates founding member Judy Dolmatch. 
"Over time we realized we all needed to have some enthusiasm 
for that person to stay. If there's no community 'juice' for them 
to stay, then it's time for them to move on." 



Designing with the land 

La'akea (which means "sacred light" in Hawaiian) is located 
in the Puna District of Hawai'i Island (sometimes called the "Big 
Island") not far from the village of Pahoa. Its 24 acres of volcanic 
soil sit at an elevation of approximately 1250 feet (380m). The 
average yearly rainfall is 150 inches (3800mm) and the 
temperature seldom gets cooler than 60°F (14°C) nor hotter than 
80°F (27°C). The prevailing climate is subtropical and maritime, 
with tradewinds and their associated moisture coming from the 
northeast. The ecosystems are varied, and reflect many years of 
human and animal activity. There is some native ohi' a canopy 
forest with a mixed native and non-native understory. Pre
existing lime and citrus orchards are interspersed among scrubby 
areas dominated by non-native trees, brush, and grasses. A 
meadow area remains open, while the remainder of the land is 
marked by plantings of mixed fruit and nut trees plus lots of 
bamboo and bananas, and assorted garden areas. 

The orchard systems at La'akea are one of the site's best 
examples of regenerative design 10 progress. When they moved 
in, community members found the citrus orchards overgrown by 
nitrogen fixing trees (NFI's). While useful for soil fertility and 
even helpful as a canopy of light shade, the mostly leguminous 

Carefully chose1i livestock breeds are integrated 
into the lcmdscape and sysrems. · 

NFTs were too numerous, and were making orchard operations 
difficult. Thinning out the NFfs and turning them into mulch an 
compost gave better access, and also enabled other understory 
plants to flourish. But too much human and fossil fuel energy w, 
still being expended in maintenance. 

The solution in-progress is an evolving orchard grazing 
system that uses sheep--a Barbados-St. Croix mix suited to the 

Orchard systems at 
La'akea. are one of 
the best examples 
of regenerative re
design in progress. 

tropics-to mow, fertilize, and of course, create more sheep. Th 
system began when the La'akeans fenced in about one-third of: 
old lime orchard and acquired two sheep. Since then, the entire 
lime orchard of 89 trees as well as an orange grove twice that si 
have been fenced, and there are four adult sheep (one ram, thre( 
ewes) grazing under the trees along with five lambs born just th 
spring. 

Existing trees and gliricidia NFf "living fence-posts" are us 
for fence support throughout. Gates are made of scrap lumber a 
bamboo from the land. Future expansion plans call for up to 20 
30 sheep working four times the current grazed area, to include 
macadamia nut, jackfruit, and abiyu orchards. "Sheep are some 
the most milked animals on the planet," relates Biko, "and we 
plan to experiment with that yield as well." 

The various plants that sheep don't eat still need too much 
weeding. The residents are considering to get a cow or goats in 
order to diversify grazing, with lots of pros and cons being 
discussed for both. Geese have also been suggested. Most likel 
to happen first is an experiment with fencing some of the less
domesticated chickens inside the first phase of a newly planted 
rambutan orchard. Lilikoi (passionfruit) vines will be grown on 
the taller fences necessary to contain the chickens. ''We will al: 
put in some roosts with a roof over them," explains founding 
member Tracy Matfin. "We are finding that providing basic 
shelter for roosting keeps our 'wild' chickens healthier and mo 
productive." 

The chicken-a veritable permaculture archetype for its m~ 
useful connections to people and landscape-is thoroughly 
integrated and highly successful at La'akea. Some 50 chickens 
(including hens, baby chicks, pullets, and a few roosters) provi 
enough eggs on average for all the community's needs. The 
chickens have been able to maintain or increase their number, 
the while performing the usual functions such as turning kitchi 
scraps, bugs, grubs and other local forage into manure, and 



weeding and fertilizing fallow garden beds. Part of the flock is 
entirely domestic and spends the night in a coop where manure is 
concentrated for easier gathering. The rest are semi-wild and 
roost wherever they like. The occasional chicken in the 
community pot may well be a rooster, usually the one that crows 
earliest and loudest. 

The orchards and other polleq-producing plantings provide 
forage for bees that were added to the systems on the land after 
La'akea Community moved in. Seven hives yield over 30 gallons 
of honey a year for the residents. On average, they are now self
sufficient in honey, and a lot more active· pollinators cruise the 
property throughout the year. As with the 'wild' chickens, the 
bees seem to benefit significantly from the basic shelter of a roof 
over their hives in La' akea' s rainy climate. · 

Chickens adapt to eating the abundant coconuts. 

Get Local 

La'akea has an intentional and practical focus on local food. 
The most local is what they get from their own gardens, food 
forests, and other on-site resources. After several years of 
expanding production in greenhouses and outdoor beds, th~y 
currently grow enough edible greens, both annuals and 
perennials, to meet all their own needs and have cyclical 
surpluses that they sell locally. 

Production of taro, the prolific Hawaiian staple crop and 
ancestor of the Hawaiian people, has steapily increased so that 
taro conn or leaf is now available most of the year. Taro ( kalo in 
Hawaiian) is planted in multiple small beds in different locations 
to mitigate the risk of disease. Some but not all taro beds are 
fenced to keep out wild pigs, so the dispersed plantings also 
minimize the loss when pigs occasionally help themselves to 
some of the unfenced crop. 

previously underused. They have begun hanresting peach palm, 
breadfruit, breadnut, jackfruit, avocado, banana, citrus, sugar 
cane, and assorted tropical fruits including abiyu, kumquat, 
rollinea, sours op, longan, Surinam cherry, and jaboticaba. Some 

Taro (kalo in Hawaiian) 
is ph;tnted in multiple 
small beds in different 
locations to mitigate 
risk of disease. 

of these are more seasonal than others~for example bananas are 
generally available year-round, citrus for seven months, and 
avocados for nine months. Propagation and grafting of avocado 
varieties is underway with the hope of eventually providing one 
or another variety of avocado all twelve moriths of the year. 
Other crops such as breadfruit also show potential for all-year 
production. 

Coconuts gathered from the surrounding region are food for 
chickens as well as humans. Although there are some coconut 
palms growing on the land, these have never fruited and are 
unlikely to do so due to the relative coolness of La'akea's upland 
microclimate. Coconut palms are rumored to bear fruit at similar 
or higher elevations elsewhere on the island, so community 
members are on the lookout for any such plants. 

Beyond growing ever more of their own food, gathering 
locally, and buying from local growers at farmers' markets and 

Cultivated Species at La'akea 

Banana 
Peach palm 
Breadfruit 
Jackfruit 
Breadnut 
Avocado 
Lime 
Orange 
Kumquat 
Abiyu 

Musa spp 
Bactris gasipaes 
Artocarpus altilis 
Artocarpus heterophyl/a 
Brosimum alicastrum 
Persea americana 
Citrus aurantifolia 
C. sinensis 
Fortune/la spp 

Since taking on stewardship of the site La'akeans have greatly 
increased their consumption of food resources already present but 

Rollinia 
Soursop 
Longan 
Surinam cherry 
Jaboticaba 
Sugar cane 

Pouteria caimito 
Rollinia mucosa 
Annona muricata 
Dimocarpus /ongan 
Eugenia uniflora 
Myrciaria cau/if/ora 
Saccharum officinale 



food retailers, the La'akea community pays attention to larger
scale food systems. "Our food choices at individual and 
community levels are values-based," explains Dona. "As a 
community we practice acceptance and support of individual 
needs and wants, within parameters we collectively agree on." 
These parameters include awareness of ecological consequences, 
nutritional factors, and "eating local" intentions that are part of 
ongoing community conversations and decision-making 
processes. 

The comnnmity recently agreed that it will no longer buy soy
milk, rice-milk, or other beverages that come only in non
recyclable or non-biodegradable containers. This has led to 
successful experiments making local beverages instead. The most 
common and most local are macadamia nut milk and coconut 
cream. If you've never tasted freshly made coconut cream ... well, 
words are simply inadequate! And of course there's coconut 
milk, which requires no more processing than opening a coconut. 

Growing soil 

The La'akea system does not yet meet all its fertility needs 
on-site : Soils there are relatively shallow and rocky, so raised 
beds using mixtures of volcanic cinder, mulch, and compost have 
been created in the greenhouses and outdoor intensive gardens. 
With a high rainfall and tropical climate, nutrients leach quickly 
from the soil. Continual growing and mulching are essential to 
maintain nutrient cycles. 

Rough mulch is obtained from the land by slashing a wide 
variety of grasses, bushes, trees, and shrubs. Some of the less 
coarse biomass along with kitchen scraps and garden weeds and 
trimmings goes into compost piles which are worked by the 
chickens. A large in-ground pond and several above-ground open 
tanks provide aquatic biomass production for mulch and 
compost. Shredded mulch is obtained from a "green waste" drop
off and processing facility at the County landfill in Hilo, about 25 
miles away. Some minimally manufactured fertilizers such as 
composted chicken manure and certain soil amendments are 
purchased from local suppliers. 

La'akeans are researching additional sources for regenerative 
fertility on-site. They are currently experimenting with large
scale worm bins and are researching rabbits and enhancements to 
aquatic biomass production. New member recruitment will 
eventually bring more humanure onto the land as well: multiple 
composting toilets already capture member and visitor fertility 
which is used on bananas, bamboo, and pre~production fruit trees. 

Harvesting mistakes 

When the community purchased La'akea Permaculture 
Gardens it bought some built-in mistakes as well. The location of 
several of the composting toilets wasn't well matched to human 
activity on the land. Happily, the toilets were not so large or 
heavy that they couldn't be moved to more appropriate places. 
The case ofLa'akea's big pond is not so easy to mitigate. It was 
built years earlier, unfortunately much nearer the low rather than 
the high point on the land. Water from the pond is not available 

to most of the property without pumping, and biomass produced 
by the pond mostly needs to be moved uphill for use as mulch or 
to add to compost piles. Although moving the composting toilet 
structures wa~ not easy, it was at least possible-moving t~e 
pond is not an option. · 

There were also some tanks on the land, intended for 
aquaculture use. The community started an aquaculture project 
without adequate research and design, and with no identified 

Sheltered from the rain. i,e_es do their work. 

"champion" of the project committed to driving the effort and 
monitoring and managing the tanks. In short: they bought some 
fish and put them in the tanks. The fish died. Lessons learned: 
ensure that someone "owns" any new project and has the time 
and energy to steward it. Do the basic research necessary to 
optimize the chances of success. 

Among the flows across La'akea land is an intermittent flux 
of wild pigs. These are sometimes harvested and become part of 
the local food prepared and eaten by the community. Given the 
unpredictable abundance of wild pigs, and the challenges of 
hunting them successfully, the community decided to try keepin/ 
some fenced-in pigs. Would the contributions from tpe pigs equ~ 
or exceed their needs? Wild pigs foraged for all their own food. 
Feeding captive pigs from food sources on the land ended up · 
being a net loss, despite the pigs' contributions of manure. And 
the pigs were smart enough to escape their pens all too 
frequently. When they got out they could and would do 
considern.ble damage to adjacent cultivated areas. lTitimately the 
captive pigs took too much time and energy for their needs 
compared to their contributions. They were more like kept pets 
than productive partnei:s. While wild pigs occasionally still do 
damage to culiivated crops, in return they occasionally end up o 
the dinner table. 

Dealing with interpersonal and community membership issw 
has been a rich learning experience for La' akea. Over the first 



three years of the community's existence, the founding group of 
seven was reduced to four by various forms of attrition, including 
issues of communication, cooperation, and lack of shared vision. 
Even though the founding members all had experience with 
diverse fonns of interpersonal work, the amount of time and 
energy expended in dealing with human relationships was at 
times unsustainable. 

From these experiences, the members of La'akea have 
improved their interpersonal systems. A daily morning check-in 
supports the efficiency of people power through communication 
around daily activities (work, errands, and recreation) and 
awareness of each others' emotional as well as material needs. 
There is a weekly "heartshare" meeting, which along with the 
daily check-in feeds essential human needs for connection an·d 
support. Business meetings are also held weekly, separate from 
the heartshare meetings. "Both are essential t~ our success," 
explains Tracy. "We've learned that when we separate them, both 
are more efficient and more productive. We can go into a 
business meeting knowing that if there is a hot issue on the table 
we can focus on the business aspects of it-because we have the 
heartshare container we can use for dealing with the emotions." 
And this, like everything, works both ways. 

Much has been learned from running a work-exchange 
program as well. Without careful screening and selection, the 
community can expen~ more energy hosting visitors than they 
provide work in exchange! Good communication around needs 
and expectations is essential. La'akea is now very clear that what 
they need from the work exchange is primarily physical labor. 
Any learning opportunities that work exchangers get through 
living temporarily in a permaculture-based intentional 
communjty are icing on the cake. For those seeking explicit 
permaculture and community learning opportunities, La'akea has 
created a separate summer interns.hip program with formal 
educational elements. · 

Taro is a traditional Hawaiian staple crop 
vafuedfor irs easily digested starch. 
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What's next? 

Priorities, priorities-solar water heating for the community 
hot tub is high on the to-do list! After acquiring and rehabilitating 
a used wood-fired hot tub just over a year ago, La'akeans learned 
how much combustible biomass it really takes to fuel such a 
device. It wa~ too much, as it turns out, especially when as much 
carbon as possible needs to go back into the soil and not up in 
smoke. Besides adding a solar water panel to do the primary 
heating, the community is looking at establishing a managed 
firewood area with species chosen that provide maximum heat 
per unit volume and which may benefit the soil more as ash than 
as slow-decomposing rough mulch. This research will also 
support adding wood heat for cooking as a future option, to 
supplement the community kitchen's existing propane stoves and 
built-in hay-hox. cooker and a recently purchased solar oven. 

Adding fish aquaculture is also on the to-do list, this time with 
proper research and commitment to the project. The intent is to 
increase total outputs from the aquatic systems for more on-site 
fertility, as well as providing another community food source. 
Other benefits will include more available gravity-fed water on 
the land and reducing the energy and level of technology needed 
to supply water for the gardens and greenhouses. 

Always ongoing is planting to enhance the diversity of yields 
from the land. Recent additions include bamboo for edible 
shoots, more macadamia nut to expand the orchard, a rambutan 
orchard to replace lime trees now past their prime, growing 
vanilla vines on the orchard trees, and a nursery full of assorted 
food and fiber plants waiting to find a place at La'akea. 

Growing the community is also a continuing process-Tracy 
and Biko just had a baby girl! Dona's daughter Anika is a trial 
member along with her baby boy; and their newest (adult) 
community member was just approved n,ot long after the baby 
was born. As of this writing there is at least one other current trial 
member and several other potential ones in various stages of the 
membership process. 

La'akea is succeeding as well as it is now because it is more 
than just a permaculture site-:-i t is an intentional community, 
where people live in partnership with each other and the land. 
They hold a desire to steward that land in common, and all have a 
stake in their successes as well as in their mistakes ripe for 
harvesting. /',,. 

;:'"'1'1 
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John Scfdnnercr lives mostly i11 a rainforest in Hawai' i a11d 
sometimes in rhe Cascadia hioregion of North America. He has 
m 1 M.A. in Whole S.vstems Design and enjoys human-powered 
outdoor recreatio11, singing and playing guitar, building unique 
srrnct11res, and tl}'i11g to grow stuff 011 lava rock. His livelihood 
includes computer technology work and rnltural and ecological 
design co11sulti11g and implementation. jolm@eco-/iving.net 
http://eco-livi11g.11et. For more information visir the La' akea web 
site: http://permarnlture-hawaii.com or e-mail: 
laakea@permacuf rure-hawaii .com. 
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Nature 1s wisdom regenerates London-

Forest Gardening in the City 
Graham Burnett 

N ATUREWlSE IS AN URBAN PERMACULTURE 
initiative focused on raising environmental awareness 
and enabling people to move towards more sustainable 

lifestyles. The project was found('.:d in 1990 when a group of 
community activists and gardeners came together in Islington, 
north London with a shared belief that even in the inner city, with 
all of its problems such as unemployment and high crime rates, it 

Naturewise' s multiple urhan forest garden sites include a 
compelling mix of practicality, prnductivity, and whimsy. 

is still possible to connect with nature and harvest a yield. Co
originator Marek Lubelsky explains, "We wanted to show that 
local people could take control of inner city land, and we 
believed that we should have informed choices about how to use 
it." 

The following year, funded by a series of sinall grants, and 
inspired by Robert Hart's vision of 'new city forests,' Naturewise 
set up the first urban community forest garden in the UK. 
Situated on a steeply banked, south-facing, one-fifth of an acre of 
Council-owned land in Crouch Hill, the initial designs for the site 
emerged from two Pem1aculture Introductory Weekends as well 
as a full Design Course led by Andy Langford. It wasn't a site 
without problems-surrounded on three sides by blocks of flats, 
and on the north side by a tarmacked football pitch where local 
youth congregate, it was highly exposed_ to the 'wild energy 

sector' of 'human predation' (i.e., vandalism) as well as having 
subsoil consisting largely of rubble and waste. Large whitebearr 
(Sorbus aria) and sycamore (Acer pse11doplata11us) trees shaded 
and took fertility from much of the site, and there was no 
available mains water supply. 

Putting into practice the directive to see solutions instead of 
problems, guilds were created whereby fragile fruit trees were 
protected from marauders by tough, thorny bushes such as 
worcesterberries (Rihes dil'Gricatum) and gooseberries ( R. 
grossit!aria) whilst comfrey (Symphytwn officinale) was plante1 
to draw UP, nutrients from deep underground. The larger trees 
were used to shelter new stock, and swales were built into the 
design in order to trap and channel any rainwater falling onto tt 
site. But it was the 'people issues' that were perhaps more 
difficult to address. Original project co-ordinator Alpay Torgut 
remembers that with up to 30 people on site, decision making 
was often chaotic, "We were a very mixed group of people on, 
new project, but Andy's experience of people management and 
conflict resolu_tion was invaluable, introducing designs for 
consensus and leadership structures based on consultation and 
opinion sharing." These valuable lessons have continued to 
inform the content of the regular permaculture courses that 
Naturewise have run every year since then, focusing as much o 
the arts of successful community building and the • invisible 

. .. it was the 'people 
issues' that were perhaps 
more difficult to address. 

structures' of People care as those of sustainable gardening or 
eco-building skills. 

In l 995 work began on a second forest garden, this time in 
grounds of nearby Margaret MacMillan Day Nursery, a 
kindergarten providing pre-school care to over 200 small chilc 
from a very wide social, cultural, and ethnic mix. This 
partnership has many benefits fo~ the education of London's 



future citizens, including opportunities to learn experientially 
about natural ecosystems and sustainable design in practice, as 
well as being taught core curriculum subjects in a stimulating 
outdoor classroom environment. I first visited the site shortly 
after it had been initially planted up, and spent a\ot of time there 
during the full Permaculture Design Course I attended over seven 
weekends in 1997. All the trees were very small at this stage, and 
it was still possible to grow lots of annual sun-loving crops such 
as tomatoes, beans, Mediterranean herbs, and so on in the large 
unfilled spaces of the heavily mulched beds. I've made many 
more visits over the intervening years and it's been fascinating to 
watch the evolution towards an edible woodland landscape as the 
shrubs and bushes have spread, the trees have matured and their 
canopy has gradually closed. A!pay too sums up his delight at 
seeing the project come to its fruition. "The fruiting season starts 

To stand in the depths of 
a major capital city like 
London, with all its 
negative outputs of 
pollution and crime and 
be able to pick and eat 
ripe, juicy, sweet organic 
figs is wonderful. 

in June with big juicy loganberries, which are growing up 
through an apple tree. This is followed by strawberries, 
blackcurrants, red, white and buffalo ones too, gooseberries, and 
worcesterberries. The feast continues in August, figs started 
coming through ... To stand in the depths of a major capital city 
like London, with all its negative outputs of pollution and crime 
and be able to pick and eat ripe juicy sweet organic figs is 
wonderful. 

"There are still grapes, apples, and pears to come. I could go 
on with this list of goodies. One very satisfying experience is to 
see all the excited laughing faces of children and adults 
harvesting and caring for the Forest Garden. 

"What has touched me deeply in my work with Forest 
Gardens is much more than the fruits. It's all the children, 
women, and men who have carried out this pioneering work over 
the years, and made forest gardening a reality in this huge city. 
They arr'ived in all shapes, sizes, and colours; they came from a!! 
over the place, locally, nationally, and internationally." 

However, the original forest garden has perhaps not fared so 
well over the years. Left largely to fend for itself against the 
ravages of stray dogs and footballs, as well as youths who prefer 
to use unripe apples as missiles, the site has developed in a 
wilder, untamed direction-more urban forest than forest 
garden- still a valuable green space with all sorts of benefits for 
people and wildlife, but no longer the productive edible 
landscape originally envisaged (that said, I did pick several 
pounds of quinces from there last autumn). Reflecting on this, 
Naturewise feel that valuable lessons have been learned about the 
need for boundaries and some degree of clarity about 'ownership' 
o·f space. It's also a demonstration of what can happen when a 
mindful human presence is largely removed from the design. A 
forest garden is a far more resilient food producing system than a 
cropping regime based on annual vegetables and grains, but 
nonetheless will still in time revert to 'Zone 5' wilderness if not 
given due care and attention. 

As i11sral!atio11 begins, many hands make light work. 

ln recent years the integrity of the Margaret Macmillan site 
has al so been through a stage ·of uncertainty. Its success was due 
in no small part to the commitment and te_nacity of Alpay and his 
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close working relationship with the school Head Mary Hart. 
When he decided to move away to Wale s it was sad to see the 
fores t garden slide into a period of neglect. I visited when 
teaching a des ign course during the summer of 2005 and have to 
say it was beginning to look rather dilapidated, with bindweed 
getting the upper hand , unpruned apple branches beginning to 
tangle and several of the more rampant bushes such as 
worcesterberry in severe need o'f what Robert Hart termed 
'ed iting' in order to prevent their domination over other plant s. 

But as Alpay withdrew from direct involvement with the 
project, a new energy arrived in the form of several fresh as well 
as re-invigorated past volunteers, more than ably co-ord inated by 
the efforts of course grad uate Clair e White. Re-instigating regular 
weekend workdays, they have quickly restored the garden to an 
optimum condition, an abundant balance between wild nature, 
cultivated edible land scape, and children's playground. 

Claire feels that the energies of the forest garden and the 
humans who use it define this u~que space, "Over time the forest 
garden has become a metaphor for our interaction with the space 
and each other, the human beneficial relationships are reflected in 
the actual space in the guilds of the forest garden. The main users 
are the children at the school wlio use the space on a daily basis, 

Plantings on multiple layers take hold in time. 
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the teachers use it as an educational resource, the weekend 
volunteers come to mulch, observe , and learn from each other, 
and visitors come to see an example of a forest garden before 
planting their own." 

She is reluctant to claim cred it for her own organising skills 
instead preferring to see· a wider pictur e, "Without the support 
from Mary Hart and twelve years of volunteering this project 
would never have happened. Many forest gardens are started bu 
it is the peopl e around the site who gently susta in the forest 

Amazingly, the project 
has survived. and thrived 
for almost 19 years 
without any formal 
structure or 
membership. 

garden story. This particular project is unusual as the two groui: 
that interact the most with the space never meet, but experien ce 
the space in a similar way. Issues of ownership hardly arise and 
people, plants, and wild life are thriving." 

Of course, the forest gardens and regular program of 
permaculture courses are only parts of the Naturewise agenda o 
creating green city abundance. David Holmgren obseived that 
"Successful gardens do not keep expanding. Instead, they provi 
a surpl us of plan t stock and knowledge that help to estab lish ne 
gardens." In the same way, many other projects have directly 
arisen from or been inspired by Naturewise, including eco
building projects, the North London Local Exchange Trading 
System (LETS), urban growing initia tives such as Plot 21 and 
Food Up Front, sustainable business enterprises such as· 
Wholewoods (green woodworking and bushcraft education) ani 
my own Spiralseed publishing and design serv ices, not to 
mention the beneficial connections with other pennaculture/foc 
activist projects such as OrganicLea, Growing Communities an 
Hackney Tree Nursery, and the hundreds of individuals who ha 
been touched and motivated to change their lives in ways small 
and big. 

Occasionally people have asked how they can "join" 
Naturewise-the short answer is that you can't. Not by filling i. 
a form and paying a fee anyway. Amazingly, the project has 
survived and thrived for almost l 9 years without any formal 
structure or membership. Instead the group operates as a loose 
collective based on mutual trust. Decision making on issues sue 
as running courses or deciding teachers' wages continues to 
happen on a consensus basis, and the "policy," for want of a 



better word, is that anybody who suppo11s 
the Naturewise ethos and has something 
positive to offer can consider themselves a 
part of what they do. Nicole Freris, who 
has been involved with the group for about 
five years, explains why it continues to 
work, "The network of individuals wh9 
are Naturewise simply gather and organise 
themselves for the functions of setting up 
courses, workdays, and other events. Free 
from unnecessary bureaucracy and its 
corruptions, our collective common sense 
thus has a greater chance to prevail in our 
discussions and decisions! This approach 
has helped Naturewise remain grounded in 
action, responsive to change and inclusive 
to all who take part." ti 

Graham Burnett, www.spiralseed.co.uk. 
Graham is the author of Permaculture -
A Beginners Guide and teaches as part uf 
the Naturewise Collective. Naturewise 
continue to run regular forest garden 
volunteer days, permaculture courses. and 
woodland weekends. Cofozmder A/pay 
Torgut has now set 11p West Wales 
Naturewise. and has c1:eated yet another 
forest garden, as well as forging links tt-<ith 
the burgeoning Transition Towns 
movemellt. For more information see 
wv.,w.nqturewise.org.uk. For photos from 
Naturewise ( and other London based 
Permaculture projects), see http:// 
www .flickr.coml photos/11at11rewise/. 

* * * 

WHAT is 
FOREST GARDENING? 

The concept was pioneered by.Robert 
Hart, who examined the interactions and 
relationships that take place between 
plants in natural systems, particularly in 
woodland, the climax ecosystem of a cool 
temperate region such as the British Isles, 
as well as the abundant food producing 
'home gardens' of Kera\a. This led him to 
evolve the concept of the Forest Garden: 
Based on the observation that the natural 
forest can be divided into distinct layers or 
"stories," he developed an existing small 
orchard of apples and pears into an edible 
landscape consisting of seven dimensions: 
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! . A ';canopy" layer consisting of the 
original mature fruit trees. 
2. A "low-tree" layer of smaller nut and 
fruit trees on d'?,'arfing root stocks. 
3. A "shrub layer" of fruit bushes such as 
cun-ants and berries. 
4. An ,;herbaceous layer" of perennial 
vegetables and herbs. 
5. A "ground cover" layer of edible plants 
that spread horizontally. 
6. A "rhizosphere" or "underground" 
dimension of plants grown for their roots 
and tubers. 
7. A vertical "layer" of vines and 
climbers. 

Stepping into the Forest Garden is like 
entering another world. All ~round is 
Lushness and abundance, a sharp contrast 
to the dust-bowl aridity of the surrounding 
prairie farmed fields and fannlands. At 
first the sheer profusion of growth is 
bewildering, like entering a wild wood. 
We're not used lo productive landscapes 
appearing so disorderly. But it doesn't 
take long for the true hannony of nature's 
systems to reveal themselves, and the 
realisation sinks in I hat in fact it is the 
Agribiz monoculturcs, with their heavy 
machinery, genetic manipulation, erosion, 



high water inputs, pesticides, and fertilisers, that are in a state of 
maintained chaos. Whereas hectares of land may produce bushel 
after bushel of but one crop, genetically degraded and totally 

"Successful gardens 
do not keep expanding. 
Instead, they provide a 
surplus of plant stock 
and knowledge that 
help to establish new 
gardens." 

What we planted at Margaret Macmillan school: 
• Apples: Reverend W. Wilks, James Grieves, Crab. 
• Pears: Warden. 
• Plums: Cherry plum, Shropshire damson, and Victoria. 
• Cherry 
• Quince 
• Medlar 
• Nuts: Almond, Hazel, Pine nut 
• Berries: Worcesterberries, Tayberry, Gooseberry, Currants: 

Red, Black, White, & Buffalo; Barberry 
• Strawberry grapevine 
• Chinese & Jerusalem Arti'chokes 
• Comfreys: Dwarf, Common, and Bocking 14. Creeping 

borage. 
• Lavenders: French, Hidcote, Seal, Grappenhall, Ladden 

pink, Imperial gem, Large white, Royal purple 
• Lemon Balms: All gold, Common, Variegated 
• Lavages: Scots and Common; Fennel 
• Mints: Apple, Curly, Spear, Basil, Lemon, Orange, Bowls, 

Mitcham, Eucalyptus, Lavender, Black pepper, Red raripila, 
Moroccan, Ea4 de cologne, White pepper, Pineapple, Ginger, 
Korean. Pot marjoram; Bergamots: Wild, Common, and Lemon 

• Miscellaneous Herbs: Alecost. Alexanders. Burdock. Curry 
plant. Good King Henry. Hops. Horseradish. Salad bumet, 
Southemwood. Tansy. 

• Onions: Welsh, Common, and Everlasting. Garlics: Wild, 
and Common. Chives: Giant, Garlic, Common 

• Rosemaries: Lilies blue, Common, Heavenly blue, 
Benenden blue, Seven sea, Sudbury blue, Sisinghurst blue, Mrs 
Jessup's upright 

• Sages: Broad-leaved, Narrow-leaved, Common, Purple, 
Golden, Pineapple 

'Th.is is not a complete list of plants in the entire garden. 
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vulnerable to ever more virulent strains of pest and disease 
without the dubious protection of massive chemical inputs, just 
an eighth of an acre of a garden such as Robert's can output a 
tremendous variety of yields. 

Inspired by Robert's example, forest gardening has become ar 

intemational movement, and projects have been planted in 
community spaces, private gardens, and school grounds. They 
have the potential to contribute enormously to the social, 
physical, spiritual, economic, and environmental well-being of 
communities. 

"Obviously, few of us are in a position to restore 
the forests. But tens of millions of us have gardens, or 
access to open spaces such as industrial wastelands, 
where trees can be planted, and if full advantage can 
be taken of the potentialities that are available even in 
heavily built-up areas, new 'city forests' can arise ... " 

-Robert A de J. Hart 

As rhey mature.forest gardens become more lush, bw without 
huma11 attention may tend to revert toward the wild. 



Putting down roots in the heartland 

Re-Visioning Suburbia 
Rhonda Baird 

W
HEN YOU'VE THOUGHT ABOUT IT for a long 
time, and know how to build 011 existing values, the 
resources are always at hand and things can go very 

quickly. 
My roots go back to the colonization of Indiana by pioneering 

white people. I've never lived outside the state, and I've been in 
this city, Bloomington, for the past 11 years, working as an 
activist and organizer. So I have been uniquely positioned to 
watch the transformation occurring at Renaissance Farm and 
Permaculture Center over the past three seasons. Like a camera 
capturing the opening of a flower or the path of clouds overhead, 
I've been aple to witness what can happen when vision, talent, 
and ability take root in the right time and place. 

When you understand the importance of invisible structures, 
the system functio11s better. The community gets involved. 

One of the advantages Bloomington offers the savvy penna
culture settler is the community: People here are ready to take on 
the issues society faces today. They have long been interested in 
sustainability, social equity, and environmental justice. 

So, when Peter Bane and Keith Johnson moved here, 
bringing their collective wisdom and permaculture analysis, they 
were able to link up with others prepared to take advantage of 
what they had to offer. Out of these connections, over 150 
students have been trained in permaculture, neighborhood 
associations have been addressed, city commissions have invited 
them in, the media have showcased their work, and many private 
meetings have begun to bear fruit. And as a result, the 
community will be better prepared for the big changes to come. 

When you inllolve the community in growing the system, tlie 
ripples reach far and wide. 

From the very beginning, Peter and Keith were able to 

use their site, a rundown ranch house and garage on nearly barren 
land, to help design course graduates embody the pennaculture 
principles. Those interested in construction got practice at 
retrofitting the house. Those interested in plant propagation and 
urban farming were able to learn through workshops and drop-in 
hands-on work parties. I never leave the site without learning at 
least three new things. And, of course, fledgling teachers such as 
myself, are welcomed to the site, to observe, to test theories, or 
just to share in .a cup of tea, a salad, a bowl of soup. Those who 
visit or work there, or who come in contact with the Permaculture 
Activist, with the teaching work, with the vision and hope the 
two hold out, take inspiration back home, into the community, 
and on to other projects. 

When they moved here in 2006, Peter and Keith brought 
many plants from their gardens in North Carolina, along with 
construction materials, tools, fuel, and fertilizers. But the biggest 
advantage these men had in setting up their home system was an 
understanding of permaculture and their experience managing 
large and small projects. By the time they arrived in Bloomington, 
they had participated in planning and building roads, reservoirs, 
ponds, and neighborhoods at Earthaven ecovillage and had built 
and retrofitted houses in Tennessee, New Hampshire, California, 
N. Carolina, and Hawaii. Keith had installed scores oflandscapes 
across a half-dozen states. They already knew how to set 
priorities for the work ahead of them. And the imminence of peak 
oil and economic contraction focused their minds. 

Their site covers two-thirds of an acre on a broad flat ridge 
one mile from the edge of Bloomington in an informal suburban 
neighborhood. The house, built in the late 1950s, was similar to 

Two shon years and lots of work have begun to show significam 
transformation of a suburban home in Bloomington, Indiana. 



many of that era: small , plain, wooden, and dilapidated after 
years of rental by an absentee landlord. The original garage, on 
the south end of the house, had become a sunken living room in 
some earlier transformation. Two bedrooms knocked together out 
of three fom1er tiny bedrooms and some closets filled the north 
end of the house. In the middle, a common room joined the 
kitchen to the living room in an open plan that made this small 
place feel larger than it was. Just to the northwest of the main 
house, a two-car garage turned music studio was destined in their 
hand s to become a remodeled office and sleeping suite. A small 
windowless bathroom and a lavatory provided minimal amenity. 

The first dramatic change was the evolution of the front lawn 
(facing east) into rows upon rows of garden beds. Dead and dying 
trees were turned into mulch and firewood. Thank s to Keith's 
plant wizardry, vegetables were coming out of the garden within 
a matter of weeks. Trellises built from lopped branches provided 
support for climbers, a screen between the road and the house, 
and began attracting birds and their precious manures. 
Get a yield: fuel, food , fertility , structure. 

A fence separa ting the building s went down within minutes 
after they moved in. Smelly old carpets were ripped out to 
become gard en pathways. Broken appliances were replaced with 
new, energy-efficient models. Derelict sing le-pane windows were 
replaced all around the house with low-E, argon-filled, double-

Well-planned drainage (left) a11d swa/es (right) ensured maxi
mum rete11tio11 of water, while building soil and garden paths. 
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pane units. On the south sides of the buildings, larger windov 
and glass doors were added to increase solar gain. In the offic 
red oak from local timber became a gorgeous floor. Bookshel 
and counters were built in. The publishing office was up and 
running. Get a yield, work for i11come. Natura.I light from lar; 
eastern windows cut down the need for electrici ty. A small 
woodstove was installed to sideline the electric heat pump, ar 
the house another efficient woodstove replaced an old behcm 
in the living room, m~king the gas furnace a redundant backu 
system. A large woodshed went up quickly with help. It allov 
tree trimmings, construction waste, and focal salvage wood t< 
for the winter to come, while a new door directly from the uti 
room allowed laundry out to existing lines, and firewood in ti 
new stove. Water that drained toward the houses (causing as 
pump to run almost constantly) was redirected into the garde1 
Turn problems i11to solutio11s. 

Even in the first year, water was collected for the garden 
from the roof, albeit on a small scale. In the second summer, 
10,000-gallon ferrocement cistern was started with help from 
workshop and completed late in the year. Plumbing for the ta 
went underground last fall, including connections lo six hydr: 
around the property and to both buildings. This spring, the ol, 
shingle roofs were replaced with enameled metal for water 
collection and the gutters and filters have been completed: w: 
is flowing in. Enough is stored for the house and the urban fa 
Keith now manages. A small pond was built in the southwest 
com er of the property during a guild work bee, but a larger o, 
planned for the south side of the new greenhouse. 

The greenhouse, a high-tunnel structure of about 1000 sc 
feet on the north side of the lot, was added late last fall. From 
Keith has begun to sell plant starts, greening and edifying the 
community. Salad greens are sold regularly to neighbors, frie 
and local businesses. During my last visit, a middle-aged cou 
rode up on bikes for their weekly bag of greens. The time bef 
a fellow student, now a landscaping contractor/pennaculture 
designer, bought all of the pawpaw plants available along wil 
bush cherries and hazelputs for a client. 

More than thirty fruit and nut trees went into the yard thi 
spring. Apple, pear, peach, cherry, plum, and hazel joined olc 



mulbeni.es and new figs. Serviceberries, raspberries, blueberries, 
dwarf willow, currants, gooseberries, bush cherries, and hundreds 
of other plants now call Renaissance Farm home. The diversity of 
species and varieties Keith cultivates is astounding. 

This year, a.n extension around the cistern is planned for a 
root and stonn cellar; it will take advantage of the thermal mass 
of the tank and will provide extra insulation in return. A chicken 
coop and a new tool shed will be built nearby. A stone patio 
between the two buildings comprised of off-casts from a nearby 
limestone quarry is slowly moving forward. Before winter the 
garage/living room slab will be topped wiih stone, more concrete, 
and tile to add thermal mass and radiant floor heating to the 
house-turning an undesirable situation to an advantage. 

The systems of the home site are coming along. Energy, 
water, food in its many forms, fertilizers, and animals have all 
been included in a plan put together with intention, vision, and 
speed. To have all of this functioning so quickly is remarkable. 
And truly, much, much more could be told. Renaissance Farm 
and Permaculture Center is a model for the region and the 
permaculture community at large. 

Perhaps as interesting as the outward changes has been the 
intentional cultivation of invisible systems along with the visible 
ones. Peter and Keith have been able to connect with the 
community from before their move. Indeed, by the time they 
a1Tived, they had nearly 100 students in the area. The same year, I 
began organizing many of those folks into the Bloomington 
Pemmculture Guild which has grown dramatically in 24 months. 

Besides, ofi.'ering their home site as a place for those of us 
already interested in permaculture to learn new skills, Peter and 
Keith were eager to meet leaders of the community who might 
take an interest in pem.aculture. Many of the people I had been 
workiii.g with over the past decade were familiar with the term 
permaculture or had read about it, but had been so busy with their 
own projects, they hadn't taken a course. In this established 
community the leadership were able to take in new ideas and 
suggestions and fom1 alliances that are already changing the way 
we live in Bloomington. This contrasts with the way in which 

A new ferroce111ent water tank stores rainwater from the roofs. 

their former community, a pioneering ecovillage, had to expend 
so much effort to establish infrastructure that higher functions 
were often slighted. 

Peter laughed the other day and mentioned that the suburban 
site had been waiting for them-"Just add water and stir." 
Though the redevelopment at Renaissance Farm and within the 
community has been challenging, I expect their overall 
impression of Bloomington is much the same. 

Whenever the chance came to meet with Peter or Keith at a 
movie, town meeting, or even over dinner, I was able to see old 
friends meet new friends and become friends in their own right. 
Over the past year or so, Peter and Keith have joined in the work 
of promoting innovative ideas for the community such as the 
city's Peak Oil Task Force or urban farming and market 
initiatives. Though they have become more and more involved in 
the work of their site as the plant systems have grown, in their · 
work as teachers, designers, and farmers, and in the community's 
initiatives, both men have continued to respond to their former 
students, supporting their work and deepening their capacities. 
And this year, an apprentice has come to help maintain, expand, 
and learn from syste·ms already in place, both visible and invisible. 

Though this is not my site, Renaissance Farm and 
Permaculture Center, the home of my friends and colleagues, 
knits together my work with permaculture and the community 
I've been able to call home for the past decade. It is a welcome 
home away from home, a source of inspiration, and a challenge 
to the community for innovation. 

I was struck, at the last Continental Bioregional Congress in 
2005, by the words of a Brazilian man; that Americans should 
come SQuth and cut our teeth on projects in places that desperately 
need the permaculture touch-that America was too rich and too 
full of denial. Certainly we can find fault with the systems and 
people around us. That doesn't lessen the need for permaculture 
work here. I am most pleased to see that work, both visible and 
invisible, being undertaken by Peter Bane and Keith Johnson. ~ 

Rhonda Baird, organizer of the Bloomington Permaculture Gui/a 
and appremice permacultllre teacher, writes from her awn devel
oping home system. She very much looks forward to nudging the 
evolution of communities i11 her region by e11couragi11g and 
connecting healthy systems. Email: rhonda.kb@comcast.net. 

FINGER LAKES _ _,....-, 

· -·
0 PERMACULTURE 

INSTITUTE 

Permaculture Design Certificate courses, 
workshops, children's programs and 
apprenticeships are offered year-round in 
affordable, modular, hands-on classes during 
winter weekends and our summer intensive. 

www.fingerlakespermaculture.org 



Per'!'aculture emerges from constant upheaval 

Home-scale Action on Campus 
Jeffrey M. Adams and Zachary A. Mermel 

T HE CAMPUS CENTER for Appropriate Technology 
(CCAT) is located on the Humboldt State University 
campus, in the coastal town of Arcata, California, within 

the Humb oldt Bay Watershed. A program of the student 
government of Humboldt State, CCAT has been in perpetual 
evolution since I 978, when a group of students, faculty, and 
administrators· collaborated to save the dilapidated Buck House 
from becoming a firefighter training exercise. Their goal; to 

The CCAT site is nestled berween a yurt (left) and University 
buildings (righl). 

renovate the Buck House into a living learning laboratory for 
demonstrating energy efficiency, renewable energy, and the 
many other practi cal solutions available to everyd ay people 
concerned about the direction in which society was headed. 

Students teaching students 

One of the hallmarks of pennaculture is its ability to inspire 
and educate people, while instigating on-the-ground change. 
Beyond the theories and rhetoric found in traditional academia, 
most students have an urgent need to get their hands dirty 
bringing worthwhile ideas to life. CCAT provides an experiential 
playground for students' creativity toward the design of a more 
self-reli ant homescape. However, the desire of students to test 
their novel ideas does not always result in functional systems 
worthy of demonstration to the public at large. Thus, students' 
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creative endeavors must be tempered with critical analyses oft 
function, fonn, and feasibility of the final product to be 
displayed. 

More than a few students have chosen to attend Humboldt 
State because of the pragmatic learning opportunities available 
CCAT. Whether as an enthusiastic volunteer on a Friday 
workday, a com munity member attending a free workshop on t 
basics of natural building, or a dedicated studen t employee 
spending extra hours cataloging herbs from the herb spiral, 
virtually everyone who experiences CCA T is transfonned on 
some level. 

CCAT's horizontal learning structure encourages all 
participants to be both student and teacher. A myriad of 
workshops, classes, and tours provide the opportunity for 
students and community members to share their knowledge wi 
others, while simultaneously learning how to become leaders o 
change in their own right. 

The experiential, grassroots educat ion that is part and parce 
of CCAT' s existence is moderated by a certain amount of verti 
structure. In exchange for housing and an experience often 
described as a "trial by fire," three student co-directors live on
site for a tenn of one year each. They oversee the day-to-day 
program operations: coordinating on-site activities for class 
projects and community volunt eers, managing more than a do2 
student employees, facilitating meetings, and even balancing ti 
organ ization's budget. Given this myriad of responsibilities, it 
com mon for CCA T co-director s to work over 50 hours a week 
This over-extension of the co-directors' time demonstrates a nc 
to make better use of the nascent leadership of other stakehold , 
in the CCA T experiment. 

How has an organ ization, whose leadership is replaced eve1 
twelve months; managed to survive, and even thrive, over the 
past 30 years? The answer may lie in disturbance patterns. The 
annual cycling of co-directors provides a regular disturbance 
regime to the program's operations and brings to bear on the 
project a stream of fertile minds. These individuals have the 
potential to flower into powerful change-makers. Volunteers a: 
student employees also pulse through the organization-some 
stay involved in CCA T for many years, while others participat 
for only a few days. Thus, the human element of CCAT is 
analogous to an ecosystem in a state of dynamic equilibrium, 
where a vai:iety of education habitats and stages of educational 
succession combine to fom1 the social mosaic of the organizat 1 

However , the constant turnover of students does create cert 
challenges. Site and program knowledge are not easily gained 
and passed on in such a short time-frame. Many projects, in th 
context of a permanent culture, need many years to come to 



fruition, and thrive only under constant cultivation. Indeed, 
infrastructure at CCA T is often devel oped and maintained i'n 
parallel with student interests and energy. Sometimes the site 
pul ses with vitality, at other times it falls into neglect and 
disrepair. These recurrent challenges are addressed in part by a 
steering committee of faculty, community members, and fom1er 
co-directors who serve as an advisory board to the current 
students running the program. 

Social synergy 

The American Heritage Dictionary defines synergy as: "A 
dynamic state in which combined action is favored over 
individual actions." A simple functional analysis of the social 
outputs from CCAT reveals the synergistic power created by this 
dynamic organization. CCAT provides a gathering place and 
mutual support to gain practical experience with a sense of co-

The focus on modeling 
wise energy use through 
efficiency and conservation 
gradually expanded to 
encompass both the 
physical landscape 
surrounding the house and 
the broader community. 

ownership and responsibility for the outcomes. The CCAT 
community serves as a springboard, sending individuals off into 
the world with increased capacity to plant and steward the seeds 
of positive action. CCAT empower s people to start small-scale 
and intensive projects for social and economic renewal, whether 
they are freshmen in the university residence halls or the owners 
of a working farm. ln this sense, CCA T is defined not so much 
by what it is, as by what it does for people. 

Adaptability is key to survival 

From 1978 until 2004, CCA T existed as a student experiment 
at the top of a hill on the edge of campus. The focus on modeling 
wise energy use through efficiency and conservation gradually 
expanded to encompass both the physical landscape surrounding 

the house and the broader community. As the program and site 
became more integrated, various cla~scs offered through 
Humboldt State supported projects demon~trating the holistic 
nature of self-reliant living. CCAT also began to organize ils ow 
student-facilitated courses, offered free of charge to campus 
residents and the surrounding community. 

CCAT in its original location showing solar panels to left. 

CCAT operated for many years knowing that the program 
might be displaced and the site sacrificed 10 the university's 
growth plans. In 2004, word finally came that a new academic 
building was to be erected on the site. A short period was 
allocated for the deconstruction and removal of salvageable 
items, after which construction fences would be erected and 
access to the well nourished soils would be cut off. As groups of 

- volunteers worked to salvage as many materials and plants as 
possible, the need to design for deconstruction, reuse, and 
changing uses became apparent. CCAT was given a temporary 
building from which to run the program while the B!,!ck House 
was moved I 00 feet down the hill to its ne.w location. This 
interim period lasted three long years, challenging the social 
cohesion of the organization and requiring protracted thought on 
how to run a place-based program from a temporary facili ty. 

Fortunately, many of the people involv.ed with CCAT 
maintained the perspective that this problen1--0f having to move 
a program that had become wholly integrated with the house and 
its site through 26 years of innovation and love- wa~ in fact a 
great opportunity. The early visioning of the new site resulted in 
innovative design scenarios that could not have manifested at the 
old site. The potential to form pa11nerships with more groups and 
individuals on campus and in the community opened up. Also , 
being located in a temporary building highlighted the need to 
develop appropriate technologies that could be applied in rental 
situations. 

In order to maintain enthusiasm and hold the involvement of 
those seeking hands -on experience, an accelerated initial design 
process was undertaken. Design intentions were established 
among a core sub-group during the summer months subsequent 



to the move. Input from other stakeholders was incorporated as 
new conversations and observations spawned worthwhile ideas. 
A careful balance between immediate action and long-tenn, 
thorough planning was sought, though not always struck. 
Reevaluation was frequent as the land was cleared and new 

· perspectives unfolded. Eventually a conceptual, working site 
design was created, and some basic infrastructure developed
swa\es, paths, and terraces were built, and the yurt was 
reconstructed. 

The initial enthusiasm for creating on this blank canvas, and 
for the associated vision of designing and growing a 
permaculture site was soon tempered by the reality of the 
challenges CCAT faced. To orchestrate the unfolding of a long
term design among a large and diverse constituency w~mld be a 
difficult task for anyone, and it was even more so for a small 
group of busy college students who had never undertaken a 
project of this magnitude. Some people felt a driving impulse to 
begin rebuilding the CCAT site immediately, while others held 
out in the importance of a long-term perspective. Tensions were 
further heightened by the short tenure of the co-directors, each of 
whom served for only a year before yielding operational control 
to new people. Only they were in the position to undertake such a 
time- and thought-intensive process, yet had to do so under the 
constant lash of time. 

Organizational coppicing 

The new site that CCAT inherited was a veritable jungle of 
the most tenacious and expansive non-native plants in Humboldt 
County. It sloped down to a tall wall of hybrid pines afflicted 
with a pitch canker which blocked much of the solar window. 
Jeff and his fellow co-directors became acutely aware of the 
design challenges they faced. Removing the non-native plants 
came first. A thick sheet mulch was then laid down to begin soil 
building and prevent erosion. For this process, CCA T was 
fortunate to receive large amounts of 'black gold' derived from 
the campus's pre-consumer food scraps, courtesy of the Campus 
Recycling Program's Compost Team. This fertility input helped 
to balance the loss of nutrients and organic matter from the 
removal of non-native plant material. 

With approximately half of the site still in the throes of 
construction, early design efforts focused on some major 
components, such as the precise location of the house, while 
moving forward to develop infrastructure on the other half. A 
good _portion of this area was designated as unmanaged Zone 5 to 
provide a thread of native vegetation and habitat from the nearby 
community forest onto the campus. The restoration of an adjacent 
redwood grove was undertaken in collaboration with the HSU 
Plant Operations Department. Much of the material used in the 
initial planting came from a site slated to be developed by a local 
contractor. Other early projects included building an earthen oven 
for use during community events, a cob bench, and establishing a 
variety of edible and medicinal plants. 

In the months leading up to reoccupation, the Buck House 
interior underwent major remodeling. On the bottom floor, a 
classroom, an office, and a utility room were built. Double-pane 
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windows replaced inefficient sash from the original l930's 
house. -Blown-cellulose insulation filled the wall cavities of the 
upstairs, while milk-based natural paints covered the new sheet 
rock with colorful, artistic expressions. Much of this work was 
done by volunteers and student employees, with the assistance of 
generous local contractors who gave both their time and 
expertise. 

The site reflects CCAT' s dynamic niche at the edge between 
institutional stasis and youthful enthusiasm for change. 

The CCAT program officially moved into the renovated 
facility in. June of 2007. CCAT had a home once again , with a 
sense of perm_anence never before felt by the program. As the 
gardens mature, the organization has begun to develop techno
logies for the preservation, use, and distribution of these yields. 
food forest has been planted and is growing an abundance of 
lessons, with the promise of supplying more nutritious foods am 
teas to the campus community in the near future. A variety of 
systems are being installed and designed to reintegrate the site 
with the local ecosystems. A greywater marsh is in the final 
stages of completion. Several major pieces of infrastructure 
(including an attached greenhouse, a workshop building, and a 
water harvesting system) still need money and material inputs. 

· This dearth of funding to develop the major site infrastructure 
reflects the financial realities affecting many homeowners-aga 
highlighting the importance of designing for transition. 

The ability to respond to changing circumstances is arguabl) 
the d~fining characteristic ~f CCA T's program. The Center has 
stood the test of time, despite (and perhaps because of) the annu 
changing of the ranks. Though the program faces a perennial 
challenge in responding to dynamic social patterns, it has endle: 
opportunities to design and cultivate the system of the future. 1 

Jeffrey Adams served as a co-director of CCAT from June 2004 
through May 2005. Zach Menne! was a CCAT co-directorfron; 
January through December 2006. They are in the process of 
establishi1ig regenerative design businesses in California and 
Hawaii respectively. 



Permacu/ture goes to Washington 

The Philadelphia Orchard Project 
Phil Forsyth 

F ROM MAY TO OCTOBEr, permaculture will have a 
prominent place in the nation's capital, right under the 
noses of the 110th Congr ess. l 'vc just returned from a 

rare opportunity: designing and installing an edible forest garden 
on the National Mall, within sight of the Capitol Building. The 
installation is a repres enta tion of the work of the Philadelphia 
Orchard Project (POP), which was invited to participate in the 
U.S. Botani c Garden's One Planet armuat display program. At its 
prominent position on the front terrace of USBG, the forest 
garden is expected to receive mor e than I . 7 million visitors. 

Origins of POP 

A city of great needs and great opportunities, Philadelphia is 
ripe for pennaculture. It is the poorest mujor city in the United 
States, with 25% of the population below the poverty line and 
50,000 chronically hungry children. There are also 40,000 vacant 
lots in the city, a legacy of 20th Century deindustrializntion. 
Indeed, some neighborhoods in North, South, and West 
Philadelphia have more abandoT)ed land than buildin gs· standing. 
This combination of vacant land and hungry people makes for 
some very basic math for a perrnaculturist. The Philadelphia 
Orchard Project has introduced a simple solution to address both 
problems: the transfonnation of neglected urban spaces into 
vibrant community orchards. 

Paul Glover and_ I arrived in Philadelphia at about the same 
time in the Fall of 2006. A long-time activist, Paul moved from 
Itha ca where he'd founded Ithaca Hours, the nation's most 
successful alternative curren~y. and the Ithaca Health Alliance, a 

health cooperative providing an alternative to our broken health 
care system. I moved from Brooklyn where I had developed and 
managed an urban farm at the historic Wyckoff Fam1house 
Museum. At a forum on sustainab le food, l came across Paul's 
flyer for the first Philly Orchard Project meeting. From its 
humble beginnings as a series of potlucks last winter, POP grew 
quickly from a vision into an organization. Paul claimed to have 
biked down every street in the city, spreading the word about 
POP to anyone who would speak to him. From this came a core 
of volunteers, a functioning non-profit board, ancl countless 
requests from communities around the city for orchards to be 
planted. A press release resulted in articles in every newspaper in 
the city, spots on local 'IV and radio, and some national coverage 
tha t led directly to the USBG invitation. 

The POP Protocol 

The Philadelphia Orchard Proje ct is intended to function as a 
highly efficient force for the rapid expansion of pennan enl, 
sustainable agriculture in the city. Essentially, we assist existing 
community groups to plan and plant orchards on vacant lots and 



other underused spaces in the neighborhoods. The strength of our 
strategy lies in its truly bottom-up approach and efficient use of 
existing resources in the form of both community and 
organizational partners. POP's strategy is defined as a series of 
steps in our protocol document, summarized below: 

1. Receive statement of interest 
An individual, community, or organization with available land 

expresses interest in developing an orchard. 
2. Initial meeting 
POP meets with the individual(s) or organization that has 

expressed interest, with the intent to clarify their needs and wants 
for the orchard and to outline what POP can offer them (site 
evaluation, design, plants and materials, pl~ting assistance, 
training, and followup). Explain the POP protocol and contract. 

3. Legal evaluation of land 
What is the individual's or organization's relationship to the 

Land? Who owns the land? Are there liens or outstanding taxes? · 
Could the land be seized by the city or another entity? Is the real 
owner willing to accept a POP contract? 

4. Contract (under development) 
POP will create a legal contract concerning future land use of 

the orchard sites. 
5. Community Evaluation 
Who wants this? Is there work that needs to be done to inform 

the community or interested parties of the orchard plan? Are 
there people in the community or organizations that oppose the 
orchard idea? What is the intended use of the orchard's produce: 
Free community harvest? Harvest for market? Harvest for 
donation? Does the group have the capacity to care for the 
orchard in the long term? Who is going to take care of these 
trees/plants? Are there any inernbers of the community with 
existing horticultural knowledge? Who is willing to participate in 
training for tree care with us or our partner organizations (Phila. 
Horticultural Society, Penn State Univ. ag extension, etc.)? Who 
is willing to serve as the community liaison and steward for the 
particular orchard? What kind of trees and plants do people want? 
Are there other existing or desired functions for the land: 
community gathering, space for annual vegetables, etc.? 

6. Physical Evaluation of Land 
Site analysis and mapping: Measure and draw up base map 

noting existing conditions. 
• Soil analysis: Take soil samples to send out for testing: toxin 

levels, nutrieQt content, pH. Take note of other soil conditions: 
clay, sand, rocks, bricks, poor drainage, etc. 

• Exposure: Amount of sun and shade 
• Water: What access does the site have for watering? Are 

there any site drainage problems? 
• Pollution: Does the site require significant trash cleanup? Is 

it located near a highway or other serious source of air pollution? 
• Existing plants: Does existing vegetation need to be 

removed prior to planting? 
• Other; Are there utility lines above or below ground to 

avoid? Is the site prote.cted from vandalism? Are there severe 
winds? Anything other conditions of note? 
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7. Site Selection 
The Orchard Committee, composed of staff, board members 

and volunteers, meet at least twice a year to select community 
partners and planting sites for the Spring and Fall planting 
seasons. Selections are based upon a range of criteria including 
legal status of land, POP contract, community evaluation, and s: 
analysis. 

Fig overst01y with berries below. 

8. Orchard Design 
POP develops a planting plan for the orchard, working fron 

the base map, existing conditions, intended usage, community 
desires for the orchard, and an established POP list of 
recommended plants. A corresponding site plant list is created 
plant ordering. 

9. Planting Events 
At this point, POP can arrange a planting date, order plants 

acquire other necessary materials, and line up volunteers. Alis 
of planting dates is set up in advance and circulated via the lisl 
serve, inviting volunteers from across the city to participate. 
POP's community partner for the orchard is encouraged to 
organize as many local volunteers as possible. 

Orchard plantings are scheduled for distinct Spring and Fal 
planting seasons. The bulk of the labor for these plantings sho 
come from the community itself, in order to create greater 
community investment. Planting days also function as training 
events for orchard care and planting techniques. An orchard c: 
booklet including clear contact infonnation for follow-up 



assistance will be provided. 
10. Follow~up 
Primary care of the orchard belongs to the community partner. 

An assigned local orchard steward or stewards will be 
responsible for ensuring that maintenance is carried out and for 
contacting POP if additional assistance or advice is needed. ln 
addition, POP will visit sites at least twice a year to make sure 
everything is being cared for properly. If necessary, POP will 
work to find new stewards or community partners for an orchard. 
An event will be organized at least once a year for all the orchard 
stewards, so they can celebrate accomplishments, share 
e:ic.periences, and build a city-wide community of orchard care. 

Philadelphia: The next generation orchard 

POP planted three orchards in the fall of 2007. In Spring of 
2008, we've planted seven more and expanded a couple of the 
earlier plantings. We've planted all over the city in 
neighborhoods in North, South, West, and Center City 
Philadelphia, primarily in low-income areas in need of greater 
food sei;:urity. We've worked with a wide range of partners: 
youth-led urban farms, community gardens, elementary schools, 
a community development corporation, a museum, and a 
community center. We have a large waiting list of interested 
potential community partners in various stages of evaluation for 
the fall. 

The orchards POP plants are edible forest gardens, with 
diverse plantings designetl for relatively low maintenance 

demands and for both short- and long-tenu production. A wide 
variety of fruit and nut trees have been planted, from pears, 
plums, and cherries to figs, persimmons, and filhazels. 
Understory plantings include hen)' bushes and multifunctional 
perennials and groundcovers. Vines cover walls and fences. 
Eventually we would like to expand the scope of the orchards to 
include other whole cycle features including neighborhood 
composting facilities, water harvesting, greenhouses, beekeepinf 
and small animals. 

We expect these orchards to have a multiplicity of beneficial 
effects for the surrounding communities. Fresh produce that 
improves nutrition and health and expands local food security. 
Business opportunities for communities and individuals tlirough 
the sale of produce and value-added products like jams, juices, 
and canned goods. Environmental benefits including reduction o 
stom1water runoff, absorption of carbon emissions and other 
pollution, mitigation of urban heat, and the reduction of fossil 
fuel use for food production and distribution. We are designin 
anractive green spaces that will bring communities together and 
boost neighborhood pride. 

Philadelphia and other cities that suffered greatly from 20th 
Cenniry deindustrialization are ironically now well suited to 
adapt to the challenges we all face. Ten urban eco-orchards 
planted; 39,000 to go. Each orchard will rise individually from 
the needs, hopes, and efforts of neighborhoods and communities 
Philadelphia will rise as a new 21st century city, a thriving cente 
of urban agriculture and green economy. 6. 
Write rhe author at pdforsyth@yahoo.com. 



Five-gallon bucket filter for 

Drinking Rooftop Rainwater 
Josh Kearns 

MANY HOUSEHOLDS WOULD BENEFIT from 
using rooftop harvested rainwater as a self-reliant 
source of drinking water. However, some concerns 

exist over contamination of the rainwater as it runs over n;iofing 
materials such as asphalt shingles. 

The U.S. EPA, the World Health Organization and several 
academic studies identify granular activated carbon (GAC) as the 
best available technology for the control of hydrocarbons and 
many synthetic organic chemicals in drinking water. ( 1,2,3,4) 
Granular activated carbon is relatively inexpensive and can be 
purchased 00-\inc or from aquarium supply shops. This paper 
presents a simple DIY (Do-It-Yourself) design for a fi ve-ga\lon 
bucket charcoal fi Iler that can provide a household of five people 
drinking water for up to six months. 

Charcoal filtration 

Charcoal consists of elemental carbon in its graphite form. 
Carbon has been used to purify water for centuries, possibly 
dating back as far as ancient Egypt and India. (5) Carbon, in the 
form of grµphite, exhibits an exceptionally high surface area per 
volume: one gram of industrially produced activated carbon may 
have a surface area of 400-1500 m2 (a football field is about 5000 
m"). Non-polar or: anic molecules dissolved in water ar~ strongly 

Scanning e/ectr-11 microscope images of GAC. The grain 011 the 
left is aholll 1 11111i across. The right image shows a close-up of 

the pore space. 

attracted to this surface and bind due to van der Waals (induced 
dipole) interactions. Carbon filters are employed in com~ercial 
home water treatment systems (to improve water taste, for 
example) as well a-; in large-scale municipal treatment facilitie~. 

Carbon filters effectively remove chlorine, mercury, i.odine, 
and some inorganic compounds as well as many problematic 
organic contaminants such as hydrogen sulphide (H,S), 
formaldehyde (HCOH), and volatile orgnanic compounds 

(VOCs). Activated carbon does not bind well to certain chemical 
including lithium, alcohol,, glycols, ammonia, strong acids and 
bases, metals, and most inorganic substances such as sodium, 
lead, iron, arsenic, nitrates, and fluoride. 
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As a general rule, carbon will bind non-polar materials whil 
polar materials will tend lo remain in aqueous solution. Most 
pesticides are organic and strongly non-polur and 1:hus should 
display an affinity for adsorption onto the carbon surface. 
Water contaminants that can be reduced to acceptable 
stanclards-.iccording to EPA National Drinking Water Standa 
-by activated carbon filtration include: organic arsenic, 
chromium and mercury complexes as well as inorganic mercu1 
benzene, endrin, lindane, methox.ychlor, 1,2-dichloroethane, I 
die hloroethy Jene, I , I, 1-trichloroethane, trihalomethanes, 
toxapl1enc, 2,4-D, 2,4,5-TP (Silvex), and p-dich!orobenzene. ( 



Charcoal Bucket Filter Design 

This design is for a charcoal bucket filter meant to serve a 
household of about five people who want to drink harvested 
rainwater but are concerned about contamination from roofing 
materials such as asphalt shingles. 

Microbial contamination - primarily from fecal coliforms-is 
not a big concern since the rainwater runs only across a roof 
(unless there are a lot of bird droppings). But some microbes will 
likely be picked up, and charcoal provides an excellent surface 
for colonies to attach to. It's doubtful that a slow sand filter could 
generate sufficient biological action in a short period of time on 
such a small-scale as a five-gallon bucket, as used here. 
However, fine sand can sti11 act as an adequate filter by occluding 
microorganisms that cannot fit through tlie pore spaces between 
sand grains. Thus, this design does not rely on a mature 
schmutzedecke* to perform decontamination and degradation as 
in full-sca~e bio-sand filter designs. 

*Schmutzedecke - German, literally "scum layer." So-called 
bio-sand filters rely on a layer of microorganisms living in the 
lop few centimeters of sand to perform most of the 
decontamination. In the filter design presented here, the sand 
functions simply as a strainer. More information on bio-sand 
filtration can be found on the Aqueous Solutions website
www.aqsolutions.org. 

Design specifications 

Th is bucket filter uses a multi-layered design, with a bed of 
charcoal "sandwiched" between two layers each of fine sand and 
gravel. The charcoal filter medium used here is a commercial 
activated charcoal, or filter carbon , which can be purchased in 
bulk from any aquarium supply shop or via the internet. Since the 
filtered water will be used for drinking, we make conservative 
estimat es about the quantity of filter carbon needed to purify a 
given volume of rainwater. For this design, we assume that one 
gram of activated charcoal is necessary to purify one liter ( lL ) of 
rainwat er. One gram of activated charcoal is probably adequate tc 
purify I OL of rainwater; our design specification s use the I g to 
IL ratio as a measure of precaution since the water is for 
drinking , and because charcoal is relatively inexpen sive. 

Assuming a household of five people and each person ' s 
drinking water intake at 2L per day (USEPA guideline ), then to 
purify enough drinking water for a period of six months (183 
days) requires 1830g (1.83kg) of activated charcoal. The density 

· of charcoal is about 500g/L. Thus 1.83kg of charcoal occupies 
about 3.66L of volume, or a little less than a gallon. After six 
months approximately 1,830L have passed through the filter and 
the charcoal must be replenished. 

The filter uses an upflow design for economy of construction 
and ease of use. A single valve installed between the rainwater 
collection bucket and the filter bucket controls flow through the 
system. 

Flow-restrictor mlve with modified nickel installed. 

A flow restrictor is fabricated by drilling 1-3 holes, 3/16" in 
diameter, in a nickel or other suitable disk-shaped material. A 
nickel fits snugly into a 1" baU valve housing and so is a 
convenient choice of material for this purpose. 

One 3/16" hole should provide a flow rate of 1-1.5 L/min. 1l 
flow rate should not exceed 4 L/min to ensure adequate contact 
time between the rainwater and the charcoal filter medium. A pe 
gravel and rock underdrain support the layers of filtration media 
and keep the sand from backing up into the intake pipe. From th 
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bottom up, the set1uence of filter media should be: coarse gravel, 
pea gravel, sand, charcoal, sand, pea gravel, coarse gravel. Each 
layer of sand or gravel should be 2-3" deep: the media should 
completely fill the filter bucket. The sand shou ld be fine-grained 
and thoroughly washed; pre-washed play sand works well, but 
needs additional washing to remove the finest fraction of silt. The 
pea gravel and coarse gravel should also be thoroughly washed 
before use in the filter. 

The charcoal should also be washed prior to use in the filter. 
This is easily done by using a 3'x 3' piece of window screen to 
bundle up about one gallon of charcoal at a time, tying the bundle 
securely with twine, and then dunking vigorously several times in 
an ample volume of clean water. The blackened water is 
discarded and the charcoal dunked again in clean water until most 
of the fine charcoal particles are removed. 

The filter pipe assembly (see photograph at bottom of pg. 24) 
is fabricated by drilling several 1/16" diameter holes into a 9" 
section of PVC pip\!. This helps to disperse the flow of water into 
the filter bucket and encourages even distr ibution and laminar 
flow through the layers of filter media. Holes 3/4" in diame\er are 
drilled near the base of each bucket and in the lid of the filter 
bucket using a spade bit. Plumbing joints installed in these holes 
use rubber washers to provide a snug fit and prevent leaks. All 
threaded pvc connections are taped with Teflon to provide a good 
sea l and prevent leaks. PVC slip fittings can probably be made 
hand-tight and will not leak; this avoids the need for pvc glue, 
which i_s unpleasant to work with. 

Parts and Tools lnvent9ry 

Togls needed are: drill ; 3/4" spade drill bit; 1/16" sheet metal 
drill bit; sandpaper - medium to coarse grade; boxcutter or exacto 
knife; scissors; pocket knife; pliers; saw to cut PVC ; window 
screen - 3'x3'; twine - 6 ft ; measuring cup - lL size or larger. 

The rainwater input bucket (see photograph to lef t) is 
fabricated by cutting an· &"circle out of the bucket lid. and using 
the rim of the lid to secure a 15"x 15" piece of window screen 
over the mouth of the bucket. This assembly screens out debris in 
the source rainwater to help prevent clogging of the system. 

TI1e lid of the filter bucket should fit snugly to prevent leaking 
during filter operation. If leaking occurs, Teflon tape can be 
applied in the gap in the lid to create a seal with the rim of the 
bucket mouth. If leaking still occurs, some soft silicone sealant 
can be used to seal the lid to the bucket rim. (Use soft silicone so 
that the lid can be easily removed using a boxcutter or exacto 
knife later when it's time to change the charcoal.) 

Total expenses for all parts and filter media should not exceed 
$90-a good scavenger could acquire most of these material s at 
much less cost. Thus, for a household of five people, for the first 
six month s of operation the cost should be less than $3 per person 
per month, or less than $0.05 per liter. For subsequent six-month 
periods over the lifetime of system, the cost should drop below 
$0.02 per liter , or $1.30 per person per month. 

For more information on sustainability and self-reliance in 
drinking water filtration, see our website: www.aqsolutions.org. 

To wash the filter carbon, bunch it in a square of 
window screen, tie securely, and dunk it rigorously in 
water several times until most of the black sediment i.1 
washed out. 



Part Number 
Description 
Quantity, Amount, Size, etc. 
Approximate cost 

1. Commercial activated carbon: filter 
carbon 1 gal.@$35. 

2. 5-gallon plastic bucket w/)id: 2@$8.50. 

3. 1/2 inch ball valve, 1@$2.50. 

4. Teflon tape 3-4', $)/roll. (not shown) 

5. 1/2" inner-diameter rubber washers, 
6-10, $1 - $2 total. 

6. 1/2" PVC elbow fitting, threaded and 
slip 2@$3.50. 

7. l/2" male threaded PVC insert 
connector 1@$0.75. 

8. 1/2" female threaded PVC insert 
connector, 2@$0.75. 

9. 1/2" PVC end-cap, slip, 1@$1.75. 

10. 1/2" PVC bushing, threaded, 2@$3.50. 

11. l/2" PVC adapter; male threaded, 
female slip 1@$2. 

12. 1/2" inner-diameter vinyl or Tygon 
tubing, 6', $0.30/ft. 

t 3. Sand 2 _gals. ~ 30 lbs. $5 / 50 lbs. (not 
shown) 

14. Pea gravel, I gal.~ 15 lbs. $5 / 50 lbs. 

15. Coarse gravel, 1 gal. ~ 15 lbs: $5 / 50 
lbs. 

16. 1/2" PVC pipe, 2-1/2" in length, 2 pcs. 
$3 for 6 ft. (not shown) 

17. 1/2" PVC drainpipe, 9" in length. 
1@$3 for 6 ft. 

18. Nickel, 1, $0.05 

19. Window screen, 15"xl5" $5 per roll. 
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Finished filter system 
assembled (below right). 
Note screen on top 
(co llecting) bucke t to 
filter hfluent. 

Pipe with .flow- , 
restr icting 
valve connects 
collection 
resen•oir to 
filter. 

Lower left 
hucket contai ns 
sand. gravel, 
and carbon. 

Other Water Resources 

Water in the Home Landscape 
pamphlet, $7 

Harvesting Rainwater I & II 
Guiding Principles & Earthworks 
books, vol. I $25 • vol. II $33 

Water Storage, $20 

Dam Nation, $20 

Planting Green Roofs 
& Living Walls, $35 

Creating an Oasis with Greywater 
$21 

Greywater Builders Guide 
$15 
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Garden farming grows by zones 

Building Home from the Ground Up 
Peter Bane 

TEACHING PERMACULTURE IN PAOLI, a little 
southern fndiana county town about an hour northwest of 
Louisville, is an unlikely job description, not much more 

believable for having gone on six years. So when Darren Bender
Beaur egard showed up for the class one hot June day three years 
ago, introduced himself as a'fanner from the northeast edge of 
town, and already knew about permaculture, I was pretty sure the 
universe was playing tricks on me. 

Bramb leben ·y Farm, however, is no joke , but a real bottom-up 
demon stration of pennaculture at work. 

Darren and his wife Espri are developing seven acres as a 
small farm adjacent to her parent's home in Orange County, a 
place that hasn't been in the national spotlight since Al Capone 
used to pull his private railroad car onto the siding at the French 
Lick casino. The young couple appreciate the quiet of their rural 
neighborhood about five minutes out of town, where they blend 
in well with their neighbors, and no one minds if the roosters start 
crowing early. 

During a stay in Tucson, Darren met Brad Lancaster and saw 
pennacullure systems flourishing in drylands. Inspired by visions 
of a perennial paradise , he carried that seed back hom e to the 
Midwe st and settled in with Espri. the two of them determined to 
grow an organic life together on the land. Thoughtful planners 
and self-starters, they enrolled Darren in the perrnaculture design 
cours e when it showed up in their region, and have been staunch 
supporters of the Bloomington and Hoosier Hills Pennaculture 
Guild ever since it launched two years ago. 

Glass bottles and recycled windows 
frame.bananas and a breakfast nook. 

Cob greenhouse showing solar chimney and cup plant hedge (r) 
that regrows a111111ally to shade south glass. 

Reclaiming the territory 

Their beginning at Brambleberry was hardly auspicious, 
though they had the support of Espri's parents next door. The 
land was mostly wooded with some pasture along the country 
road, and a few old fruit trees in poor shape. It sloped a little to 
the north into the woods, and offered the shelter of a used mobile 
home, an old barn, a dilapidated cabin, and a small shed. With a 
limited budget and wanting to avoid debt, Darren and fapri 
moved into the uninsulated trailer and began fixing things up. 
Among their first projects was a greenhouse off the south side of 
the trailer , made of cob, glass jugs, and salvag ed window panes. 
With a solar chimney and a big round window to the cast, the 
greenhouse space affords them significant winter heat, summer 
ventilation (the solar chimney pulls air through the living space 
from the cooler north side), and a sweet sittin g spot for morning 
tea. Bananas and other subtropicals have taken hold inside. 

Insulation and a roof add-on to the trai ler eventually made thal 
metal box tolerable in summer (it had been an oven for a couple 
of years ... ) and easier to heat in the winter. Grapes are now 
established and climbing up trellis on the south side, while cup 
plant:; (Sylpheum spp). huge perennial herbs that grow to six feet 
or more and produce copious biomass, shade the front of the 
greenhouse in summer. 

Water in this part of the world is abundant but often difficult 
to harne ss. With k:.ust geology below ground , wells are often 
unreliable. Water flowing today can dissolve a new channel and 
disappear tomorrow. Surface water flow is good, but then comes 
July and August, and droughts have been getting more frequent. 



Darren and Espri had plenty of roofs, and they knew about 
catchment , so when someone offered them a used 2500-ga\lon 
plastic tank, they grab\:>ed it. It was filled with muck, but Darren 
crawled in and cleaned it out, and now it's holding the runoff 
from the big barn roof, flowing downhill on its way to the garden. 

An effective partnership 

Danen, who has a passion for plants, has taken the lead in 
horticultural prospecting, seeking out unusual varieties, and 
grafting and pruning the trees, while Espri, who learned 
plumbing and electrical trndes from her family, has a gift for 
design and the technical aspects of systems. She's the one who 
came up with the nifty first-flush mechanism that cleans 
roofwater off the old cabin and directs it to the chicken house
and the design for the mobile chicken tractors. And it was she 
who worked out Lhe framing diagrams for the new timber-frame 
and strawbale house they are erecting just west of the old barn 
nearer the center of their open ground. They both· work at the 
garden and the animals, cooperating to produce vegetables, eggs, 
and some fruits for market in the nearby town of Orleans or for 
their CSA, (which this year is in suspension while they finish the 
house.) If you saunter up to their stand at the market or drop in at 

the farm, it will likely 
be Darren, sporting a 
chin beard and a 
ready smile, who tells 
you all the great uses 
for goumi ( Elea_gnus 
mult,flora), while 
Espri, jaunty in a 

rakish hat, fills your 
bag and weighs our 
the potatoes. Between 
them, they seem to 

, have figured out a 
leap-frog system for 
giving the farm tours, 
which they both seem 
to relish, and can now 
manage big groups in 
tandem. Float i11 hucker tips pivoting downspout. 

Perennials get going 

Getting a productive system up and running takes some time 
and a bit of experimentation. The hot humid summers and 
variable winters of southem Indiana support a wide range of 
crops, but finding the right mix and the right varieties involves a 
bit of puzzling. Small fruit have done well, with serviceberries, 
strawberries, raspbenies, and blackberries in good number, and 
the tree fruits are beginning to yield. Figs tucked against the side 
of the shed have been bearing for several years; grapes flourished 
during last summer's drought, and the peach crop looks 
promising this year. With pruning and TLC, the old pears and 
apples in the garden are bearing again, and the massive old plum 

by the cabin never did stop pumping out fruit. 
But this promise of abundance has come along after several 

years. Jn the beginning, most of the production came out of 
annual vegetable beds, and the couple had the good sense to start 
working right out their back door. Next to the small porch on the 
back of the trailer, 
a simple greywater 
system from the 
house discharges 
downslope to the 
north into a bed 
that holds cattails, 
other marsh plant,s, 
and sometimes 
celery, which 
enjoys the extra 
salts and moisture. 

. All around in a 
half-circle is one of 
the main vegetable 
production zones, 
immediately next 
to the house. Paths 
are sown to a 
permanent mulch 
of clover and 
chickweed, while 
crops rotate in 

Momble chicken condominium 
converts bugs and grass illlo eggs. 

segments. Arcing around the north edge of the garden in a solar 
sweep is a band of tree and shrub fruits forming a transition to the 
woods behind. This linear forest garden is still filling in but 
already shows yields at the ground, herb, shrub, and low-tree 
layer. 

Last year, with the digging help of the permaculture guild 
meeting, the couple-added a large mandala garden to the south of 
the trailer mirroring the older beds to the north, and a section of 
~emi-shaded yard that had 
formerly yielded mostly 
weeds is now growing 
salad and strawberries. 

A pattern unfolds 

Further out in what I'd 
call zone 2, the compact 
geometry of the circle 
beds gives way to a linear. 
pattem as the old apples 
and pears stand guard 
over rows of garlic and 
brassicas, potatoes and 
beans. These production 
crops run out to the edge 
of the cultivated zone 
where the poultry yard 
forms a backdrop to the 

Guinea Hog sow alld 
piglets in movable paddock. 



Espri (behind ladder) explains details of the native tulip poplar 
and sycamore house frame she designed. 

intensively managed part of the system. In 
addition to a large space sutrnunding the coop, 
the birds are moved out into other sections of 
the farm in mobile coops, helping to clean up 
and glean just-harvested beds, use the unmown 
grass around the buildings, and in general, tum 
bugs into eggs. 

Ani!"Tlals are the latest story at Brambleberry, 
and have begun to show greater potentials in the 
landscape, as zones 3 and 4 come into use. 
Darren and Espri have had chickens for several 
years, but just recently have added geese and a 
rare breed of swine called Guinea Hogs. These 
small, hairy black hogs have a compact body, a 
gentle disposition, and mature at about 150 lbs., 
making them an ideal breed for this small 
garden-scale fann. The breed was developed by 
southern Appalachians mountaineers and only a few hundred 
pure-bred animal~ are known to exist. The Bender-Beauregards 
found breeding sows and a boar at an auction only a few hours 
away last fall and they now find that there is a strong revival of 
interest in the breed that is allowing them to sell all the pigs they 

access to plenty of pasture in a series of connected paddocks 
formed by electric fencing. The boar is kept separate from the 
sow now that she's raising piglets, while IW? younger gilts of an 
earlier litter are sharing his turf, along with the orphan ruminants. 
111e hogs like to root and can tum a lot of soil. Darren and Espri 

. are still deciding whether they want to ring the hogs or use them 
in a way that the digging can be helpful. 

Succession and evolution 

It's hard to say where the design is headed ultimately. The last 
time I visited, in June, the couple were excited at the possibility 
that the neighbor's house, soon to be empty, might go to a young 
couple working for the recently opened Lost River Food Coop in 
Paoli. A little cluster of pemiaculture fanners? A savanna with an 
agroforest overstory? More honey production? The development 
seems to be building organically, growing out from zone O to 
zones l, 2, 3, and now 4. But with the establishment of a new 
house and with it a new system center, the zones will re-orient to 
a larger pattern. Likely the old trailer will become housing for 

fann help in the fom1 of apprentices or interns, 
and the complexity of the system can continue 
to grow. The Fornier zone 1 production gardens 
may transition to more zone 2 or 3 type of 
production as the forest garden expands and 
fills in. Animals on rotation may cycle through 
the system more vigorously, and perhaps larger 
animals yet may fill the unoccupied pasture 
niche. The barn may be needed again for hay 
storage or animal shelter in winter. 

Whatever path the system takes, it's 
clear this once-neglected little corner of the 
American heartland is pulsing back to life. tl 

For more i11for111atio11 abow Brambfeheny 
Farm, contatr dtt•ren5@yahoo.com. Write the 
aurhor at pcac1il'ist@mindspri11g.co111. 

Gos/ings on patro, 

. .··=--..:; f ~ { ~ :· · )~'.'"?_; '_ .. _, .. ,,,-_,,... 

can raise for a good price. c 

It seems that when you have animals, other people take notice, ~ 
and Brambleberry Farm is no exception. The couple have ~ 
recently added a goat and a sheep that were "donated" by friends. ~ 
Espri looked wryly al the sheep the other day and said, "That ~ 

--g 
one'll probably go into the freezer." Perhaps too that fate for " 
some of the gaggle of goslings that are dashing about the animal 0 

-g 
yard this spring. Right now they're an adorable and vocal mob :i: 

who promise to make short work of some large swaths of grass as 8 
they get bigger. ~ 

The unharvested pasture is one of Bram bleberry' s biggest ] 
underused resources, so anin1als on grass make a lot of sense for ~ 

0 
the system. 1l1e hogs have a small moveable field shelter and if ...,.., .. __,.....___. 



Planting a Worldview 

The Food Forest of John Wires 
Nicko Rubin 

"I was looking for a different world" explains John Wires. 
Suffering from what would later be diagnosed as post-traumatic 
stress disorder following service as a comb at medic in World 
War Two, John moved to Plainfield, Vermont in the early 70s. 
After witnessing the destruction of human and ecological 
systems, he needed to escape from a reality he did not honor. 
John sought to create a new world and a new worldview. 

John purchased a 16-acre parcel on the south western slope of 
Bald Hill, a band of old fields and young forest running up the 
hill with views of the ancient Worcester Range 20 miles to the 
west. The parcel was on the eastern edge of what was formerly 
the Dix farm and was pastured as recently as 1968. The · 
farmhouse itself had become a commune and several of the other 
parcels were being built upon by members of Goddard College's 
radical design program. John was not alone in coming to this area 
looking for something new. 

Bald hill sit~ at the foot of Spruce Mountain on the edge of the 
Groton State Forest. The hill is probably the most beautiful place 
in the world (one of many) and a place I go when I need to honor 
reality. Thoroughly disillusioned with the predominant culture, 
and inspired by Russell Smith's Tree Crops and a vision of Eden, 
John began to plant. 

The land shows a clear history of human use. Bald Hill 
remained open (as its name suggests) long after much of the 
surrounding landscape had returned to forest. In my short lifetim e 
I have seen significant change as succes sional processes continue 
transforming it into forest. It was.first cleared 200 years ago for 
sheep pasture up to its rounded summit at 2030 feet, and 
remained open as potato fields and pasture for cattle longer than 
much of the surrounding area. Large granite boulders 
occasionally appear on the surface of the soil, likely a sign of 

This landscape is wild. The 
landscape is human. People 
have lived and worked here. 

historical overgraz ing and erosion. The hill is crisscrossed with 
old stonewalls, sweet homes for snakes, chipm unks, and mice. In 
two or three locations one can find the remai ns of old apple 
orchards, still producing sweet selected apple varieties in the fall. 
I have seen deer, rabbit , and fox on the hill as well as signs of 
bear, raccoon, and porcupine. 

A clear trail leads up the hill from the east, however, I often 

make my way down the western face. Animal trails cut_ through 
thick early succession vegetation at the top of the slope: 
raspberries, milkweed, and wild roses all buzz with healthy 
insects. Crabapples, young black cherries, hawthorns, 
serviceberries, and dog woods also nourish visitors. I drop off the 
top of the hill through a grove of crabappl es, crooked and 
struggling under an expanding canopy of maple, ash, pine, and 
spruce. I see an apple has abandoned the crooked low growth 
patterns of its parents, and thrives as it grows straigh t 35 feet up 

At the top of the clearing 
stands a kingly American 
chestnut, 35 feet tall and 
heavy with the spiny green 
husks of deyeloping nuts at 
the ends of its branches. A 
black walnut and a mulberry 
(the only one I have seen in 
Vermont) stand beside it. 

into the canopy and I am hopeful for the apple in the maturing 
forest. Crossing an old stone wall , I see mushrooms growing on 
the rotting remains of a massive wolf tree which grew between 
the fields when the rest of the land was cleared. It is likely the 
grandmother of many of the young sugar maples now shading the 
slope. This landscape is wild. The landscape is human. People 
have Jived and worked here. 

I follow deer trails through young maple s as well as a number 
of oaks, red, burr, and english: trees John planted in the emerging 
woodland. I hear the voices of birds in a small clearing just ahead 
where low bush blueberries grow beside numerous young silver 
shoots of autumn olive. On the edge of the clearing I see a seed 
ling Americ an chestnut (possibly a hybrid). A Chinese chestnut 
grows on the bottom edge of the clearing , partially shaded by the 
maples of the surrounding woodland; the tree shows damage 
from a heavy Octob er snow three years ago. Groundnut and 
bittersweet twine amongst the low vegetation of the clearing. 



I venture further down the slope, past large pea shrubs, sumac, 
black locust, and bramble. I find another larger clearing, it is 
humming with insects. Milkweed, goldenrod, vetch, raspberry, 
and the very vigorous groundnut fill the clearing. Waist high 
seedling cherries stand poised to move the land into forest. At the 
top of the clearing slands a kingly American chestnut, 35 feet tall 
and heavy with the spiny green husks of developing nuts at the 
ends of its branches. A black walnut and a mulberry (the only one 
I have seen in Vennont) stand beside it: 

At the bottom of the clearing are more American chestnuts, 
healthy and bearing, though slightly less regal; they stand on the 
edge of a grove of trees, old leaning wild apple, black locust, and 

He piled cuttings from the 
scythe and brush from 
pruning around trees as 
mulch and protection from 
deer. He did little else to 
shield his plants, thinking 
that they would need to be 
able to handle any pests on 
their own, as part of the 
local ecological system. 

walnut grow with their canopies touching. The vegetation of the 
shaded space underneath the canopy is thinner, grassy with fems, 
woodmint, blue cohosh, may apple, and wild strawberry. This is 
the space John Wires referred to as his "sacred grove." It feels 
safe and still. It-is just above the small cabin where he once lived. 
Closer to the cabin, an asparagus patch still produces sweet shoots 
every spring right beside the sour stalks of rhubarb. They have 
benefitted from recent weeding and mulching with unchipped 
woody debris by the:! current owner of the property. Just outside 
the front door are gooseberry bushes and Nanking cherry, as well 
as comfrey, horseradish, lavage, mint, and a small blueberry 
bush. Hickory, walnuts, and oaks grow around the home along 
with dogwoods, apples, honey locust, and remarkably healthy 
elms. The sweetest patch of elderberries I have ever tasted grows 
unkempt above several tall and bushy hazels. 

A small trailer in which John lived after selling the property 
sits between the cabin and the dirt road which leads to the base of 
Spruce Mountain. A male and a female Hardy kiwis (Actinidia 
kofomitka) envelop the southern side of the structure and sprout 
fruits that taste like magic. Several currants struggle in the shade 
of the vines. Hops grow on an arbor on the west side, and nettles 
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line one side of the path to the door. An English oak four feet 
high grows just in front of the steps; John at 83 kept planting: 
neither his age nor his selling of the land stopped him. Closer to 
the road are more hickories and walnuts, as well as a large and 
robust blackberry patch. 

The pattern of clearings and comfortably spaced trees amidst a 
mixed hardwood forest is delightful. Birds, squirrels, and deer 
also seem particularly pleased with the landscape. Though John 
did research the preferences arid maintenance of his plantings, he 
did not begin with a clear plan. Rather he followed his intuition, 
trying many things, and seeing what survived and what did not. 
He resisted using any internal combustion engines (though 
occasionally resorted to a chain-saw), and enjoyed scything 
regularly as a sorl of ritual or meditation. He piled cuttings from 
the scythe and brush from pruning around trees as mulch and 
protection from deer. He did little else to shield his plants, 
thinking that they would need to be able to handle any pests on 
their own, as part of the local ecological system. 

The worldview which draws a distinction between the human 
and natural breaks down in this landscape. There simply is no 

The worldview which draws 
a distinction between the 
human and natural breaks 
down in this landscape. 
There simply is no line here 
between the natural 
and the human. 

line here between the natural and the human. John Wires 
participated in the landscape, (like all of the species on the hill) 
as was his nature. He realized a fantasy landscape, simply by 
stumbling towards it. Thirty years later John is no longer 
maintaining the site. The plants he brought to the site are still 
growing, flowering, and fruiting. Many are now spreading 
through the larger landscape thanks to both humans and animals. 
The walnuts, chestnuts, and oaks are all producing; the groundnut 
is flourishing; the goosebenies are sweet; and the kiwis offer a 
taste of a different world for those who know to look. /1 

John Wires currently lives in Mompelier, Vermom where he 
continues to work as an activist, inpiring others as a community 
elder. Nicko Rubin lives and works in Plainfield, Vt. He recently 
received a masters degree in sustainable landscape design from 
the the Conway School of Landscape Design. He runs East Hill 
Tree Farm and pl"actices ecological landscape design, 
co11s11lratio11, and planting. He is helps manage thefoodforest of 
John Wires. Contact: nicko@easthilltreefarm.com. 



Practial tools for city living 

Cleaning Water with Floating Islands 
Scott Kellogg and Stacy Pettigrew 

F LOA TING ISLANDS OCCUR IN NATURE when part 
of a Jake's bank breaks away from the shore and floats 
around, sometimes for years. The islands act as the lake's 

liver, purifying its waters. The roots of plants hold the island 
together and dangle down into the lake water, creating a habitat 
for bacteria, algae, zooplankton, and other critters. These 
organisms, as well as the plants themselves, play a role in the 
uptake of nutrients and degradation of toxins in the water. 

Artificial floating islands can be used to clean urban bodies of 
water. Any polluted canal, river, estuary, lake in a city park, or 
storm water retention pond would benefit from a floating island. 

Artificial floating 
islands can be used to 
clean urban bodies of 
water. Any polluted 
canal, river, estuary, 
lake in a city park, or 
storm water retention . 
pond would benefit 
from a floating island. 

Storm water runoff has a large negative impact on urban water 
quality. Before rushing into stonn drains, the rain washes across 
parking lots, roadways, and people's backyards, picking up a load 
of pollutants and debris. This toxic mixture contains motor oil, 
gasoline, plastic bottles, floating trash, dog poop, lawn fertilizer, 
and pesticides. Storm water runoff is difficult to control. Unlike a 
single heavy polluter, such as a factory, known as a "point source 
polluter" because its pollution comes from a single "point" which 
can be treated and regulated, the toxins and debris picked up by 
storm water runoff mjginate from multiple sources which are 
harder to track down. Storm water is referred to as "non-poiht 
source pollution." 

During heavy rains, s\01111 sewers can be overwhelmed and 
overflow into water bodies. The combined effects of pollution 
and choking debris threaten the aquatic life in these ecosystems. 
Floating trash islands are one strategy to remediate pollution 
in any body of water affected by storm water runoff. Building 

A floating island at Rhi;:;ome C()f/ectiw's brownfield sire in 
Austin, Texas . 

one involves binding together buoyant debris often found along 
the banks of polluted bodies of water, chiefly capped plastic 
bottles and Styrofoam chunks. (Which also serves to reuse this 
trash.) Water plants are then strapped onto the floating media and 
allowed to develop their root systems. Most water plants do not 
need to be rooted in soil in order to thrive, and some even do 
better with their roots freely suspended in water. 

Building a floating island 

Supplies needed: 

• Lots of floating plastic bottles or Styrofoam 
• A roll of plastic construction fencing 
• Zip ties 
• Water plants: Irises, bulrush, pickerel rush, arrowhead, 



duckweed, and watercress are good choices, but ju st 
about any water plant wiJI work. 

• Anchor and rope. or mooring 

How to: 

1. Roll the pla stic fencing into a tube with a diameter of at 
least a foot. Zip tie it closed along lhe side and one end. 
leaving the other end open. The length of the tube will be 
equal to the circumference of the island. Islands with a 
diameter of 5 to 10 feet and circumference of roughly 16 to 
31 feet work well. (Circumference= diameter x 3.14) 

2. Stuff pla stic bottle s or Styrofoam into the open end Qf the 
tube, filling it. Pack them in snugly, while still allowing the 
tube to be bent. Make sure the bottles are tightly capped, 
otherwise they could fill with water and cause the island to 

sink. 

3. Bend the tube into a ring and zip tie the ends together, 
sea ling the tube and completing the circle. 

4. Stretch plastic fencing across the center of the ring and zip 
tie it in place. 

5. If water plants are in containers, remove them and wash off 
any gravel. Gently place the plant s upright on the fenc ing in the 
island's center, touching the inside edge of the bottle- stuff ed ring. 
Work the roots through the holes in the fencing so they will 
dangle into the water. Zip tie larger root s to the plastic fencing. lf 
poss ible , try to work U1e leaves or stems of the plant s through the 
sides of the ring to help to keep them upright. The plants should 
cover the surface of the island 
without choking each other out. A combination of plants can be 
used to encourage diversity. Take care not to introdu ce an 
invasive species to an area. 
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. 6. Choose a location. Ideally, the island should be put in full 
sun. 

7.,Choose an anchoring system. TI1e island must be secured so 
that it doesn't float away or drift inlo a shady area. It can 
either be anchored to the bottom or placed on a mooring that 
keeps it in the same location. An anchor can be as simple 
as a rope tied to a gallon jug filled with concrete. A mooring can 
be constructed from a metal pole stuck through the 
floating island and mounted on a concrete base sitting at the 
water's bottom. A kiddie pool or similar shaped container can be 
used as a mold to make the bast>. Stand the pole upright in the 
center of the mold and fill the mold with several inches 
of concrete. Once the concrete has set, the pole should be h?cked 
into the base and the mold can be popped off. The wide bottom of 
the base will keep the pole from falling over. 

8. Once a location and an anchoring system have been chosen, 
position the island by boat or on foot, wearing waders. 
As the island matures, the plants will grow throughout the plastic 
fencing. Their dead leaves and stalks will add to the island's 
mass. Eventually, the shade produced by the plants will protect 
the bottles from degrading in the sun. Soon after it has been 
launched, giant sheets of algae will begin to form off the bottom 
of the island, aiding in water purification. If the body of water is 
healthy enough to support fish, minnows will take shelter in the 
roots of the island; Water birds may even nest in it. 

Floating islands can still be used in ponds that are dry for pa11 
of the year. To do so, install a mooring system in a plastic stock 
tank greater in diameter than the island. When the water level 
drops, the island slides down the mooring and comes to rest 
inside the water-filled stock tank. The tank may need to be 
manual~y filled depending on the length and intensity of the dry 
season: As the water in the pond returns, the island 1ises with the 
water level. This method provides a reservoir for many types of 
life in the pond. Fish, frogs, and birds would leave or perish 
without it. 

Solar-powered air pumps can be attached to islands to 
remediate eutrophied bodies of water. When a body of water has 
an excess of nutrients, typically from fertilizer run-off or sewage, 
algae feed off these nutrients and explode in population. After the 
nutrients are used up, the algae die and are eaten by bacteria. The 
growing bacteria populations deplete the oxyge1i in the water, 
frequently resulting in fish die-offs. This process is known as 
eulrophication. It can be mitigated or reversed by increasing the 

amount of oxygen in the water. This can be done by mechanically 
aerating the water with an air pump. The pump is placed on the 
island. Airstone diffusers are connected to the pump with rubber 
hosing and submerged as deep as possible directly beneath the 
island. 

A floating island's impact on overall water quality depends on 
the maturity of the island and its size relative to the water. With 
enough floating islands, it is possible to restore vitality to an 
urban aquatic ecosystem. f), 

From Scotr Kellogg and Stacy Pertigre\\' To::lbox for Sustainable 
City Living, p11hlislted by South End Press. reprillled with 
permission. 

the Ec,:,-lc~rning Center, Little Artshtam, the Greenl\fan and 
the in~rit1.1tc for snstainalJk li,·ing, an & natural design present: 

ecological d~sign 
education 
IN NORTHERN MICHIGAN 

with Dave Jacke, author of 
Edible Forest Gardens Vols-. I & II 

September 22nd- 27th , 
come for one course or for the whole week! 

Mon 22nd - evening talk, Traverse City 
Beyond Sustainability: Energy Descent, Whole 
Systems and You: An Introduction to Permaculture 

Tues 23rd - half day workshop, Traverse City 
Ecological Design: The Medium is the Message 

Wed 24th - evening talk, Leelanau County 
Designing Guilds and Polycultures: Ecosystem 
Social Engineering 

Thurs 25th - full day workshop, Leelanau Cowity 
Water in Permaculture: Whole Systems Approaches 

Fri 26th - full day workshop, Antrim County 
Foresr Gardens 1: Vision, Architecture, and -Design 

Fri 26th - evening talk, Antrim County 
Food Webs in Action: Animals in Permaculrnre 

Sat 27th - full day workshop, Antrim County 
Foresr Gardens 2: Self-Renewing Fertility and 
Designed Successions 

Evening talks are free! For a complete dt:scription 
of events and costs and to register visit 

www.ARTmeetsEARTH.org 
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Changes in urban transportation 

Bicycles Pedaling Into the Spotlight 
J. Matthew Roney 

T HE WORLD PRODUCED AN ESTIMATED 130 
million bicycles in 2007-more than twice the 52 

· million car s produced. Bicycle and car production 
tracked each other closely in the mid-to-late 1960s, but bike 
output separated sharply from that of cars in 1970, beginning ii, 
steep climb to 105 million in 1988. Following a slowdown 
betweeri 1989 and 200 I, bike production has regained steam, 
increasing in each of the last six years. Much of the recent growth 
has been driven by the rise in electric, or "e-bike" production, 
which has doubled since 
2004 to 21 million units in 
2007. Overall. since 1970. 
bicycle output has nearly 
quadrupled, while car 
production has roughly 
doubled. 

Promoting the bike m, a 
clean and efficient 
alternative to the personal 
automobile is a practical 
way for cities to reduce 
traffic congestion and 
smog. To simultaneously 
confront those prohlems a~ 
well as climate change and 
an emerging obesity 
epidemic, government 
leaders and advocacy 
groups are working ro bring 
cychng back to prominence 
in the urban transport mix. 

A number of European 
cities have set the standard 
for bicycle use and 
promotion, via pro-bike transportation and land use policies, as 
well as heavy funding for bicycle infrastructure and public 
education. In Copenhagen, for example , 36 percent of commuters 
bike to work. The city plans lo invest more than $200 million in 
bike facilities between 2006 and 2024 and estimates that by 20 l 5 
half its residents will bike to work or school. In Amsterdam , 
cycling accounts for 55 percent of journeys to jobs that are less 
than 7.5 kilometers (4.7 miles) from home. The government has 
pledged to spend $160 million from 2006 to 20 IO on bicycle 
paths, parking, and safety. And Freiburg, Germany, a city with 
218,000 people, has allocated roughly $1.3 million annually for 
cycling since ! 976; now son:ie 70 percent of local trips there are 

made by bike, on foot, or by public transit. 
Governments elsewhere are following Europe's lead. Bogol 

Colombia, boasts more than 300 kilometers of bikeways , the 
most for a city in the developing world. In Australia, the state c 
Victoria has amended planning laws to require all new large 
buildings to provide bike parking and other facilities such as 
showers and lockers. And in November 2007, South Korea's 
Home Affairs Ministry announced a new pro-hike campaign tc 
alleviate increasing traffic and air pollution and to cope with 

soaring oil prices. A~ 
expands bicycle 
infrastructure, the 
government aims to 
substantially increas 
bike ownership by 
2015, from one bike 
every seven citizens 
one for every four. 

Some notorious\ 
polluted and conges 
cities are working tc 
reap the benefits of 
cycling as well. Me 
City plans to have S 
percent of all trips t 
bike in 2012, up frc 
less than 2 percent 
today, using traffic 
calming methods, 
promotional campa 
and bike -transit 
connectivity. In Inc 
Delhi's newest Ma 
Plan requires fully 

segregated bicycle tracks on all arterial roads and notes that 
promoting cycling will be an essential component of the cit} 
plans to reduce growth in fossil f~el consumption. (See addi 
examples of bicycle promotion ii1itiativcs.) 

Bicycle rental programs are also increasing bike use in s, 
cities. The stand-out example of 2007 was Paris's low-cost· 
rental scheme, launched in July. Now offering 20,600 bikes 
can be obtained by credit card at l ,451 stations. the progran 
logged 6 million 1ides in its first three months. Analysts exi: 
the program to double or even triple bike trips in Paris. Sim 
programs exist in Oslo, Barcelona, and Brussels and are pla 
for Washington, DC and central_ London, among other citie: 



While biking remains popular for recreation in the Uni.ted 
States, it is woefully underused for transportation. Tota! cycling 
participation has declined nationally since 1960, dropping 32 
percent since the early 1990s, and now accounts for just 0.9 
percent of all trips. Cycling to work is even less frequent, at 0.4 

· percent of trips. 
Despite these unimpressive statistics, encouraging signs can 

be seen for the future of cycling in the United States. Aided by 
$900 million a year in federal funding for promotion of biking 
and walking for 2005 to 2009, the installation of bicycle 
facilities-including parking, bike-friendly roads, and designated 
lanes-is proceeding at a record pace. Indeed, plans in the 50 
largest US cities would, on average, double their bicycle and 
pedestrian routes; New York City alone will quadruple its bike 
network lo 2,900 kilometers by 2030. 

Bicycle advocacy in the United States continues to grow as 
well. The League of American Bicyclists now honors 84 US 
towns and cities as Bicycle Friendly Communities, compared 
with 52 in 2005. Cycling advocacy groups operate in 49 states 
and Washington, DC. Perhaps most exciting, a Complete Streets 
movement has blossomed in recent years, in which a broad 
coalition of citizen and environmental groups is calling for safer, 
pedestrian- and cyclist-friendly roads designed for everyone, not 
just cars. Six states and more than 50 cities, counties, and metro 
regions have now enacted some form of Complete Streets 
legislation. For example, the Illinois General Assembly voted last 
October to require all new state transportation construction 
projects in and around urban areas to include bicycle and 
pedestrian ways. 

While the bicycle is still an essential form of transportation in 
China, _the country has recently seen a rapid decrease in bike 
ownership as its population becomes wealthier and turns to cars. 
From 1995 to 2005, China's bike fleet declined by 35 percent, 
from 670 million to 4~5 million, while private car ownership 
more than doubled, from 4.2 million to 8.9 million. Blaming 
cyclists for increasing accidents and congestion, some city 
governments have closed bike lanes. Shanghai even banned 
bicycles from certain downtown roads in 2004. This deterioration 
in Chinese bike culture emerges even as the country's share of 
world bicycle production continues to rise: China now turns out 
more than four-fifths of the 130 million bikes produced each 
year. 

China's central government, increasingly concerned about 
traffic congestion, energy consumption, and people's health, has 
now begun calling on cities to reverse this discouragement of 
bikes. In June 2006, Deputy Minister of Construction Qiu 
Baoxing ordered cities that had narrowed or removed bike lanes 
to restore them. Within Beijing, bike promotion is having some 
visible effects as the city prepares for the 2008 Olympics. For 
example, after successful pilot projects, a private bike rental 
scheme co-sponsored by Beijing's environmental protection and 
security bureaus aims to provide 50,000 bikes at some 200 
locations by August. Thus far, however, the recent pro-bicycle 
rhetoric from Beijing has not translated into much positive action 
outside the capital. 

Development projects addressing disease and poverty in 

Africa provide evidence that the bicycle's utility is not just 
limited to urban areas. In Zambia, World Bicycle Relief has 
partnered with a coalition of relief organizations to combat HIV/ 
AIDS through more timely education and treatmerit, providing 
23,000 bicycles to healthcare volunteers, disease prevention 

Some notoriously 
polluted and congested 
cities are working to reap 
the benefits of cycling as 
well. Mexico City plans 
to have 5 percent of all 
trips be by bike in 2012, 
up from less than 2 
percent today, using 
traffic calming methods, 
promotional cam·paigns, 
and bike-transit 
con n.ectivity. 

educators, and families affected by the virus. In Burkina Faso, 
Ghana, and Uganda, an alliance of Dutch non-governmental 
organizations has launched a micro-credit lending program called 
Cycling Out of Poverty. Through this effo11, poor people can pay 
off leased bikes while using them to attend school or start a small 
business. 

With more than half the world's population now I iving in 
cities, there is tremendous potential for municipal governments 
and urban planners to increase bicycle use by following classic 
European examples like Copenhagen and Amsterdam. These 
cities have shown that by integrating bicycles in transportation 
planning, educating the public about cycling's benefits, and 
discouraging driving with restrictions and taxes on car ownership 
and parking, governments can greatly enhance bicycle use. This 
promotes people's physical fitness while helping to create 
cleaner, more livable communities. I:,, 
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Global warming forcing US coastal population to move inland 

Katrina Evacuees 
Are Now Climate Refugees 
Lester R. Brown 

T HOSE OF US WHO TRACK the effect~ of global 
wanning had assumed that the first large now of climate 
refugees would likely be in the South Pacifi c with the 

abandonment of Tuvalu or other low-lying islands. We were 
wrong. TI1e first massive movement of clinmle refugees has been 
that of people away from the Gulf Coast of the Unit ed State s. 

Hurricane Katrina, which made landfall in late August 2005, 
forced a million people from New Orlean~ and the small towns 
on the Mississippi and Louis iana coa sts to move inland eith er 
within state or to neighboring states such us Texas and Arkansas. 
Although nearly all plann ed to return, many have not. 

Unlike in previous cases, when re~idenls typically left area~ 
threatened by hurricanes and relumed when authorities declared 
it was safe to do so, many of these evacuees are finding new 
homes. In this respect, the US hurricane season of 200 5 was 
differenr. Record-high temperatures in the Gulf of Mexico 
surface waters helped make Hurrica ne Katrina the most 
financially destructive huJTicane eve r to make landfall anywhere. 

In some Mississi ppi Gulf Coast towns, Katrina's powe1ful 28 -

foot-high stom1 surge (8.5 meter s) did not leave a sing le structure 
standing. Ther e was nothing for evac uees to return to. The 
destruction of housing and infrastructure in SI. Bcmard Parish, a 
low-lying 40-mile-long peninsula (64 km ) ex tendin g southeast 
from New Orleans, rendered mo~t or it uninhabitable. The 
Katrina stom1 surge that raised the water level in Lake 
Pontchartrain so high that it brea che d the levees and l1ooded New 
Orlean s left much of the city unfit to live in. Even today, large 
parts of the city are without basic infr astructure services such as 
water, power, sewage disposal, garbage co llection , and 
telecommunications. Interestingly, the country to suffor the most 
damage from a hurricane is also one-primarily responsible for 
global wanning . 
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Many evacuees were able to return in a matt er of days. but 
many more were not. New Orleans ' population before Katrina 
struck wus 463,000 . Claritas, a priv ate demographic data
gathering and analysis finn. reported that after the hunicane New 
Orleans· population shrank to 93,000. By January :2006, it had 
recovered to 174.000. By July 2006, the city stil! had only 
214,000 residents, less than half of ils pre-Katrina population. 

Three Louisiana coas tal parishes (counties} also registered 
substantial population declines. Thi.: population of St. Bernard 
Parish plummeted from 66,000 residents to 15,000 in July 2006. 
South of New Orleans, the population of Pla4uemines Par ish 
declined from 29,000 to 20,000. Densely populated Jefferson 
Parish, also bordeting New Orleans on the south, dropped from 
453,000 to 411,000, a loss of 42,000. 

Mis siss ippi's three coa stal counties each lost population . The 
July tabulation showed Hancock County had lust 8,000 residents 
Han-ison County, which includes Lhe town or Gulfpo1t, lost 
12,000, and Jackson County 4,000. (See data .) 

As of July 2006, New Orleans. the three parishes , and the 
three counri es in Mississippi had lost a total of :175,000 residenti 
because of destruction from Katrina. Some eyacucc s arc still 
retuming , but the Oow has slowed to a near trickle. We estimate 
that al least 250.0 00 of them have est:1hlished hom es elsewhere 
and will not retum. TI1ey no longer want 10 face the personal 
trauma and financial risks associated with rising seas and more 
destructive storms. These evacuees are now climate refugees. 

Whil e the numbers tell us ho w many people hav e not return~ 
home. they do not capture the pers onal trauma of exposure to a 
disaster that claimed I JOO lives or the scn~e of loss from being 
abruptly uprooted from home and community. and sep arat ed 
from schoo ls. johs. and friends. As:;essing Katrina's effects, the 
American Psychological Association note s that many of the 



storm's victims experience post-traumatic stress disorder. This 
manifestation of extreme stress is similar to that of troops 
returning from Iraq. 

Those of us who track the 
effects of global warming 
had assumed that the first 
large flow of climate 
refugees would likely be in 
the South Pacific with the 
abandonment of Tuvalu or 
other low-lying islands. We 
were wrong. 

Hanging over the future of the hurricane-prone coastal regions 
of the us· Southeast is the difficulty in getting property insurance. 
In the wake of the last two hurricane seasons, including the 2004 
season when four hurricanes crossed Florida, reconstruction is 
still ongoing, insurance costs are climbing, and private insurance 
companies are withdrawing from high-risk coastal areas. 

The movement of insurers out of high-risk regions started 
after Hurricane Andrew hit Florida in 1992, destroying 60,000 
homes and bankrupting some 11 local insurance companies. In 
response, governments in hurricane-prone states, including 
Florida, Mississippi, and Louisiana, each created a state
supported insurance company for homeowners unable to get 
private insurance. Florida's state insurer, Citizens Property 

Insurance Corporation, ran a deficit of $516 million in 2004. An 
analysis of risks and costs in late 2005 showed that premiums 
charged to property owners must be raised 80 percent to ensure 
Citizens' future viability. 

TI1ese deficits were repeated in Louisiana and at the national 
level with the National Flood Insurance Program, which ran a 
$23 billion deficit in 2005. The bottom line is that rates must rise 
as the risk rises. This applies not only to property insurance, but 
also for firms seeking to insure against business interruption 
losses. 

After a point. as stonn risks multiply and insurance rates rise, 
real estate prices start to decline. To cite an extreme example, 
how much is a building lot worth in St. Bernard Parish, now 
largely abandoned, or in the low-lying parts of New Orleans? 
Some of the businesses in these hard-hit areas that are not tied 
directly to local customers. such as consulting firms, software 
companies, or publishing houses, have moved to more secure 
locations. New Orleans entrepreneur, Ken Murray, who founded 
Parker, Munay and Associate~. a sales and marketing company, 
is among those who have moved their firms to Dallas. 
Katrina took a heavy toll in the Louisiana and Mississippi coastal 
regions, but there are 35 million people living along the 
hurricane-prone coast that stretches from North Carolina to 
Texas. Half of these live in Florida: 10 million on the Atlantic 
coast and 7 million on the Gulf coast. 

As rising seas and more powerful hurricanes translate into 
higher insurance costs in these coastal communities, people are 
retreating inland. And just as companies migrate to regions with 
lower wages, they also migrate to regions with lower insurance 
costs. 

The experience with more destructive storms in recent years is 
only the beginning. Since 1970, the Earth's average temperature 
has risen by one degree Fahrenheit, but by 2100 it could rise by 
up to 10°F (6°C). 

More destructive storms are an early manifestation of global 
wanning. The longer tem1 risk is that rising temperatures will 
melt glaciers and polar ice caps, raising sea level and displacing 
coastal residents worldwide. The flow of climate refugees to date 
numbers in the thousands, but if we do not quickly reduce CO2 

emissions, it could one day number in the millions. /1 
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from the Regions-
Pe,ma cu1ture takes hold in the Deep South 

Mississippi Blooming 
Ak.ia Chabot 

We moved to our urban lot in an historic town on the 
Mississippi River from the other side of the world. Tasmania is 
my home and it's where my wife Rebecca and I met and had 
been studying (ecology and environmental science) and living 
among~t our evolving permaculture property for five years. 
Wanting to have babies near Rebecca's family we moved to 
Vicksburg, Mississippi two years ago, and proceeded to develop 
a permaculture demonstration site. What follows is a summary of 
the challenges we have faced and how we are endeavoring to tum 
these into opportunities. 

The consumption-oriented paradigm 

We found that our greatest challenge in Mississippi has been a 
widespread reluctance to embrace positive change. People are 
unfamiliar with, and suspicious of pennaculture, as they imagine 
that it entails pulling on the hair shirt of environmental discipline 
and having to feel guilty about all their irresponsible behavior. As 
a result of the overall paradigm of consumption, competition, and 
mistrust, there exist few opportunities for cooperation, trading, 
and labor swapping. 

This <lominant social paradigm has had its benefits however. 
We have assumed the position of impromptu ambassadors for 
pennaculture and have attracted isolated people seeking a 
community of sustainability buddies. As no one else is practicing 
pennaculrure in our area (or at least not consciously) we have 
become spokespeople for the practice of living sustainably. We 
have piqued the interest of local newspapers and radio station~ 
and have been invited to speak at numerous garden clubs and 
events, all colorful free publicity for us and for pennaculture. 
Intending to spark people's imaginations through demonstration, 
we have opened up our place for informal tours to whomever is 
intereste·d. A pennaculture group has fonned, and now meets 
monthly to provide a continuing forum for education and uniting 
the area 's like-minded souls. 

IntEoducing permaculture to Mississippians not only feels 
important but also opens up the door to a myriad of 
entrepreneurial possibilities. On this open field lie hundreds of 
feel-good paths for making a living. We have begun offering the 
first ever pennaculture courses to be held in Mississippi. We run 
an increasingly busy edible landscaping consult~ncy, and we are 
the only solar panel installers in the area. 

Due to the dearth of environmental responsibility, there are 
also many unused resources and waste streams from which to 
glean. By harnessing urban waste streams we are able to 
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concentrate the fertility of a very wide area onto our evolving 
site. Neighborhood sources of organic matter include leaves ar 
grass clippings that people bag and leave on the side of the roa 
chic\(en food pulled from the dumpsters at the local 
supermarkets, newspapers, sawdust for the compost loo, stable 
sweepings , and road lcill. Many sources of used cooking oil ar1 

there for the taking too. There are also numerous fruit trees wt 
go unharvested, allowing us to pick abundantly for our animal 
for ferments, and for winter stores. 

Finding useful plants and animals 

Due to the emphasis placed on aesthetics and low 
maintenance by most urban landowners in our area, it has beer 
very difficult to find a source of productive permaculture plant 
and animals. We have had to resort to ordering most our planti 
from elsewhere in the country, uncertain as lo how well these · 
fare in our particular locality. 

This challenge has helped to spur us and other local buddin 
permaculturists to begin propagating and spreading useful plar 
Seed and plant exchanges happen informally and also at the 
permaculture society meetings, beginning the process of build 
a cooperative interdependent community. Having identified th 
important niche going unfilled we have also begun selling edit 
plants at our town's new Farmer's Market. We're specializing 



tough produ ctive plants that flourish in our loca l conditions with 
little fuss. 

We have also had succes~ raising and selling pullets well 
suited to backyard egg production, and rabbits for tractoring over 
useless lawn. There arc also glaring niches for a small hom ebrew 
and ferment supplies store, and for a supplier of useful aquatic 
plants and animals that we hope someo ne will fill shortly. 

The challenge of physical lethargy 

In a place where manual work is traditionally conducted by 
lower-class, paid help, it has been difficult to stimulate 
enthusiasm for implementing change. The labor nece ssary to tum 
a typical consumpt ion-oriented property into a productive, 
creative, sustainable site is a major obstacle. Most people we 
have encountered here would rather not have dirt under their 
nails, and are reluctant to undertake the initial bit of hard yakka 
needed to create their own garden of Eden. They would rather 
continue co pay to have their lawn manicured and buy the 
expensive organic produce from the local supermarket. 

We have been able, therefore, co extend our design services co 
include affordable implementation. There is more work, 

(admittedly often heavy work), and money in creating gardens 
and food fores ts than there is in just doing the designs. We have 
sought out a supply of eager young workers for these projects 
who appreciate the training and experience involv ed. 

Partly for the benefit of our fellow lazy humans, we are 
involved in a gardening experiment with our wildish zone l area 
in which we are attempt ing to do as little as possible and still feed 
our family. Being able to show people our most intensive garden, 
and brag that we never water it and only spend an average of 1-2 
hours a week maintaining it, we are attempting to stimulate even 
the most sedentary couch potato. 

The physical environment 

Coming from a windy. cold, arid island to a humid area of 
high rainfall and massive diurnal seasonal shift s ha s been 
challenging. The different physical condit ions have necessitated a 
very different permaculture approach. Fortunately a wide variety 

of plants grow like crazy in this fertile state! 
The challenge of this new environment has made us very open 

to learning and observation. lt has forced us lo research 
extensively and seek out people with answers to our questions. It 
has also made us better pemrnculture teachers as we are leaching 
al the edge of our own learning with a sense of wonder thal we 
can share wilh our friends and course participants. [t hru. also 

Akia harvesting garlic (aho1·e). Baby Amata samples broccoli (/J. 

eliminated the temptation to fall into the expert-student dynamic 
as we learn alongside everyone in an atmosphere of expandmg 
imaginations and possibilities. 

The urban environment in which we do most of our design 
work has a certain tidy aesthetic that many people are loath to 
disrupt. Thi s has challenged us to incorporate permacultur e 
principles whilst using conventional landscaping material,; and 
conventions. We are often able simply to replace ornamentals 
with productive plants in neighborhoods with strict covenants . 
The conventional aesthetic is malleable to artistic innovation hut 
seems to resist anything too "farmy."This has resulted in a richly 
creative approach to necessities such as trellises, garden border~, 
type s of mulch. and compost heaps. 

Conclusions 

Being forerunners in a Mississippi-style wholistic approach to 
sustainability has often been a lonely experience. However, 
acting outside the mainstream mindset and patterns of behavior 
has also revealed a plethora of opportunities: environmental, 
social, and econom ic. Being able to recognize these 
opportunities, and develop the skills to act upon them, has 
provided a rapid increase in the fertility of our property, 
stimulate d sources of income and garnered us an interesting 
network of helpful friends. Our bigg est challenge, however, 
remains holding fast to our values, and proudly acting like the 
freaky examples that we are, ~ 

Questwnsfor the author? Email akia@gfootpri111s.c:0111. 



Reviews 

Making L~monade 
Review by Peter Bane 

SHARON ASTYK 
Depletion and Abundance: 
Life on the new home front 
New Society Publishers. Gabriola Isl. 
BC. 2008. 
288 pp. paper. $18.95. 

Fun disclosure: l know the author 
professionally, and she quotes me in the 
text. That said, I can't recommend Sharon 
Astyk's fust book highly enough. This is a 
blow-by-blow , common sense, tough-Jove 
primer on hard times comin ' and hard 
times here. It's also highly intelligent, 
funny, sympathetic , gutsy, and tenderly 
vulnerable--just what you'd want in a 
good friend and a confidante. 

Depletion and Ahundance defies typ e
casting, as does its auth_or, which is good 
because her aim is to shake the reader out 
oflethargy, fear, and denial and into 
appropriate, dare I say urgent, action to 
respond to the seismic changes underway 
in our world as a resul t of peak oil, climate 
change, and economic meltdown. Part 
wake-up call, part guide to household 
economy, part advice column, it describ es 
a private respon se to publi c i~sues of the 
highest import . 

You cannot call Sharon Astyk alarmist 
when the headlines are screaming about 
mortgage foreclosures, food riots , and 
arctic heat waves; when the cost of gas has 
leapt past four dollars a gallon with no end 
in sight. While most peopl e who can read 
a newspaper now accept that climate 
change is underway and that it has 
potentially larg e consequences for 
humanity, relatively few people are yet 
aware of the meaning and impact of Peak 
Energy (oil, gas , coal and uranium 
depletion). This despite the surging cost of 
fuel and the tight squeeze most of soci ety 
is feeling because of risin g prices. And 
while everyone is worried about the 
economic downturn, few have a clear 

picture of what is bringing it about. This 
book could help many ordinary people 
·'get the picture." While not a technical 
cxplanntion of petroleum geology , nor an 
economics text, Depletion and Abundance 
conne cts the dots in a rapidly emergi ng 
and dynamic picture of global upheaval. 

Depletion ,1mJ Abundance 
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Using the Hurricane Katrina disaster as 
a lesson, the author drives hom e the 
boo k's thesis that profound change is 
afoot which is likely to shorten people's 
live s nnd shrink their purses, that 
government authority is backpeda ling, 
ignoring, or promoting it, and there is no 
good reason to sit around waiting for 
"them " to fix the problems and even less 
sense in expecting Uncle Sam or anyone 
else to bail us out when the levee bursts. 
We are all in New Orleans now, many of 
us in the Lower Ninth Ward; the water is 
rising. Ge t out the boats! 

Sharon Astyk argues that whoever 
caus ed the crisis, or allowed it to happen 
(and she admits that al! of us have had at 
least a passive hand in this fate), the 
answers are going to be found close to 
hom e: in the cupboard, the pantry, the 
gard en, and the neighborhood. This is 
therefore a book about how, when, where, 
and with whom to grow, store, share, and 
enjoy food; how to keep your family 
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together , everyday and through crises; 
how to talk about difficult subjects with 
those who matter in your life; how to sta: 
warm (or cool) when the grid goes down 
what supports health when the medical 
establishment fails even more of us than 
has so far, and how to make meaning anc 
grow joy along the rocky road ahead of L 

all. 
What gives her authority? She claims 

as a moth er of four young sons, as a 
working farmer who grew up in the city 
and prepa red hersel f academically for a 
career in literature, and as a caregiver wl 
moved her family in with her husband's 
grandparents at the end of their Jives to 
give her children a legacy of their love ai 

to receiv e in tum their help in establishin 
a farm. 

Sharon writes about the New Home 
Front to remind us that ordinary people
and she is addressing women and parent: 
especially--once mad e all the difference 
in a struggle for life and death, and they 
did so within living memory. Soc ial 
networks , communiti es ties, and family 
bonds will matter more than fonnal 
structures of power and wealth in the 
limes that are now upon us, so the autho1 
analysis of the role of women and the 
family in public life since the World Wa 
is highly instructive. We get both a 
feminist and a grassroots perspective on 
hardship and survival. 

I found this book irresistible because 
tells my story too, both the vernacular ar 
the creati ve parts of it. My paren ts and 
grandparents taught me to eat all the foo 
on my plate (I was born in 1952 of parer 
who Jived through the Depression as 
children and teenager s}, to say thanks 
often, to stick close to family, to save 
money, take care of the house, nof waste 
materials, tum out the lights, harvest the 
fruit trees in the back yar d, go to church. 
be of service. I can't say that I always di 
all the se things, but 1 knew that they mac 
sense. And I too knew that the world 1 
inherited didn't mak e a lot of sense and 
that there we re big stories unfolding that 
people weren't talkin g about. My parent 
gave me good moral values and then vot 
for George Bush whose criminality and 
corruption defy descript ion . Empire for • 
is not the answer, technology will not sa 
us, and Mother Nature bats last. 



lf you have lived beyond your means, 
put faith in the quick fix, or in any of a 
doze.n other ways have tumed a hl ind eye 
to the future, the author is going lo hand 

"Reconsider how you 
are using your house. 
Could you add a 
roommate? Share 
with a family 
member? Work from 
home? Do projects 
more efficiently? Add 
a greenhouse? Work 
with what you have to 
make space more 
useful ... ,, 

you some COJileuppance. But she's not 
self-righteous abou t it. She is quick to 
empathize and admit her own failures and 
indul gences. Astyk doesn't have to delive r 
the moral lesson because history is about 
to do it.'-She is trying to make it palatable 
and survivab le for more of us in the hope 
of preserving a semblance of democracy 
and decency in our society.• 

Sharon is glib and funny and cuts to the 
ch ase again and aga in. When you are not 
laughing at the outrageousness of her new 
peasant life, you arc hanging on the next 
sent ence because what she says is soo oo 
true! Here is a woman whose life . is taken 
up fully with raising four boys under the 
age of eight (one of them with big needs 
for care) in a old and drafty famlho usc in 
upstate New York, man ag ing livestock 
and raising gardens, canning food, 
maintainin g two big biogs , and writing a 
couple of books at the same time, and she 
can lay out a devastating analysis of the 
myth of capitalism right next to the 
anthropology of leisure in primitive life, 
quote Hunter S. Thompson, and get down 
to talking with the old men about 
population . Why DO women have babies 
and what nllows them to choose to have 
fewer? Do you really want to know'! Well, 

li~ten up! 
Thi s is a wonderfully litera te, pithy. 

and engaging read, but if you ·ve lit1le time 
.ind want to i>cizc the essen ce of the book, 
you can clip just the short paragraphs of 
advice wedged into the margins of every 
othe r page. "Recons ider how you arc 
using your hou~e. Could you add a 
roo mmate? Share with a family member? 
Work from home? Do proj ects more 
efficiently? Add a greenhouse? Work wi th 
what you have to make space more 
useful,'' or "J'!'ow is the tim e to convinc e 
yo ur business, school , church, mosque, 
synago gue, or community center 10 add a 
garden on that empty lawn .'' To the 
author· sa nd ed itor 's credit, they have 
co llected the se pearls in an appendix as a 
kind of recipe for cooking up a resilient 
way of lifo. And they follow that with a 
rea lly goo d list of ''The Best Books About 
Nearly Everything." Here' s the education 
most of u~ neve r got and a few of us had 
to fight really hard for. Read them in all 
that time you'll save by not commu ting. 

Besides tight analysis and sound advi ce 
Sharon gives us a look at a typical 
November dny in her household: How <lo 

. you cope with (and home-school) four 
young kids and make a life with your 
hushand while kee ping the thermostat low 
and the food budget minimal? Wha t is it 
like to spend only $100 a year on clothing 
and consumer goods? What do you do 
AFT ER you've pic ked the low-hanging 
fruit in energy conservation? What makes 
frugality rewarding and wor thwhile? 
Whether it ' s about money (not much 
money). food, health and medicin e, 
educating the kids , religiou s community, 
taking care of gra ndparents , dying at 
home, dealing with debt, growing a garden 
or deciding where to live and whal you 
really need to surv ive and stay healthy, 
you will find good counsel here. And 
thro ugh it all , you will feel more alive 
because the author is aware of what it 
feels like to go through these discoveries, 
strug gle s, and chnngcs, and she reminds us 
.ill that we will be.able to do thb too, if 
only we will drop the illusions and get to 
work. 

Thi s is th e real playbook for the New 
American Century. Dick Cheney be 
damned! Destined to be a classic. 
Ava ilabl e in September. /l 

2008 Workshops 

" ... ,m e.xceptio11ally 
beautiftrl site ... " 

" .. . a teaclii,ig team witl, 
1111equalled experience ... " 

" ... a litii11g dem011stratio1~ 
of permacult11re." 
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New City Roots 
Review by Rob Archangel 

SCOTT KELLOGG 
& STACY PETTIGREW 
Toolbox for 
Sustainable City Living: 
A-Do-It-Ourselves Guide 
South End Press. Cambridge MA. 2008. 
256 pp. paper. illus. $16. 

What is a city, and what future do 
cities have? Derrick Jen sen in Endgame 
sees cities as central to civilization/empire/ 
Mother Culture, and defines them in terms 
of their continual need to import food 
resources from the surrounding hinterland. 
William Catton, author of Overshoot, in 
the film What a Way to Go defines them 
similarly; suggesting they are places 
where populations vastly exceed local 
carrying capacity. Moreover, their huge 
populations are psychologically taxing on 
us; humans evolved not in ma ss societies, 
but in band life. British anthropologist 
Robin Dunbar's study of primate 

neocortex size suggests that we are 
biologically hard-wired for a fairly limited 
number of interpersonal relationships, 
after which we can no longer relate to 
each of our neighbors, and social cohesion 
breaks down. "Dunbar's numb er" is 
typically placed around 150, a far cry from 
the thousands or millions regularly 
inhabiting today's cities. Also, Jerry 
Mander in his book In rhe Absence of the 
Sacred argues that our existence within 
the humanly built environment of modem 
cities serves as a sort of echo-chamber, 
driving us mad as a culture. We evolved in 
the matrix of the living world, and only 
reach our full humanity within it; when we 
go without and instead interact only with 
humanly manufactured and mediated 
environments, as many contemporary city
dwellers do, we have no grounding in 
reality. Having never experienced 
meaning or truth not mediated by humans, 
we forget that they exist beyond us at all, 
and we lose touch of the very real 
dependencies we have on the other-than
human world. All that considered, 
transforming cities into ecologically
integrated sites of material and spiritual 

nourishment may prove tricky, to say the 
least. 

Nevertheless, Scott Kellogg and 
Stacy Pettigrew, co-founders of the 
Austin-based Rhizome Collectiv e, have 

As the authors point 
out, the time to act 
and prepare are now, 
when we still have the 
ability to import tools, 
nutrients, and any 
other resources we 
may want as energy 
descent becomes 
more pronounced and 
transport becomes 
more difficult. 

done an admirable job of outlining 
suggestions and possible lines of action 
for the urban-based permaculture activi! 
in their recent release, Toolbox for 
Sustainable Ci'ty Living: A Do-/t
Ourselves Guide . 

Regardless of how our future 
pennanent cultures and their settlement 
will look, half of the world's current 
human population lives in cities, and 
there's plenty we can begin doing 
immediately to help them prepare for a 
softer landing. As the authors point out 
the time to act and prepare are now, wJ
we still have the ability to import tools 
nutrients, and any other resources we r 
want as energy descent becomes more 
pronounced and transport becomes mo 
difficult. We should build resilience w 
we still have the safety net of a global 
food system if our gardens fail, or wat 
from the tap if our rainwater catchm er 
systems malfunction. Also, the more \. 
experiment with these projects now , ti 
more nuanced the wisdom we can 



accumulate and share across space. 
The authors' experiments are well 

underway, and they discuss many 
techniques they've worked with. The book 
is organized into five sections on Food, 
Water, Waste, Energy, and 
Bioremediation wherein they give priority 
to discussing projects and techniques 
they've experimented with and which 
other authors haven't yet documented, 
including constrncted wetlands u~ing 
reclaimed bathtubs for greywater 
treatment, solar cookers made from 
discarded satellite dishes, and floating 
trash islands for healing ponds and lakes. l 
especially like the low-tech 
bioremediation techniques using 
mushrooms, compost (and compost teas), 
and dynamic accumulator plants to break 
down, render inert, or collect toxim for 
disposal. Kellogg and Pettigrew direct 
readers to other resources for well-covered 
fields such as urban gardening. 

One of the book's strengths is its keen 
analysis of the combined crises we're 
facing, which infmms the tools and 
techniques the authors have emphasized. 
The D-1-Y, or in this case, D-I-0 ethic 
inclines toward autonomy, which is both 
desirable philosophically and practical for 
the coming times. What good is an off
the-grid-solar cell if it only lasts a few 
decades and can't be maintained or 
replaced without a centralized production 
facility, one that may or may not be 
around by that time? This in mind, the 
tools in this box all meet certain design 
criteria, including affordability, simplicity, 
decentralization, and the use of salvaged 
or locally abundant resources. They also, I 
think, inspire creativity and the 
experimentation that the authors explicitly 
encourage. Those skills in particular will 
prove quite useful in the times to come. 
We will at some point, I'm sure, run out of 
usable satellite dishes suitable for solar 
cookers, for example. But not only will 
their abundance in trash-heaps help us for 
the time being, it will also aid us in 
becoming familiar with the principles 
employed, and remind us that there's 
never any one way to do what we need to 
do. It can embolden us to explore: after 
all, if we were crafty enough to make due 
without gas-powered stoves, what other 
clever options exist for a post satellite-

solar cooker era? 
1l1e book features an accessible 

writing style for a general audience. The 
authors offer a glossary (not present in the 
review copy) for the relatively few 
emboldened key terms that may be 
unfamiliar to the lay reader. l appreciated 

One of the book's 
strengths is its 
keen analysis of 
the combined 
crises we're facing, 
which informs the 
tools and 
techniques the 
authors have 
emphasized. 

the sprinkling of pemrnculture principles 
throughout, from Waste:=: Food to the 
importance of redundancy, highlight\ng 
their relevance in even such a technique
oriented tome. 

I must mention the gorgeous 
illustrations by Juan 
Martinez. 

ant preparing and spreading compost tea. 
These images sub1ly suggest· that, as 
permaculture asserts, Everything Gardens 
( again, that's 'everyone' gardens for the 
animists among u~l, and calls to mind our 
connection to and ultimate ecological 
oneness with all our relations. This is a 
powerful point well made. 

One criticism of the book's 
appearance: the sidebars and wide page 
margins are located near the binding rather 
than at the outer edge of each page. I 
suspect this is due to a binding error in the 
galley copy we received, though if it 
appears in the final version, it would be a 
poor layout choice. That aside, I have no 
complaints. 

In all, Toolhoxfor Susrainahle City 
Living is agitprop at its finest. Though I 
might have liked a bit more depth in some 
of the fields (bug-eating, for example), the 
authors keep their focus tight and do 
provide a resource list for the curious 
reader. More. importantly, they inform and 
inspire. At one point while reading, I felt 
compelled 10 recruit some birds as 
micro Ii vestock and put these practices to 
the test. Though chickens may not happen 
just yet for me, l hope that other readers 
will feel similarly stined, and join the co
creative effott to find workable · 
transitional practices as empire crumbles 
and our aftercultures emerge. /1 

Sometimes 
depicting somewhat 
mundane items like 
chicken tractors, 
they also frequently 
depict our four (or 
more )-legged 
relations at work on 
some of the tasks 
described in the 

·nearby pages. My 

Inter d in Self~Reliant 

favorites include 
the possum 
harvesting 
mushrooms from 
inoculated logs, a 
rabbit tearing up 
asphalt, and a frog, 
a raccoon, and an 
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Joys and dial!cnges of self-reliant 
community: ecovillagc design, 

d~cision making, conflict resolution, 

children in community, 

starting riew communities, 

communities seeking members, 

and much more! 
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Right Size 
for the Right Planet 
Review by Peter Bane 

LYLE ESTILL 
Small is Possible: 
Life in a local economy 
New Society Publishers. 
Gabriola lsl. BC. 2008. 
240 pp. paper. illus. $17.95. 

Lyle Estill is a charming, emig rant 
Canadian busines sman and father who 
write s about his adopted home in the 
Piedmont of North Carolin:i. Clmtham 
County is a kind of down-home mecca for 
sustainable agriculture with Rural 
Agri cu lture Foundation llltl. (RAFJ), 
Carolina Fann Stewardship Assn. (CFSA). 
and the Ameri can Livestock Breeds 
Conservancy {ALBC) all headquartered in 
the county seat of Pittsboro. Once a sleepy 
county of a few thousand, Chatham has 
begun to sport subdivisions for comm uters 
to the famed Triangle region immediately 
north (Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill). 
Estill himself helped create Piedmont 
Biofuel~, a milli'on-gallon/year mid-sized 
producer of wast e-to-fuel biodiesel. Her e 
he tells the tale of its founding and of the 
community's successful effort s to lam1ch a 
coop grocery as well as a number of other 
businesses. 

The story of how this quirky and 
unlikely place became the home to so 
many green enterprises and a hotbed of 
local economic development fills Esti.tr s 
chapters with a string of breei'.y vignettes . 

A determined writer of heretofore Jillie 
reknown, Estill writes in a relaxed, 
familiar style, as if he were telling tales 
with his buddies over a beer. This yoice 
downplays a bit his considerable 
entrepreneurial ski ll. He would have us 
believe he is the black sheep in a loving 
family of over-achievers who 
(collectively) jumped onto the posl
NAFfA busin ess train and grew an 
international billion-dollar softw are 
consultancy. Tucked into a little cabin in 
the Carolina woods when he wasn't 
working. dreamy Lyle tended the 
American mark et, flying around the world 
to sign deals and represent the company at 

trade shows. Throu gh a se ries of 
accident~, he launch ed a company that 
later became Chatham County's Internet 
provider. then separat ed amicably from 
the family concern. His modem 
manufacturing gig gave him a platform for 
scrutini zing thc-resources and the 
competence of the-local economy, 
morphed into three companies employing 
almost a hundred people, and rnade Estill 
a notable personage in the Chamber of 
Commer ce circles. None of this seemed to 
ch:mgc his happy-go -lucky approach to 
life and bu~incss, but it did get him into 
some interesting situations. 

small is possible 
11! l . ,I !'(Of r-1} 

Chapters on his own busine ss 
background and the start of the biodiesel 
business lead into looks at the grocery 
coop success, local arts efforts, and the 
unusual tie-in betw een Chatham's 
sustainable agriculture complex and its 
community colleg e, Central Carolina, 
where pennaculture teacher and designer 
Harvey Hammn (whose Sustenance Farm 
is in nearby Bear Creek) has established 
training programs for perrnaculture 
farmers :ind natural builders. Later we 
read of Estill's (and his partn ers') own 
efforts in real estat e development to creat e 

Abeyance (a friendly , low-density 
settle1i1ent in the woods) on the edge of his 
own property . This good-natured attempt 
at family -friendly living works fine for a 
few years, then tums over into a hotbed of 
qu~1Teling survivalists and other quirks, 

The story of how this 
quirky and unlikely 
place became the 
home to so many 
green enterprises 
and a hotbed of local 
economic 
development fills 
Estill's chapters with 
a string of breezy 
vignettes. 

yet may claim some of our sympathy for 
preserving woodland and greenspace in a 
region where golf-course subdivisions 
have been growing like cancer. 

Folksy neighbors, worldly and clever 
antique dealers, top-notch chefs, and a 
host of eccentric characters populat e this 
steamy backwater and help to make it 
what it is becoming. Estill relates the 
evolution of a local economy to us as if it 
were. as natural as leaves falling in the 
autumn-one thing leads to anoth er, but i 
begs the question whether all sorts of 
smart people didn't come to a similar 
conclusion one at a time over a couple of 
decades: The Resear ch Triangle was a hL 
of corporate, government, and university 
spending, a culturally and economically 
favored locale and cheaper than DC, yet 
close enough to the Eastern Seaboard 
destinations where America's financial 
and politi ca l elites hung out. Finding rea 
estate near the Triangle that offered 
woodsy secl usion and low real estate 
prices was a no-brainer for young talent 
getting started. At some point Chatham 
County was inevitable. 

But of course, it didn't have to succ e 
as it has, and Estill's crediting of 



serendipity, chance connections, 
individual fortitude, and community spirit 
lends an authentic flavor to the story of 
growing autonomy. Still it isn't hard to see 
in Chatham County an echo of Sonoma, 
California in the early postwar period, 
rising on the Cold-War prosperity of the 
Bay Area, or later Mendocino. A hundred 
fifty years ago similar stories were being 
wrought in Toledo, Kalamazoo, and 
Champaign-Urbana. That they continue to 
happen ·today seems a small miracle in a 

Samba from the South 
Review by Peter Bane 

JOHN POZZI 
& VANESSA SCHULZ 
Permaculture: 
A Quiet Revolution 
Global Reserve Bank and 21st 
Paradigm. 2008. 
DVD. 27 minutes. $20. 

This film introduces the concept of 
pennaculture by zooming in on the 8th 
International Permaculture Convergence 
in Brazil. Four hundred delegates from 40 
countries--gathered there in May of 2007 
and Vanessa Schulz and John Pozzi were 
on hand to capture the highlights on 
camera. Combining clips from the tour of 
demonstration sites at Pirenopolis and 
elsewhere with short, articulate 
commentary from permaculture teachers 
Rosemary Morrow, Brock Dolman, and 
Permacultura America Latina (PAL) 
director Ali Sharif, this crisply edited and 
visually attractive production packs a 
significant punch into its 27 minutes. 

The film begins with a stark statement 
of the global crisis; this theme is 
developed with discussions of 
deforestation in the Amazon and images 
of global trade. Interspersed with the shots 
of destruction and domination are the 
solutions developed by PAL for its 
bioregions: beekeeping, animal forage 
systems, aquaculture. The script uses the 
pennaculture concept of zoning to unfold 
a variety of systems from the house and 
garden out into the bush. Lush scenes of 
the Amazon alternate with shots of the 

world no longer empty of people and 
where the paradigm of centralized 
economic systems seems unchallengeable. 

Readers will find this account 
accessible and perhaps understated. It 
makes no attempt to offer systematic 
analysis, but Estill 's central role in a 
number of the key recent business 
launches gives him a unique perspective 
that makes his testimony valuable for 
advocates of the local economy. He is 
candid about mistakes and how he and 

delegates meeting, eating, touring, and 
dancing. Much of the focus is on the 

The script uses the 
permaculture concept 
of zoning to unfold a 
variety of systems 
from the house and 
garden out into the 
bush. 

others have learned from them. He admits 
to no strategic wisdom in his choices. 
Indeed, the interplay of accident and 
whimsy seems as prominent as any other 
form of intelligence. As a poet, Estill 
seems happy enough to confirm that living 
a good life is virtue enough without · 
having all the answers. Upbeat and 
optimistic, Small is Possible may be 
replicable in some locations but it seems 
less a formula than a case study of 
something that worked. l:i. 

elegant and organic low-tech animal, 
plant, and building systems deployed at 
PAL's training centers, where degraded 
lands are being brought back to health and 
fertility with exuberant Brazilian 
creativity. 

Pennaculture teacher Andres Soares 
features prominently in the film as he 
explains the design and operation of the 
systems in excellent English, while 
Mugove Walter Nyika, director of 
Malawi's RESCOPE, which will host the 
9th Intl. Convergence in 2009. lo.oms large 
and eloquent on screen. 

Production values are high, the 
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interviews and narrative are cohere .nt. und 
the filmmakers manage to capture n sense 
of relaxed playfulness that seems to have 
infused the event. We also get a fair sense 
of the social, economic, and ecological 
context of thi!i middle-income giant of the 
South, a bell wet her of the developing 
world. Like its subject, the film is hopeful 
and buoyant, and would make a good 
introduction to pennacul!ure for general 
audiences. If there is anything to fault, it 
might be the lack of cootra~t v. ith nonhem 
and temp erate systems. Also, the film 
shows little of Brazil's vast slum-ridden 
cities, where conditions are perhaps even 
more challenging than in the rapidl y 

Are You Ready? 
Review by Peter Bane 

JOHN C. BANTA 
Extreme Weather Hits Home: 
Protecting your buildings from 
climate _change 
New Society Publishers. Gabriola 
Island BC. 2007. $22.95 

This unusual title fits nicely into the 
permaculture curricu lum as advice and 
preparation for catastrophe. Banta has 
worked widely as a building restoration 
consultant for more than 20 years, and he 
seems especially knowledgeable about 
water daf!1age and the mold that can ensue 
and make buildings unhealthy. Concerns 
about energy in the 1970s led to standards 
and practices of sca ling buildings aga inst 
air movement that were perhaps too abrupt 
or ill-considered. Lack of adequate air 
exchange and poorly placed vapor b,11Tie-rs 
in many cases let moisture accumulate in 
ways that caused structural damage or a 
build-up of molds and toxins. That Banta 
could make a career of remediating such 
mistakes suggests that millions of 
buildings are vulnerable. Shifting climate 
could exacerbate these and other 
problems. 

The book begins with an overview of 
how buildings fail and what climate 
change portends, then moves into a series 
of short chapters on different weather and 
its effects from windstorms and tomados 

transforming countryside. 
We should look forward to future 

endeavors by this talented team who have 
announced their aim to document IPC-9 in 

south ern Africa. Buying this film will help 
fund.their next projects. Highly 
recommended. I),, 

Permaculture teacher Andres Soares features 
prominently in the film as he explains the 
design and operation of the systems in 
excellent English, while Mugove Walter Nyika, 
director of Malawi's RESCOPE, which will host 
the 9th Intl. Convergence in 2009, looms large 
and eloquent on screen. 

Pto1ec1in9 '(oor 
Suildin1J~. 

r,om 
Chma1~ (h~ng, 

through hail, flooding, drought, fire, 
expanding soils, melting permafrost, rising 
sea levels, and trapped moisture to 
freezing, ice damming, and earthquakes: 
I 8 diffe rent scenarios in all. While Ban ta 
has experience with a number of these 
catastrophei; and shares a few personal 
vignettes such as having his house struck 
by lightning, in a number of areas he 
limits himself to a logical review of the 
literature and a recapitulation of standard 
agency recommendations supplemented 
by citations for further research. In 
general, the chapters on heat, drought, and 
fire are scant, whlle those on moisture, 
flooding, and other water-related problems 
offer greater depth. Tius may reflect the 

author's awnrenes~ that water damage is 
about six times more prevalent than fire 
damage. Reviews of preparation for and 
responses to wind and freezing weather 
are intermediate. Nevertheless, the 
ensemble of practical tips should prove 
valuable to homeowners, builders, and 
property managers in most regions of 
North America. 

Banta has worked 
widely as a building 
restoration 
consultant for more 
than 20 years, and he 
seems especially 
knowledgeable about 
water damage and 
the mold that can 
ensue and make 
buildings unhealthy. 

Builders will especially appreciate the 
illustrated section on how to create 
resilie ncy. This consists of four chapters 
on the Building Site, Foundations, Walls, 
and Roofs that review good building 
principles in relation to thes e main 
subsystems. A concluding section of the 
book looks at issues of risk, insurance, 
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government assistance, and recovery. 
· Extensive references, a list of good 
resources, and a substantial index help 
expand the value of the book. 

Banta writes in a clear, logical voice 
that is easily understood, always a virtue 

when presenting technical infom1ation. 
His concern for the serious consequences 
of climate change is evident throughout, 
and the margins of the book are peppered 
with quotations from the 2007 Report of 
the International Panel on Climate Change. 

--- - -- -----

Plumber in a Book 
Review by Peter Bane 

BOB RAM LOW with Benjamin 
Nusz 
Solar Water Heating 
A comprehensive guide to solar 
water and space heating 
systems 
New Society Publishers. 
Gabriola Isl. BC. 2006 
238 pp. paper. illus. $24.95. 

Solar thermal heating is a mature 
technology with many tried and tested 
systems installed. It has a history going 
back to the early 20th century in this 
country in California and has achieved 
significant penetration of local markets for 
water heating, yet it remains one of the 
least exploited of the accessible renewable 
technol'ogies. Ramlow and Nusz's book 
should help to redress that situation. 

This is a remarkably thorough and 
practical guide to designing and installing 
solar heating systems, whether for water, 
space heating, or another purpose such as 
heating a swimming pool or hot tub. Short 
of working with a solar installer, it's 
probably the best education you could get 
on the subject in a single text. 

They begin by reviewing the history 
and scope of the industry and provide a 
basic argument for renewable energy that 
includes a sales pitch for how to 
understand that solar water heating is free 
(operating costs are virtually zero and 
because of the long Ii fe of the ~ysterns, 
buying one is like adding equity to your 
house). And then there are the tax 
credits ... From the perspective of the last 
six months of rising energy prices, their 
assumption of energy inflation at 10% per 
year looks extremely conservative. The 
case for solar water heating should get 
easier to make with each passing week. 

Aboul the only criticism to make of the 
book is an implied critique of the industry 
itself: that the materials required for a 
good, durable solar installation wi!l 
become increasingly scarce and costly as 
the price of energy continues to rise. 
Copper is already over $3/!b. and can only 
go up as the dollar loses value. T thought 
of the many homes and even villages in 
the world where hot water means a pot 
over a wood fire. But to be fair the book is 
aimed at a North American audience and 
thus for conditions that usually include 
winter freezing. The options for warm 
climate solar water heating-appropriate 
for hundreds of millions of the world's 
poor-are manifold and considerably 
simpler. 

.:;;,··:· 
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After looking briefly at a variety of 
systems that operate in wa1m climates 
such as southern Europe, Florida, or 
subtropical Australia, the authors 
recommend flat-plate collectors for most 
residential installations, arguing that they 
are more resilient, more efficient, and 
more affordable than evacuated vacuum 
tube (EV) systems, of the two main types 
of system that will work in cold climates. 

This title is timely and does a good job 
of assembling a wide array of useful and 
not always easily understood infonnation 
on ri1;ks to buildings. Reading and 
responding to its recommendations would 
be good insurance for any homeowner. 6. 

Nevertheless, EV systems fill an important 
niche for large, usually commercial 
buildings where high temperatures are 
required, and the authors provide 
information for designing them. 

Short of working with 
a solar installer, _it's 
probably the best 
education you could 
get on the subject in a 
single text. 

They go on to give examples and cost 
comparisons in dollars and energy units 
for solar vs. fossil-fuel heating. They 
explain system components such as 
storage tanks, heat exchangers, pumps, 
piping, and fluids. And by this I mean they 
show drawings, describe the quality of 
materials available, and indicate how to 
choose which based on different criteria. 

, They are willing to state what works and 
what doesn't. This very helpful approach 
prevails throughout the book. 

Subsequent chapters examine solar 
water heating, space heating, sizing and 
siting, and installation. Ramlow and Nusz 
give a great deal of detail on each subject, 
going into the nature of metals, the types 
of fluids used, heat exchange mechanisms, 
details of valves, and piping designs. They 
present basic scientific principles and 
articulate how these are applied 
technically. They ide[!tify potential 
problems and indicate how to avoid them. 
This is hard-won infonnation gained over 
a long career and delivered in a very clear 
manner. They are very careful to provide 
basic information about the materials and 
the work they describe. We get 



photographs that show the steps in 
soldering copper pipes; there are drawings· 
and descriptions of roof mounting 
hardware. There are tables of dilution 
ratios for propylene glycol to water for a 
range of minimum temperatures, and 
tables of tilt angles for panel installation at 
different latitudes. There is an explanation 
of how to calculate roof pitch. There is a 
chart of magnetic deviation for the United 
States to help you find true north (and thus 
true south), as well as an explanation of 

Life Beyond Oil 
Review by Peter Bane 

ROB HOPKINS 
The Transition Handbook 
From oil dependency to local 
resilience 
Green Books. Totnes. 2008. 
240 pp. paper. illus. $24.95 

The cover of this book bills its author 
as "Founder of the Transition movement," 
a title that takes on some weight when you 
realize that more than 1.5 million people 
in Britain live in towns or regions that 
have active Transition organizations. and 
that this has all come about in the last 
three years. I ·knew Rob when he was a 
chipper and hardworking pe1maculture 
designer in Ireland. His homesteading 
efforts there were cut short by a fire that 
destroyed his new strawbale home, but 
this tragedy may have been a boon to the 
rest of the world in prompting him to look 
outside himself for a new way to work. 

After helping the town of Kinsale in 
County Cork develop an action plan for 
energy descent, Rob 

how to find north if you don't have a 
compass! There are lists of tools and 
drawings of tools. It would be hard to 
claim that no stone has been left unturned, 
but the info1mation seems comprehensive, 
well-modulated, and essential. 

r don't think that most householders 
would set out to install their own solar 
water heating system, but among those 
who have a D-1-Y bent or are handy with 
tools, this text should provide the basis for 
a successful own installation. For the rest 

The Transition Handbook offers a rich 
collection of well-distilled information 
and practical guidance for helping 
communities negotiate the challenges and 
realize the opportunities of a life without 
oil. Of course we are not without oil yet, 
but it is increasingly obvious that 
production worldwide has peaked and will 
be declining at ever greater rates as the 
months and years roll by. Moreover, the 
sobering demands of climate change 
require us to reach 90% reductions in 
carbon outputs by 2030 and absolute CO2 
reduction in atmospheric gas by 2060 if 
we are to limit the unimaginably horrible 
consequences of runaway warming. 

Hopkins offers us not only a bright 
vision of a less stressful, stable, and more 
nourishing world, but packs the book with 
hard-won insights about helping 
individuals and the culture break the 
addiction to fossil fuel. a dependency he is 
keen to point out that prevents us from 
taking positive action to preserve our lives 
in the face of a massive threat. Despite the 
clear and present dangers, which the 
author does not bowdlerize, the book 
remains steadfastly positive about the 

of us, Solar Water Heating offers a 
valuable guide to designing a system and 
getting it put in successfully. With this 
book you should be able to discuss 
knowledgeably any aspect of a solar water 
heating project with your contractor, to 
understand what he was telling you, and to 
make the right choices for your situation. 
This book is likely to set the standard for 
the industry for some time to come. 
Highly recommended. /1. 

prospects for enhancing our quality of life 
even as we drastically reduce our 
consumption of energy. 

The book is organized in three parts: 
Head, Heart, and Hands. The first deals 
succinctly with the basic facts of Peak Oil 
and Climate Change. Hopkins argues 
persuasively that we cannot deal with 
either crisis ignoring the other. A 
coordinated response that takes both 
situations into account would move 
society rapidly toward relocalization of 
economic life, with much-reduced 
transportation of people and goods. 
Hopkins calls this strategy "rebuilding 
resiliency," a quality he defines as the 
ability to resist shocks. Much of the 
financial gains (mostly paper wealth) of 
the past generation have come about from 
the relentless liquidation of excess 
capacities in companies, communities, anc 
nations. We have called this dubious 
project downsizing, offshoring, 
privatizing, and many other euphemisms, 
but it has left our societies far less 
prepared for the historic circumstances we 
now face than we were before Thatcher 
and Reagan set about rewarding their elite 

took his family to 
Totnes-the hip little 
arts town in the 
southwest of England 
that is home to 
Schumacher College, 
the Agroforestry 
Research Trust, and 
Green Books-to 
pursue a doctorate in 
sustainability. This book 
is ample proof that he's 
earned his credentials. 
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constituencies. The somewhat less 
"developed" societies of Eastern Europe, 
which ironically came late to the party of 
fin-de-siecle Western hegemony, are far 
better situated to meet most of their basic 
needs from local sources and to weather 
disruptions in the supply of energy and 
goods from a distance. Hopkins also draws 
inspiration for a resi lien! .future from 
recent historic examples in Britain: 
mobilization and constraints on resources 
during the world wars, and evidence from 
earlie r in the 20th century of vibrant local 
agriculture and commerce. 

Hopkins offers us not 
only a bright vision of a 
less stressful, stable, 
and more nourishing 
world,butpacksthe 
book with hard-won 
insights about helping 
individuals and the 
culture break the 
addiction to fossil fuel, 

The second part of the book looks 
closely at psychological barriers to change 
and gives methods for supporting people 
to bear the stresses of letting old ways die, 
and to heal their addictions. These are 
more practical than preachy and include 
frank assessments of the symptoms of 
"post-petroleum stress disorder," (denial, 
fear, irrational optimism, bewilde1ment, 
and more) as well as insightful analysis of 

, S\~h. >l 1 wr ott to hv"dri!d s of 
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the stages of change and the importance of 
cultivating and harnessing individuals' 
own motivations. The capstone of this 
section is a chapter on the importance of 
positive vision, and a persuasive "look 
back" from 2030 complete with faux news 
clippings, a glimpse of future forests, and 
reports of reality gardening TV. Hopkins 
also includes an assessment of the Kinsale 
community visioning with four lessons 
learned from this first run at energy 
descent planning - in a word: 

Rob Hopkins 
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inclusiveness, action, vision. and 
flexibility, plus an understanding of what 
the work at Kinsale lacked: preparation of 
the community through increased 
awareness and skill-building. This a11_alysis 
sets the stage for Part 3. 

"Hands" begins with a thorough 
embrace of pennaculture principles , in 
which Hopkins is solidly grounded as a 
teacher and designer. He also points to a 
perceived conflic t within the pennaculture 
movement-that it manifests two 
impulses , one away from society and the 
other toward its renewal-and explains 

Aren't-1-he.y WOY<led 
G.bOVt a.II #,e. St>e.c.ie.s 
130,n1 extind? 

-how the historic momen\ requires us to 
mainstream pemiaculture 's design tools 
and energy descent understandings as 
rapidly and effectively as possible. Thi s he 
argues, requires new principles that infom1 
and d1ive the Transition Movement: 
Visioning , Inclusion , Awareness-raising, 
Resilience, Psychological insights, and 
Credible and appropriate solutions. 

This part of the book is strategic; it 
discusses the issues of scale, arguing that 
organizing in mark et towns (of 5-30,000 
people) will likely be more effective than 
working through larger communities 
initially , that credible action involves 
more than household or nationa l level 
programs, and that a strong grassroots 
movement will be required to sustain the 
dramatic transformati on s of society 
needed co see us through. Th is section also 
lakes the reader step-by -step through the 
process of starting a Transition Initiative, 
from making excuses not to start , through 
the twelve steps of transition, each with 
tips from Totnes and other towns. 

While the first two parts of the book 
serve the reader well with good 
infonnation, historical and intellectual 
context, and present a sound theory of 
work, the third section earns the book its 
title as a handbook. Serious community 
organizers will likely wear out their copies 
flipping through these example-rich 
reports of practice. We read engaging 
stories of film-showings, the launch and 
re-launch of a local cun-ency, blessings 
from the town 's mayor , conferen ces, and 
press releases. Every step is offered as part 
of a comprehensive program with 
comments about how the Transition 
experience is. to be understood and how its 
aim~ might best be served. Transition 
Initiatives have taken hold in more than 

two dozen towns, citi es , 
and regions across 
England, Scotland, and 
Wales, and have 
recently jumped to New 
Zealan d and Australia. 
Hopkins gives a few 
short summaries of how 
the transition 'vi rus• has 
spread, and what its 
newer variations may 
mean. 



As he concludes, "If we are to trade 
mobility, growth, and affluence for 
something else, we need to be able to 
articulate something preferable and more 
no'urishing to put in its place." 

An admirable, sensible, and inspiring 
work, this book should enable many more 

Words to the Wise 
Review by Peter Bane 

DANIEL LERCH 
Post Carbon Cities: 
Planning for Energy and 
Climate Uncertainty 
A guidebook on peak oil 
and global warming 
for local governments 
Post Carbon Institute. 
Sebastopol, CA. 2007. 
99 pp. paper. illustrated. $30. 

Directing its attention to the needs of 
local government officials and staff with 
this short but pithy primer, the Post 
·carbon Institute is obviously hoping to 
make a large impact with a small effort. 
The book, both in its text and by the fact 
of its publication, makes the argument that 
local governments in North America are 
uniquely positioned to move fast and 
initiate direct responses to the emerging 
needs of populations impacted by the 
certain changes ( of uncertain but large 
dimensions) that are looming over society 
and economy. 

Understated but confident in tone, 
Lerch has the advantage of experience in 
addressing his subject and his audience; he 
worked for the Portland (Or_e.) peak oil 
task force, one of North America's first 
and most comprehensive efforts to 
integrate future uncertainties from energy 
descent and climate de~tabilization into 
present city planning. 

The stakes are high. The growth 
economy is a dead duck presently 
quacking only through the ventriloquistic 
efforts of a few central bankers. Gaia 
stands poised to make New Orleans look 
like the opening pawn gambit in a chess 
game to end civilization. Meanwhile, the 
US, and to a lesser extent Canada, have 

to aid their communities in giving voice 
and substance to that vision of an 
abundant future for which we would be 
willing to surrender the modem world's 
promises of endless material progress. The 
new and greener world we can create 
together demands our evolution, our 

dragged their feet about climate change. 
Both national governments have also 
largely denied the near-term impacts of 
peak oil, though it can hardly be argued 
that the Bush-Cheney gang have ignored 
its strategic impact on world affairs, c.f. 
the wars in Asia. Canada, along with other 
NA TO powers, is engaged in Afghanistan, 

Mayors and council 
people are stepping 
into the leadership 
vacuum on energy 
and climate issues. 
This guidebook aims 
to accelerate that 
process. 

a conflict, it can hardly be denied, that is 
largely about oil supply. Neverthless, 
these wars for oil, whatever one thinks of 
their morality, can be fairly criticized for 
failing to secure the prize, and for 
propagating those failures at a murderous 
cost. Better two trillion dollars had been 
invested in renewable energy, rail and 
other public transport, and global justice. 
Mayors and council people across the 
continent have not, however, been struck 
dumb by the political deadlock in national 
capitals. They are stepping into the 
leadership vacuum on energy and climate 
issues. This guidebook aims to accelerate 
that process. 

Municipal officials, of course, come in 
all stripes, and cities in all sizes. Lerch 
attempts to cover the waterfront by citing 
examples from Portland (1.6 million), 
Hamilton, Ontario (500,000), and Willits, 
California (13,000), with shorter clips 

crea~ivity, and a flowering of our long
donnant capacities for self-reliance and, 
dare I say, happiness. Less stuff offers the 
very real hope of more meaning and 
deeper satisfactions. Roll up your sleeves 
and get to work! /1 

about Burnaby, BC (175,000), and• 
Bloomington, Indiana (70,000). The book 
also aims to be both an introductory text 
and to offer some advanced guidance for 
cities actively entering the Peak Oil and 
Climate Change planning process. 

The introductory chapters on oil and 
gas decline are crisp summaries, and 
benefit from the fact that this phenomenon 
is increasingly validated by the markets 
and the public press. The global consensus 
on climate has also shifted dramatically in 
two years·, primarily a case of the US 
political class waking up to reality. No 

print medium though, however well 
researched, can hope to keep up with the 
rapidly changing events accompanying the 
~nergy peak. Speculating on the 
appearance of $100/barrel oil-still 
seemingly over the horizon when he 
wrote-Lerch almost sounds quaint. But 
his argument doesn't depend on price 
points, rather its urgency is underscored 
by the acceleration of events. Readers 
familiar with the peak oil and gas 
literature will not learn a great deal from 
these opening remarks, though the careful 
and logical presentation of the case for 



energy descent will be useful in building 
bridges to public officials whose minds 
are not closed, wheth er by dogma or 
conflicts of interest. 

A third chapter opens the subject of 
how these chickens may come home to 
roost for citie s and other local 
governments, while in a fourth, Lerch 
presents summary reports of the findings 
of a handful of municipalities that are 
looking into their own vulnerabilities. 
There have been more than a few 
surprising discoveries . Rising asphalt 
prices in 2006, caused by tightness in the 
oil mark et and a shift from low-profit 

climate change is a massive potential 
liability, the disruptions of oil and gas 
shortages will make for some powerfully 
distracting fireworks politically and 
economically well before the next 
Category 5 hurricane devastates a US 
coas tal city or the New York subway s 
flood from tidal surge. Energy shortage is 
also an easier catastrophe to describ e and 
prepare for. Cities across North America, 
at all scales, face somewhat similar 
situations: provision of basic public 
services, inadequate energy, infrastru cture, 
and organizational bases for coping with 
high energy prices and erratic supplies, 

While climate change is a massive potential 
liability, the disruptions of oil and gas shortages 
will make for some powerfully distracting 
fireworks politically and economically well 
before the next Category 5 hurricane devastates 
a US coastal city or the New York subways flood 
from tidal surge. 

asphalt production to higher-profit 
gasoline and diesel output by refiners 
caught mapy municipalities with their 
pants down. Paving projects got deraile4; 
contractors were shut out of work they had 
counted on; local tax receipts dropped. 
And that was just a little taste of things to 
come. The somnolence induced by 
decades of steady and low energy prices 
has caused all kind s of critical faculties to 
shut down across society. Energy 
shortages promise to cascade through 
society like a series of weirdly connected 
Jacks-in-the-box. The smart planners, 
Lerch seems to say, will get out front on 
these issues, think while there is still a 
little breathing room before the crises hit 
hard , and start making changes to avert the 
worst. 

Though the subtitle seems to equate the 
twin looming crises, Post Carbon Cities 
puts more emphasis on the challenges of 
energy descent, energy price instability, 
and possible shortages, than on the 
arguably more profound devastation that 
may ensue from continued global 
wanning. This reflects the collective 
judgm ent of experts in the field, that while 

and little insulation from constituent s and 
consumers. People will go drag-the mayor 
out of his office if things get bad enough. 
GW and his ilk will simply go hide behind 
the Air Force. 

I found the appendix the most 
interesting part of this guidebook because 
it attempts to coach city officials into and 
through the somewhat arcane-and 
potentially frustrating-process of 
planning for the shift to an uncertain 
future affecting everything. Helpful hints 
about selecting and guiding task forces, 
how to think about problems in new ways, 
a short guide to whole systems (ecological 
and other feedback processes), and tips on 
finessing potential politi cal pitfalls go to 
the heart of the matter. Cities, counties, 
and other local agencies can succeed or 
fail anhis new work, and their chances 
rest on factors no one can control, but also 
to a considerable extent on their ability to 
harness community spirit and to generate 
and guide local leadership. In that way, the 
beginning of this book is for everyone, but 
the end if for those who intend to snatch 
some kind of success from the jaws of a 
most certain disaster. 6. 
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It takes a poet to dream a building 

In Memory of Nader Khalili 
Wesley Roe and Marge Erickson 

0 N MARCH 5, 2008, WITH THE DEATH of Nader 
Khalili, the world lost a potent voice in natural building 
and earth architecture. 

"Seek not water, seek thirst," 
Rumi, Fountain of Fire 

With these words, 
architect, Rumi translator, 
and visionary Nader 

-Nader Khalili, translator 

Khalili exhorted the 
thousands of people who 
visited his center, 
California Institute of 
Earth Art and Architecture 
(Cal-Earth), to keep 
pursuing their ideals. His 
poetic vision that buildings 
should combine the 
elements of earth, water, 
air, and fire drew people 

oriented community for 5,000 inhabitants. Prototype structures 
were built on-site and pre-fabricated vault modules were built, 
fired, and glazed at a brick factory. I knew abollt the project, be 
did not yet know of Khalili's involvement. 

Jn I 995, when I was living in Los Angeles, r again ca.me in 
contact with Nader Khalili when I visited Cal-Earth. Thi8 13-a, 
site is an experimental zone showing the construction of many 
different buildings made of earth bags, earth coils, and other 

nalural materials using 
domes, arches and vaul1 
All of these buildings m 
constructed with little 
wood, sparing 99l'/o oft 

fore,t destruction 
compared to conventim 
construction. 

of all nationalities, races, 
walks of life, and age 
groups, particularly youth. 
People would arrive at his 
center feeling disheartened 
and hopeless and would 
leave feeling emboldened 
and empowered. He 
accomplished this by 
leading people to 

Nader Khalili and his wife, liiona Outram, lo11g-time leaders of rhe 

Khalili worked 
tirelessly to perfect a 
building technique that 
would use natural, on-s 
materials. He received 
Aga Khan Award for 
Architecture in 2004. 1 
desciiption of his work 
connection with that 
award notes that the 
system is cheap and 
allow~ huildings to be 
quickly erected by han 
by the occupants 
themselves with a 
minimum of training. • 
shelters focus on the 

i11ternatio11al 11af11ral building movement. 

understand that they could .change their world for the better, 
using his buildings as a point of inspiration. 

For Nader Khalili, his buildings were part of the human rights 
struggle. When asked during an interview aired by KCET on 
February 23, 2005, on its Life and Times show, about the 
buildings he designs for the world's poorest people, Khalili said 
"I think it's human rights. I think it should be part of our 
constitution of this country that human shelter is just a right, just 
like the human right for government, for freedom, for food. 
Human right for shelter." 

J~fader Khalili first entered my life in 1987. At that time I 
knew Harry Kislovitz, the inventor of Color Forms. who had at 
that time purchased land in New Cuyama, to build a future-

economic empowerment of people through their participation 
creating their own homes and communities. Because the 
structures use local resources-on-8ite earth and human hand. 
they are entirely sustainable. Men and w01n.111. old and young 
can build, since the maximum weight lifted is an earth-filled 1 

to pour into the bags. They are ideal to provide housing for 
refugees, the homeless, and people displaced by natural disas 

The buildings were originally designed to be comtructed 1 

empty rice bags with barbed wire between lhe courses of bag 
These materials were chosen because lhey would be readily 
available everywhere in the world. Khalili then developed w1 
he called Super Adobe coils, which are continuous sandbags. 
SuperAdobe buildings are made of :mpporting sandbags wou 



a coil or laid like very big bricks . The 
barbed wire, laid between courses adds 
stability and earthquake resistance. 

But Nader was as practical as he was 
idealistic and knew that the way to realize 
his vision was to work through the 
building code and building departments to 

attended an op_en house and then tu~)"-a 
weekend course. We were taught the 
principles of arches by teenager!-. \' 01 ~ 111_• 

as interns. The techniques are .~o ~impk 
that in two days we received enuugl1 
training lo enable us to aucmp 1 to huild < 11 

our own. 

The shelters focus on the econo mic 
empowerment of people by 
participation in the creation of thei r 
own homes and communities. 

ensure that his ideas could be permitted. 
To accomplish this goal he successfully 
worked to irJ,corporate his Earth 
Architecture into the Uniform Building 
Code. From there he worked to obtain a 
permit for Earth One, his prototype three
vault tract-type house that could be built 
by contractors. The permit was received 
just one week before he died. 

When we first met, in 1995, Nader and 
I realized we both had strong connections 
to Sarita Barbara and that the community 
in New Cuyama was Nader's vision and 
design. My wife Marge Erickson and I 

In 1997 in Ojai I took a Pe11nau 1ltt1i< 

Design Cours~ with Bill Mollison a111.l 
Scott Pittman. Scott taught abou1 Nadc1 
Khalili's work and a student of Khalili·~ 
also made a presentation of Cal-E:uth 
work. I believe his buildin gs rcflC"ct 

permaculture principles as .~hown h) th1 
quote from an interview with Khalili 1, 1 
Life and Times, KCET, February .?..1. 
2005, that succinctly describe!> wha1 he i~· 
trying to counteract: "We've lost thi~ lllain 
essence of architecture that is really 
building in tune with nature. The 
architecture that we are creating is really 

One of Khalili' s dreams was to make natural housing affodable, beautiji,! , cun1fnrt11l1lc 
and available to as many people and communities as possible . 

11\ 111" lti ,·01111ul 11.1turC!. control air. 
, 1111!11011111 • .• tH1lrnl the building, the 
nn, 1, It' ..,t,:, I. and plm,tic, constantly to 
I,., !Ill.., Ill "kl''.).". 

.i I 1 \ 11 or!-. ,md it~ relevance to 
! 11 1,1 l!llu 1..:. i11spircd my wife Marge am 

111 • h 111 ~·.1111 /l: an annual visit to Hesperia 
1" ,111 ui .t 111<.·mber~ ,1f the permaculture 
nn111 1111ny anti nlher friends from all ove 

\11111111·111 { dil'nmia 1he opportunity to 
· I'' 1 11 .._. "',,1dl'r .ind his work personally 

\\ _!!('1t.:1 ,1I h Wt'llt 011 the first Saturday ir 
,n 1·111h ... ·1. ,,It hough Cal-Earth has an 

up<.'11 111 ')'" th..-rirsl Saturday of every 

l ioss ible 



month. We srn.rted these trips in 1997 and have been every year 
since. We have taken hundreds of people there over the years. 

Marge and 1 have been visiting Cal-Earth for almost 14 years. 
We saw the site grow from a few earthbag domes to include more 
complex buildings that incorporate domes, arches and vaults. A 
group of small buildings were clustered to show how beautiful, 
simple and pleasant a refugee community could be. Plans were 

A UN official who 
came to Cal-Earth to 
evaluate the buildings 
for refugee use was so 
taken with the building 
that he decided to stay 
the night in it. 

drawn and made available for an Eco-Dome, a single major dome 
with ancillary spaces for cooking, sleeping, and bathing. Thi~ 
building w&s originally designed for monks living in a monastery 
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in Newberry Springs, Califomia. A UN official who came to Cal 
Earth to evaluate the buildings for refugee use was so taken with 
the building that he decided to stay the night in it. These 
buildings can be pennitted in Hesperia and San Bernadina 
County. 

I last saw Nader Khalili in December 2007 on our annual 
visit. Margie Bushman and I discussed incorporating rainwater 
harvesting and perennial food plantings into the landscape at Ca 
Earth to be designed by our permaculture guild. 

Nader Khalili is survived by his son Dastan, his daughter 
Sheefteh, and his wife and architecture partner, Iliana Outram, 
who are carrying out his work. Iliana has been instrumental in 
implementing and perfecting Nader's ideas from the very 
beginning of Cal-Earth. She continues his work and his 
passionate quest. 

"For me, as Rumi says, to have a quest is really the answer h 

all your desires, just to have it. The quest is the passion. It gives 
you so much energy and passion in your life." Nader Khalili, Li 
and Times, KCET, February 23, 2005. L 

Nader Khalili spenr his life deve/oJJillR beauriful and function, 
b11ildi11gs from lmv-cost earrhen materials. 

Wes Roe is a cojounder with Margie B11shma11 of Santa 
Barbara Permaculture Network (WW\\'.sbpermac11l111re.org ), a 
board member for the Permarnlture Credit Union, a11d a 
coordinator for t!1e Support Group lntemationaf Permarnfture 
Conference in Africa 2009, he has heen involved as an organiz 
of PC events 011 the West Coast of the US and in Santa Barban 
for over JO years. 

Margie Erickson is a lawyer, editor, naturalist, tracker. 
photographer, and legal counsel to several non-profits. Marge 
has been married to Wes Roe for over 14 years and shared a le 
and friendship with Nader and his work. 

Resources: www.CalEarth.org for books, videos, and CDs. Hi 
latest book, which thoroughly describes his work, is Emerge11( 
Sandbag Shelrer and Eco-Village: How-to-lmild your ow11 wit1 
Superadobelearthbag, CalEarth Press, 2008. It is also availab\, 
from the website. 



EVENTS 
9th Intl. Permaculture Conference 
(IPC 9) 
Southern Africa 

Dates: July 2009 
Location: Southern Africa 

Description: International Pennaculture 
Design Course in Zimbabwe; Conference in 
South Africa; Penn:i.culture Convergence in 
Malawi. 

Cont.let: IPC-9 Secretariat 
c/o The Regional Schools 
and C-Ollegt:S Pem1aculture 
(RESCOPE) Programm e 
P.O. Box 32280 
Chichiri, Blantyre 3 
Malawi, Africa 
+26S 1 831373 
+26S1 83 1363 
secretaria t@ipc on.om 
WWW. ipcon .org 
sbpcnet@silcom,com 

Permaculture Design Course 
Northwest US 

Dates: August 15-18 
I.,ocation: Cottage Grove, Oregon 

Description: Aprovecho is a working 
demonstration of the ideas of human -scale 
technologies in practice. From our wood-fired 
outdoor kitchen and bathhouse, to our bountiful 
organic gardens, to our buildings made from 
locally hatvested materials, Aprovecho offers 
an opportunity to see many of the principles of 
permaculture in action. 

Instructors: Tao Orion 
Cost: $1000-$1400 

Contact: Aprovecho 
80574 HazelLon Rd. 
Cottage Grove, OR 97424 
Rosemary Kirincic 
S41-942-8198 
upro@efn. org 
www.aprovecho.net 

for Library Service 
Please contact our agents: 

Swet s Blackwell 
+31-252-435111 

EBSCO Subscription Setvices 
205-991-1124 

W.T. Cox Subscriptions, Inc. 
919-735-100 I 

We also accept direct orders. 

Permaculture Teacher Training 
Northwest USA 

Dates: August 10- I 7 
Location: Orcas Island, WA 

Description: Being exci ted about 
permaculture is a good place to s111n, but 
pulling off a great pennaculture course in your 
community takes good planning, a bit of 
homework, and some sharing of ideas. 
Mornings will be spent in education al theory 
and group dynamic s. After lunch groups will be 
developing a Course Design Matrix, recipe 
cards for new,teachers to take back to their 
communities. Af1emoons will be spent honing 
and developing personal skills on a 20-year 
Permaculture homestead. Evenings will focus 
on resources to help your course take shape. 
Our final day we will be delivering a one-day 
Permaculture workshop to a group of college 
students. Students will leave with many tools to 
put to use as Pennaculture educators. 

Instructors: Michael Becker, Dave 
Boehnlein, Doug & Sam Bullock. 

Prerequisite: PDC Certificate or 
equivalent experience. 

Cost: $800. $250 deposit. 
Contact: Dave Boehnlein 

360-840-8483 
pennacu!ture.d ave@g mail.co m 

www.permacultureportal.com 

Permaculture Design Course 
Northwest USA 

Dates: September 8-25 
Location: Coquille, OR 

Description: During this 18-day course 
we will experience the whole process of 
transforming wild landscape into an 
anthropoc ent ric ecology in the midst of a 
preserved Oregon Coastal Rainforest. Topics 
include water supply and storage, drainage , 
access, food forest design, cover cropping, 
multi -story agriculture, ponds, swales and 
aquaculture, solar and hydro power, 
elhn obotan y, fore st restoration and commercial 
ecoforestry. Join us as we continue to design 
and implement the rest of our 11-year old, 3.5 
acre homestead. Tom Ward has guided the 
evolution of the design since 1999. The 400 -
acre site is home to both Mountain Homestead 
Intentional Community and Cob Cottage Co., 
who began their Natural Building School here 
in 200 I . Graduates are welcome to stay after 
the course on a work-trade to continue projects. 

Instructors: Tom Ward , Chip Boggs, 
Ish Shalom, Guests. 

Cost: $500 -800 , sliding scale 
(plus your exertion!) Includes camping & meals. 

Contact: lsh Shalom 
541-396-4764 
ish shalom@gmail.com 

Regenerative Design and Nature 
Awareness Program 
Northern California 

Date s: September 2008 -May 2009 
Location: Bolinas & San Gregorio, CA 

Description: Thi s unique intensive nine 
month program offers a cunicu!um like no 
other-weaving together Permaculture and 
Regenerative Design, Nature Awareness, 
Leade rship , Peacemaking, and Ment oring 
Skills. The foundation of this program is rooted 
in a new and unique form of education wher e 
participants experience the fullness of 
creativity, curiosity, and geniu s. Participants 
will develop an intrinsic power and passion for 
designing throu gh the integration of personal 
experience, practical skills, and theory, 
supporting them in the development of a 
lifestyle that regenerat es the earth while 
providing for their needs. 

Contact: Regenerative Design Institute 
PO Box 923 
Bolinas, CA 949 24 
4 I 5-868 9681 

info@rege nerativ edesign.o rg 
www.regeneratiyedesign .orn 

Ecology of Leadership 
Northern California 

Dates: September-February 2009 
Location: Solinas & Santa Barbara, CA 

Description: As we face the cha llenges 
of our changing world, many people are 
searching for avenues to make a difference - to 
play a part in transforming our families, 
communities, and the greater world in which 
we li ve. Each one of us has the potential to 
bring forth our gifts, develop the tools we need 
to make a difference, and live up to our own 
leadership potential so we can be of service. 
The program is rooted in the following 
element s: We are nature. We are not separate. 
The program engages leadership that arises 
from an intimate relationship with the natural 
world. The more our leader ship sources from 
our connection with the earth, the more 
effective we will be as leaders. 

Instructors: James Stark and 
Christopher Kuntzsch 

Cost: $1800. $ I S00 for early 
registration. $1200 for graduates of any RD! 
program or full time studen ts. Scholarships 
available. 

Contact: Regenerative Design Institute 
415-868 9681 

info@)regeneratjvedes ign .org 
www .regenerativedesjgn.org 



Permaculture Teacher Tra ining 
Central California 

Dates: Non.-mlwr :m D,Y,·rnh,·r 7 
Location: Esalcn ln:,tihl1,·. lli~ S.ir. { ',\ 

Description: This te.idw1 ·, c:om,,· 
builds upon a revo!utio1wry nn \· ''-;iy, ,r 
teaching the concepts of c>,·olu~i( ,i[ , ksi)!11: b1· 
applying the principles or pcr111arnllur,· 1" 11i,, 
teaching ofpem1acu!ture. We will ,·uv,•r <'\'<'II 

aspect of being an exciting nnd dic uiH· 
educator and promoter of a mor,· ~u,tai11ahk 
just future. These. tcchniqllt' s ,·an hr ;;pplwd tn 
any teacher in any field. Topics i11dt1(k: . 
Diverse Teaching methods that w(,rk: 
Techniques to help you prcpar~ qu idly a11d 
organize thoroughly; Building cnn fidcni.·,· 
through practice and supportive cr i1iqu,·: 
Elements for Whole Person Lemni 11)! :nHi 
Leaming Styles; Te.aching P,'nna cu llmt· 
Techniques; Strategies and M.11~, i,11.i: (\111, .. ,.: 
Planning; Marketing; and Ev~l11,,1i0n. ,\ 
working knowledge of Pc-nnacull ure !ksig.n h 
a prerequisite for attending. this co111·sc. 

Instructors: Kat S1ee k & lk njan1 iii hd11,T. 
Cost: ~850-1450. 

Contact: Kat Steck 
831-667 -301:, 
pro1muns@,:s~11t·n.<11~ 
w\vw .t.·~~ll~tL-l .irg 

Permaculture Design Course 
Southern California 

Dates: August 16-::'.7 
Location: New Cnyama . CA 

Description: Our third l'e rnrnc·nl111n· 
Design Certitication course al Quail Sprin~,. 

Instructors: Geoff Lawto n 
Contact: Quail Spring s 

Kolrni Maju md:1r 
805-~66- 723') 
info@q\m.i 1~1>U11g:i_.l >lg 

~.quai l~psings. prg 

Permaculture Converg ence 
Southern California 

Dates: A11gu~t 2'J-J I 
Location: New Cuyum a. C:\. 

Description: Join pernw n11iur,· 
colleagues to learn from one a1w1lw(, w<'rk 
and begin to develop .an ongoin )! s'11ppnn 
network to collaboratively resp ond l<> a mpidly 
changing world. Premiering Gcnll La\, Ion·~ 

new _film and Brad Lan (·as(er's Hew h11ok. F11r 

PDC grads only. Limited to 50 p,irtil'ip,1111,. 
· Cost: $!50 by July ht. ~;J11i 

after. Includes meals and <:,nnping. 
Contact: Quail Springs 

\V\V\\'.uu ailsRri:.L1gs. ~ lJ;;, 

(if/J All/I/fill 

Permaculture Design Course 
Soutlwrn California 

l)aks: October 2008-March 2009 
One weekend a month. 

L,1rntion: Los Angeles, CA 
llcscriplion: Join us at a variety of 

'.'c•nu,·s in and around LA in this certificate 
c'<>LlfSt' for 11,.inu:owners, land managers & 
rk s ig11 pruf~ssionals. Includes the most 
i 11s pi rinl-' .:-xampks of sustainable land use and 
ln m1an ingl'nuity from around the world. 
Topies include: Sustainable Community 
Strakgi<';;: Organizing Eco Neighborhoods; 
Sin111k Steps Toward a Sustainable Lifestyle; 
'.'-/atmal Building & Property Development; 
A drlin!,' !kauty & Value to Your Home; 
Slt ,lle!!ies for Energy Descent & Peak Oil; Re
Locali,jng Food Production; Green Business 
St r:llc!!il's: Finding yo11r Right-Livelihood 
( \u -:e1. I\ more fun or informative course 
1..-1.,n!d bc> hard t{, find. Finql course work 
includes ,tuclcnt design presentations, 
rn n11m111ity projects, and (the infamous!) Trade 
:n.id T;ilc11t Show. 

I nstruclors: Larry Santoyo, Scott 
· Pi11nm11. Tnl1y Hemenway, John Valenzuela. 

Cost: $90/day, $175/weekend, 
.1;'!:'>ll/tnlal (prepaid in full). Meals, lodging, 
1ra11~11ora! ion. materials fees not included. $250 
dcpr>sil re-quired. 

Contact: www.earthflow.com 

Pcrmaculture Design Course 
Cl•ntral Rocky Mountains 

Dates: September 5-19 
Lorntion: Sustainable Settings, 

Carbondale, CO 
Desniption: Both sessions of the PDC 

curricu!mn ar~ enriched by additional modules 
on Naka-lma-1l1e Practice of Honesty in 
(3rnup Dynamics; Culture and Society; Land 
A11·: and Community Activism; CSA Strategies 
for an .'\\lcrnalive Nation. 

Contact: Permaculture Institute 
POB 3702, 
Pojoaque NM, 87501 
50S-455-0514,-2003 
info@permaculture.org 
www.permaculture.org 

~r•~ulqttttt 
. 'Vi4eQS 
Availab~ 

See catat0·g inSe-rl eE weliisif'b. 
Vf 1,vw.pe11nacttiltutea~~~ 

Advanced Permaculture Design 
Central Rocky Mountains 

Dates: September 15-19 
Location: Basalt, CO 

Description: Provides a professional 
orientation to pennaculture design work for 
graduates of the 72-hr. course. Participants will 
deepen their land analysis, learn to read and 
interpret maps, and learn how to design 
earthworks and manage equipment for 
bioengineering. We will examine typical design 
challenges and responses across a range of 
landscape scales and types of projects, 
emphasizing core principles and panem 
language literacy. The course will prepare 
designers to select and focus their work 
strategically, adopt appropriate tools, and 
market their skills. 

Instructors: Peter Bane and Andrew 
Goodheart Brown. 

Cost: $550 
Contact: Jerome Osentowski 

CRMPI 

22nd Annual 

PO Box 631 
Basalt, CO 81621 
jerome@crmpi.org 
crmpi.org 

Permaculture Design Course 
Central Rocky Mountains 

Dates: September 22-October 4 
Location: Basalt, CO 

Description: North America's longest 
running annual design course brings together a 
stellar team of national, international, and top 
Colorado talent. The 7200' elevation site of 
Central Rocky Mountain Permaculture Institut 
hosts mature and expanding forest gardens, 
passive solar housing and energy capture, 
rainwater harvesting, aquaculture, cottage 
industry, sophisticated plant systems, 
determined re-use of salvage and waste 
materials, small animals, cutting edge 
greenhouses including a major redesign/ 
reconstruction following fire, composting 
toilets. and a wealth of experiential 
knowledge. Learn from the masters. 

Instructors: Peter Bane, Jerome 
Osentowski, Becky Elder, Travis Beck, 
Andrew Goodheart Brown, Kelly Simmons. 

Cost: $1,250. 
Contact: Jerome Osentowski 

970-927-4158 
PO Box 631 
Basalt, CO 81621 
jerome@crmpi.org 
www.crmpi,org 



Permaculture Convergence 
Colorado 

Dates: Augmt 2-~ 
Location: Boulder, CO 

Description: Keynote spcal-..cr Marco 
Chung-Shu Lam will addres~ ''Pemiaculture & 
Social Dynamic~: Under~tanding Cultural 
Patterns, Creating Efie ctivc Designs." Join us 
for a weekend of advanced pcnnaculture 
learning, community building, and lively 
discu~sion , great food, mm,ic & dance. tours of 
perrnaculture site, & naLurnl buildings. 

Cost: $40 
Contact: Living Earth Center 

720-254-4615 
info@livingeanhccnter.om 
www.liviugearthcenter.orl! 

Permaculture Design Course 
Indiana 

Dutes: Oc1ober J 0-12, 24-26, 
Novembcr7 -9, 14-lo. 21-23 

Location: lndianapoli.~, IN 
Description: This full ce1iificate course 

is offen:d over live weekends in the f11ll. 
Classes meet Friday evenings, Saturdays, and 
Sundays in the riverside village of Rocky 
Ripple an lndy's mid-north side. Our course 
will draw on the culturally diven;e and woodsy 
character of this community adj11cent to the 
White River and surrounded by the sprawling 
metro ari;.1 to illustrate the power of ecological 
design and pennacuhurc patterning to 
transfomt home~, businesses, anct public spaces 
for a low-energy future. Some cla~s sessions 
and exerc ises will take advantage of 
commercial and public zone~ along the canal in 
nearby Broad Ripple. another city district with 
a rich street life, history, and the potential for 
ecological urb,m living. 

Instructors: Peter Bane , Rhonctu Baird, 
and guests. 

Cost: $895 includes tuition, 
materials, and weekend lunches. A limited 
number of work-trade scholarship arc available 
for qualified candidates by application. 

Contact: Peter Bane 
Assn. for Regenerative Cullure 

www.ARCulture.org 
fody8@ARCulturo .org 
812-335-0383 

Permaculture Design Course 
CatskiJI Mountains 

Dates: August 16-29 
Location: Sivananda Yoga Ranch. 

Woodboume, NY 
Description: A certificate course for 

urban and rural residents, planners, l,md 
managers, and design professionals. This 
trnining covers the fundamentals of ecologic,il 
design, given by two of the continent's most 
experienced permaculture instructors, and 
many local guests. Join us at a rural retreat near 
NYC in the Cat~kill Mountains. We'll delve 
especially into pattems, soils. guilds, forest 
gardens, green business networks, community 
development, and more. Optional yoga and 
meditation. Graduates will receive a 
Perrnaculture Design Certificate frorn the 
Pcnnaculture Institute (US). 

Instructors: Toby Hemenway, Larry 
S,u1toyo, Dave Jacke and guests. 

Cost: $1450. 
Contact: Sean Maley 

646-721 -7541 
semaley@yahoo.com 

htlJ)://green-phoenix.org/0&-08 -pdc.htmJ 

Permaculture Design Course 
Upstate New York 

Dates: August 8-24 
Location: Chestnut Ridge, NY 

Description: This affordable course 
highlights hands-on learning at Cayuga Nature 
Center's l 30 acres of fields and forest 
overlooking beautiful Cayuga Lake. The class 
equips students with the knowledge of whole 
systems and the principles, techniques, and 
challenges of permaculture ;is a system of 
sustainable design. We explore topics such as 
soil regeneration, water conservation, building 
ponds and swales, managing woodlots, 
building natural and efficient homes, utilizing 
renewable energy, and designing gardens. We 
teach these topics though presentations , case 
studies, student design projects and exercises. 
Insnuction is augmented by presentations from 
local ex.perts, field trips, and games. 

Cost: $1150 includes tuition , 
food, and camping . 

Contact: Finger Lakes Pc Institute 
1420 Taughannock Blvd 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
607-273-6260 

www.fingerlakesoerma culture.org 

Permaculture Design Course 
Hudson River Valley 

Dates: November-April 2009 
Loe11tion: Camp Epworth, High Falls, 

NY 
Description: Join us on the path towards 

sustainability! An evolution of the standard 72-
hour permaculture design certification course, 
our 6-weekend series focuses on bringing the 
principles and practices of pennaculture into 
direct action for our local and bioregional 
communities. Participants le11m and apply 
whole -systems ecological design through 
aclion learning. bioregional research, local 
field visits, design training, and hands-on 
practical activities. 

Instructors: Etha!\ Roland, Anya 
Raskin, Kay Cafasso, Rafter Sass, Andrew 
Jones, and guests. 

Contact: Ethan Roland 
eroland@gmail com 

www.appleseedpermaculture.com 

Teaching Permaculture Creatively 
Hudson River Valley 

Dates: November 7-18 
Location: Camp Epworth, High Falls, 

NY 
Description: A teacher is not n person, a 

teacher is an event; our role as educators is to 
design learning events. In this course, we will 
explore how to create events that teach 
permaculture, applying ecologicaJ principles 
and processes to the design of pennaculture 
workshops, courses, and other experiences. 
Le,1m how to create effective learning 
environments based on quick assessments of 
students and their learning modalities, eight 
intelligences, and other niche characteristics. 
Each student in this course will design and run 
short classes and exercises, speak in pub lic, 
plan and budget for an event, and coteach a 
one-day permaculture workshop at course end. 
What do whole learning systems look, feel and 
sound like? Come find out! The best way to 
learn is to do, and to have fun doing it! 

Instructors: Dave Jacke, Kay Cafasso, 
Mai Frank, Ethan Roland, and guests . 

Contact: Dave Jacke 
308 Main St. , Suite 2C , 
Greenfield, MAO 130 I 
603-831-1298 

davej@edjb!eforestgardens.com 

Sena Event, Calenaar Listings., ana Advertising for Iss~e # 70 
(Ethics at Work) for the September 1st, 2008 aeaaline to: 

pcaeditor@earthlink.net 
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Permaculture Design Course 
Western Pennsylvania 

Dates: August 4-16 
Location: Sandy Lake, PA 

Description: Three Sisters Frum offers 
hands-on training and team learning in 
ecological design nnd planni ng as well as a 
study of intensive market gardening, natural 
building, energy systems, resource management, 
and sustainable community development. The 
site is a 15-year old bioshelter and market 
garden fann in rural PA. Field trips are planned. 

Instructors: Darrell Frey and Daninne 
Egizio-Hughes 

Cost: SI 000 includes food, 
camping, and materi,1!s. 

Contact: Darrell E. Frey 
Three Sisters Fann 
724 -376-2797 
defrey@biosheJter.com 
www.bioshelter.com 

Gaia University Programs ~ USA 
Accredited BSc and MSc degree and pre and 
post Masters Grnduate Diploma programs. 
l.MSc and Graduate Diplomas in llltcgrative 
Ecosocial Desig11. 
2. BSc in fotegrative Ecosocial Design. 
3. MSc and Gradu ate Diploma~ in "Open 
Topic" (You design and name your project and 
program in any area of su~tuinability/ 
regeneration). 

Integrative Ecosocial De.~ig11 includes 
specializations in Pennaculture, Ecovillage 
Design, Life TraMitio ns, Appropriate 
Technology, Social Communication, and other 
self-selected areas of sustainable/regenerative 
design. Credit for PDC and EDE cenificates 
and diplomas as well as for prior experience. 

Taught by GU founders Andy Langford and 
Liora Adler with assistance from other 
international and local teachers. Application 
forms and further information available online. 

www.gaiauniversity.org, 
info@gaiaunjv crsi ty.org 

Ecovillage Apprenticeships 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: September 1-25 
October 1-25 

Location: Summertown, TN 
Description: Biodynnmic agriculture or 

natural building specialization immersion 
under the tutela ge ol experienced practitioners. 

Contact: El'ovill.ige Training Center 
Th e Fann, POB 90, 
Summertown TN 38483 
93 I 964 -4474, fx/-2200 
ecovil!agc@thefarm.org 
www.rhefann .org 

Invasive Species Discussion Continues 

Dear Scon, 
The articles about invasive species (PcA #68 

May 2008) in the latest Activist have prompted 
me to write to comment on the issue. 

In the UK there is not nearly as much 
paranoia about the issues involved as in many 
parts of the world, yet we have had more plant 
imports here via humans, and for longer, than 
most other regions. 

The line between a useful "non-native" and 
something invasive is a very thin one. In this 
country there is really very linle debate as to 
whether non-natives should be used or not , for 
a very simple reason-the "native" flora is 
poor, for example there aie some 26 native 
species of tree, none of which produce really 
nice fruit. The verdant English countryside is 
covereq with hybrid grasses for forage, fodder 
maize. wheat, barley, apple , pear and plum 
orchards and fields of vegetables sucli as 
onions, courgettes, sweet com, potatoes, peas, 
and beans. NONE of these is counted as native 
here. There is simply not enough native plant 
food material to sustain a large human population. 

Of course, there are two ways of looking at 
the statement above. One, that we have to grow 
a lot of non-natives to feed so many people. Or 
two , that the land's carrying capacity for 
humans in the UK is much lo~er than (for 
example) in the Caucasus-so perhaps it is 
more like 1 or 2 million people rather than the 
current 60 million . That's a whole other 
minefield of an area to get into. 

In tenns of 'usefulness·. the nearer a non
native plant is to native plants in behaviour, the 
easier it tends to be to cultivate and maintain. 
So plants that can self-sow, spread opportun
istically, etc. are generally more useful than 
those we have to mollycoddle. 

Emotional responses to non-native plants are 
interesting to observe. In the UK, where like on 
most islands there is a strong cultural history of 
xenophobia, 'al ien invader' can resonate 
strongly with some people. I like to point out to 

Quick-Start B_oo klet Series: 

• Water 111 the Home '..ar:d,cap c-
• Ouilding Living Soil 
• P,eci<ccplng Simplifie d 

Compiled bv the PoVliv:s, d:1,: ciicu . · ,.I. 
of inforn1,,t1on from t he be";\ 111i11d, in Pc. 

~6 each. editor@permacu ltureactivist .net l 

these folk that the lunch they just ate was 
almost certainly full of 'foreign• imports even 
if grown locally. 

The UK is a densely populated island and 
more often than not a 'problem invading plant' 
means that it is a problem for humans, not for 
other wildlife. The most problematical plant 
here is actually bracken (Pteridium aquili111m1). 
a native--which is spreading over hundreds of 
thousands of acres of hilly land. In ecological 
terms, humans are the cause-clearing land for 
pasture, then underutilising it. Eventu ally fores · 
will grow and shade out the bracken. Compare 
this scale with the 'public enemy number 
one'- Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica) 
-which has covered 300 acres! 

Humans seem spectacularly poor at seeing 
the world in time spans over a decade or two. 
Natural ecosystems do not suddenly arrive all 
in one collection and function perfectly from 
the word go. Species of plants and animals 
arrive one by one as they move under their ow 
power or are carried by animals or winds, etc . 
Very often there is no pest or disease to contro 
the new species initially , and there will be a 
population explosion where it can exploit 
suitable conditions. But pests and diseases wil 
emerge--they always d~although it may 
take 300 or 500 years: nothing in botanical 
time. Then there will be a population crash an 
it will stabilise in the ecosystem. People who 
highlight the damage non-native species can c 
to an established ecosystem are actually takin 
a very human-centred and short -term view. 
Non-native plants can reduce populations of 
native plants-but they rarely (perhaps never 
cause extinctions, .and the reduction is a short 
tenn phenomenon. 

Climate change adds another dimension to 
the problem . In the UK our climate has shifte 
about 150 miles southwards in the last 45 
years. So lots of species counted as native in 
France should now be counted as native here 
too, surely? Conservationists are being very 
sluggardly in addressing this issue , most still 
preferring to bury their heads in the sand . Ne 
native plants of use that are well-adapted to 
current conditions may become more 
opportunistic as the climate wanns up. I don 
think this should stymie us from making 
introductions of useful plants in a measured 
way. Part of the reason for the relaxed Britis 
attitude to non-natives is that the land here i 
used intensively and it difficult for plant s to 
become problematical-there is a fairly higl 
density of people managing the land. In the 
future I can only see more people on the Ian 
as food and fuel production becom es more 
local and more sustainable. 
Martin Crawford, Agroforestry Research Tr 
Totnes, Devon, United Kingdom 
www.agroforestry.co. uk 



Oregon Under Ttrreat of 4-Legged Invaders 

Pc Activist, 
Thanks for your articles in #68 on invasive 

species. A new series is running on Oregon 
Public Broadcasting called The Silent Invasion, 
about the exotic animals and plants taking over 
Oregon. Toe first images of the first show were 
of cattle grazing on wt eastern Oregon hillside. 
I said BRAVO! OPB for tackling head~on a 
controversial subject such as cattle grazing
which is damaging the land more than any of 
the other exotics. Sadly, OPB didn't have the 
balls 1 was hoping it would have. Instead, the 
producers of the show focused on the Yellow 
Star Thistle which is replacing native 
bunchgrass, thus depriving the cattle of their 
feed, and having an economic effect on the 
ranchers. No mention at all of effect the cattle 
are having on the Oregon landscape . 
BobBennan 
Cheshire, Oregon 

And Now a War on Plants, Too? 

Dear Pc Activist, 

Thanks to Jono Neiger and Dave Jacke for 
their timely critical analysis of the rhetoric 
surroW1ding the current invasive species 
debate. l agree that asking fundamental 
questions can illuminate the methods and 
motive s behind popular notions of ecological 
integrity . We have an opportunity to refine our 
understanding and change our actions by 
unpacking and contextualizing contemporary 
notions of "native," "foreign," and "invasive," 
from both ecological and social standpoints. 

Who defines the terms, frames the argument, 
and determines the parameters upon which 
ecological and social policy is later based? If 
we look at the issue from the vantage point 
such questions enable, we might see how 
anthropocentric our responses to the idea of 
"restoration" have thus far been. We must 
recognize, too, that the debate has been cast 
from the myopic niche of the human adventure, 
and is culturally exclusive as well. Who 
decides what is deemed invasive or conducive 
to a mutually beneficial interspecies relation 
ship, and according to what protocol or tradi
tion? And what kinds of relationship are given 
precedence in this reasoning? Is a particular 
specimen detrim~ntal to all its neighbors, plant 
and animal, and within all seuings? 

human "aliens"-immigrants and refugees
but also the undesirable "other" closer to home, 
in poor neighborhoods across the country. 
These populations have also, at various times 
throughout social and legal history, been 
identified as "invasive," "fo reign, " or some 
other variation of the same theme. The 
discourse suddenly begins to sound all too 
familiar and, by virtue of its ubiquity and the 
general con ~ent towards it, all too suspect. 
Eva Langman 
San Francisco CA 

To Feed Eight Billion at All? 

To the Editors: 

We have subscribed to the Permac11/ture 
Activist for several years and have enjoyed the 
excellent and informative articles. However, 
"Feeding Eight Billion Well" from Lester R. 
Brown's book Plan B 3.0 doesn't belong in the 
magazine. It directly opposes Bill Mollison 
and David Holmgren's Permncul ture Design 
Principles. 

Specifically, these include Apply Self
regulation and Accept Feedback. Brown does 
not address the need for this, merely taking the 
increase of human population as a given. 
Humanity must regulate its reproduction and 
pay attention to the feedback: (destructi0n of 
the natural world, species extinction , collapsed 
fisheries , deforestation, global warming, 
pollution of the worlds water, and increasing 
famine.) 

The earth can't even support 6. 7 billion 
people , much less 8 biJlion. Brown only 
focuses on feeding people by improved food 
production methods. What about the metal, 
timber, and other dwindling resources for 
housing , roads, and cars these people will 
need? Even if every human now alive shared 
the lifestyle of an impoverished person in 
Appalachia, there would still not be enough 
resources. And what 11bout the other animals 
who we are supposed to share the Earth with? 
If humans keep breeding like bacteria in a petri 
dish, the web of life will be destroyed. Right 
now there is a huge gyre of plastic in the 
Pacific Ocean bigger than the continental U.S. 

The discursive posturing of the debate is also 
problematic. As the authors convincingly 

What about quality of life? Do we want to 
live in a teeming, hideous human global hive 
where nature is just a memory-if nature is 
remembered at all? What a nightmare. 
Humanity must avert this hell by insuring 
every woman on earth has full hum;m rights, 
especially economic and reproductive rights 
instead of having to endure aforced or 
culturally coerced mandate to bear children 
neither she nor the earth can support. 

argue, it has begun to take on the proportions 
of a national moral panic--<:onspicuously 
similar. in multiple and complex ways, to the 
tendentious feivor-around the U.S. War on 
Terror and War on Drugs, as well as the 
manufactured anxiety regarding the status of 

Elaine Charkowski and Ed Oberw eiser 
Santa Cruz, CA 

· Suggestions from a Reader 

Dear Peter, 
I am respond ing 10 your 'No te to our 

Readers,' Summer 2008 issue with a few 
dollars, and some advice and opinions. l think 
your publication is imponant, and will be more 
relevant as the future becomes the past (climate 
change , peak oil, et al). One suggestion I 
have-a focus on community themes , e.g . 
"Grow your own community garden," and 
"Greening the neighborhood,'' in order to open 
the publ ication to a wider audience, who will 
need some help and increased community 
involvement in the coming changing 
environment. Maybe even make 'Community 
at Large' a standing section. 

Another suggestiol}-make 'Notes to our 
Readers· a regular section that stands out: Up 
high, up front. Use your own community 
relationship to relate what you need and how 
others can help. I k11ow you don't want to be 
pushy, but at least be obvious. 

You're doing a great job; hang in there. 
Alan Pakaln 
Ha~tings-on -Hudson, NY 

New Reader Inspired 

Dear Perrnaculture Activist, 

A couple of months ago I was in New York 
City for a training course, and came upon a 
little shop selling every conceivable magazine. 
l found your magazine there (#68). l was 
delighted to read it cover to cover, knowing 
nothing of this concept of 'pennaculture.' l 
have the use of a garden in urban/suburban 
Queens (New York City), and over the last six 
years have been recreating my grandfather's 
perennial garden, rejoicing in seeing 
honeybees, hummingbirds, butterflies, birds, 
and more taking delight in my garden. 

My grandfather (who grew up in the 
Catskills and lived into his 90s), crea ted a 
beautiful retreat on four acres complete with a 
hermitage where no phones rang and he could 
find quiet and solace. I had the privilege of 
living in this tiny 9'1112' cabin for seven years: 
water from the spring, a small pot-bellied 
stove, and candle lanterns . 

Though I can't remake that garden here in 
Queens, I am rather recreat ing the 'kitchen 
garden' and perennial plantings he had round 
his house , and also the gardens he described to 
me from his childhood. 

I-look forward to reading your August issue! 
Mary James 
Bayside , NY 
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You. Will. Not. Be. Able. To. Get. Food. 
A catchy yet alarming headline used for a recent essay by Jan 
Lundberg in his Culture Change Letter# 189, June 4, 2008. We 
have extracted the statement below from Lundberg's longer piece. 
(bttp..:lf1iny_u rL~12m_i_mrgx) 

You. Will. Not. Be. Able . To. Get. Food. 
Need this be spelled out any more plainly? 
It is time to consider that the stage has 
been set for petroleum-indu ced famine. 

We have "inn ocen tly" accommodated 
rising population with greater and greater 
food production via technology and the 
profit motive. But now we have run out of 
room to grow. Biotechnology has severe 
limitations-the major ones being 
petroleum dependence and topsoil loss. 
The biggest wild car d for our exis tence is 
climate change, as we see with floods and 
other ex treme weather affecting otlf food 
supply. 

We are head ed for massiv e sho rtages of 
food and otl:ier esse ntials, mainly brought 
about by the depletion of geo logical fossil 
reserves of cheap energy and water. The 
situation is demonstrated regularly with 
easy arithmetic based on statistical 
indicators from the United Nations, 
Worldwatch Institute, World Resources 
Institute, Earth Policy Institut e, and 
num ero us gov ernme nts. 

No one can say with certainty that the 
worst effects of today's cri sis will occur 
tomorrow or by any particul ar date. But it 
is irrational to assume ther e will only be 
gradual tightening of supplies until some 
so lutions miraculously come to our aid. 
One ough t to at least admit that one year 
ago few peopl e thought we'd be going in 
the direct ion we're going in, this fost, 
today. 

Three days is our average food supply 
around the mod ern ized world, i.e., for 
cities and their supen narket s. Long-term 
food stoc ks have plummeted : "Cereal 
stocks that are at their lowest level in 30 

years," acco rding to Wor\dwatch institute 
in its most recent Vital Signs. This is 
exacerbated by increasingly weirder 
weath er, compound ed by the oil price/ 
supply pressure on food. What can 
interfere with the three-day situat ion are 
truckers on strike (as in Eur ope), ex tended 
/repeated power outages, and the inability 
of the work force to commute to work. 

How might this happen? 
Zap! A global-wanning heal wave kills 

many thousands in a US city. Other cities 
take note, realizing their own cities are 
"like the one that got zapped last 
weekend." Between the water supp ly 
problems, energy overlo ad for air 
conditi oning, risin g prices for food, water 
and gasoline, people try to escape the 
urban heat island effect. Too many 
consum ers stocking up and trying to split 
town exace rbated the tragedy. 

When cities run out of food, and people 
want to leave en masse, they will get stuck 
in traffic jams the way fleeing (poten tial) 
victim s of Hurrican e Rita did in 2005. 
Will survivors be the ones who had the 
fullest gas tanks? Will these surv ivor s also 
requir e guns to obtain food outside the 
city, whether by hunting or sticking up 
some hapless or well -armed locals? 

Culture Change 's report~ do not intend 
to add to hysteria. Indeed, we wish there 
were no reason to be ala!llled. But looking 
at our collective situatio n, it is difficult to 
see how wrenching shortages are 
avoidable. The consequence of reactions 
to these shortages will not be pretty. 
With out facing this, and taking action to 
prevent it, our Ship of Fools is on a cou rse 
to hit the rocks. 

Organize a Local Guild 
Group Subscriptions: 

10 copies to one address-1 yr $99 
The Permaculture Activist • PO Box 5516 • Bloomington IN 47407 

www. perm a cu ltu reactivist. net 
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CALENDAR 
August 2-3. Boulder, CO. Permaculture 
Cunvergcnce . Living. E:mh Cen1er. 720-254-4615. 
info@Jivin geynhc enter.org . 
August 4-16. San dy Lake, PA. Pern1acult ure 
Design Cour se. Darrell E. Frey. Three Sisters Funn. 
724-376-2797. ddrcy@bioshohcr.com. 
www.biosheher corn. 
August 8-16. Goble, OR. Building With Earlh. 
www.houscaHv,; org. 
August 8-24. Chestnut Ridge , NY. Permnculture 
Design Course. Finger Lakes Permaculture lnstitule. 
1420Taughannock Blvd .. Ithaca, NY 14850. 607-
273-6260. 1vww.fineerlakcspcm1aculture.org. 
August 10-15. Warren, VT. Strnwbale Design/ 
Build. www,yestennom1w ,or~. 
August 10-17 . Orcas Island , WA. Permacullure 
Teacher Training. Dave Bc,chnlcin. 360-840-1!483. 
~nnaculrure,dave@gmail.cQl).l, 
www.pennacuhureponal.com . 
August 13-23. Jacksonville , OR. Incredible Cob! 
Complete Shelter. www.hoysealive.org. 
August 15-17 . Coltai!e Grove, OR. Perma culture 
Design Course. Apruvccho. !!0574 Hazellun Rd. 
Collage Grove . OR 97424. 541-942-!!198. 
apro@efn. org. www.aprovccho.ne1. 
August 16-27. New Cuyama, CA. Pcrmaculture 
Design Cour se. Qu~il Springs, Kolmi Majumdnr. 
805-866-7239. info@uuailsprings.org. 
August 16-2!1. Woodbourne, NY. Permaculture 
Design Course . Se.111 Maley. 646-721-7541. 
semaley@yQhoo.com. green-ph~ ni:uirg. 
August 18-22. Traverse City, MI. Permaculture 
for Kids Summer Art-Farm Camp. Liutc 
Ansbram . pcnny@linlcanshmm.org. 
www.littleart~hram.org. 
August 29-Seplcmber I. New Cuyam ·a, CA. 
Southwest Drylands & Southern California 
Permacnltur e Convergence. Quail Springs. Kolmi 
Majumdar. l!OS-866-7239. jnfo@quailsprjngs.org. 
www.qunilsprines.org. 
September I-November 8. nr. Asheville, NC. 
Sustainable Life Skills Internships. Earthnven 
Ecovillage . 82K-669-7552 . www.patriciaa[1ison.net, 
permaculture@carthavcn,oJJ . 
September 2-J. New Cuyama, CA. Advanced 
Permaculture Workshop. Quail Springs, Kolmi 
Majumdar. 805-866-71.39 . jnfo@guailsprings.org. 
September 7•12. Warren, VT. Constructed 
Wetlands for Wa.~tewater TreatmenL 
www.yestermorrow.org. 
September 8-25. Coquille , OR. Pcrmacutture 
Design Course. !sh Shalom . 541-396-4764 . 
ish.shalom@11m·ail.com. 
September 15-19. Basal t, CO. Advanced 
Permaculture Design. CRMPI. 970-927-41 !I!!. 
j1;;romc@cnnpi.org. 
September 20-21. Warren, VT. Permaculture fo 
Home and Garden. www.yestem10rrow.o,g. 
September 21-Oclober 3. Warren, VT. 
Pennaculture Design Course. 
www.yestcnnorrow.org. 
September '.U-October 4. Basalt, CO. 
Permaculture Design Course. CRMPI. 970-927-
41 58. ieromc-@cnnpi.org. 
September 22-27. Tniverse City, MI. Foresl 
Gardening Workshops with Dine Jacke. Brad 1' 
ISLAND. www.Allmeet sEarth.ore. 



Back Issues of The Permaculture Activist 
LI July '85 Permaculture In Oz 
11, 1 Feb. '86 Garden Design 
IIJ Aug. '86 2nd Int'\ PC Conf. 

I, 2 Nov. '85 Fruit & Nut Trtts 
n, 2 May '86 IPC-2 & Pc Courses 

II,4 Nov. '86 Fuku.,ka, Keyline, Genetic Cons'vn, City Farms, Oceanic PC 
Ill,! Feb. '87 Networking, N(1tural Fmming, D·Q Univ .. Children's PC 
IIl,2 May '87 PC Restoration of Wild Lands; Design for Sacramento Fann 
IIl,3 Aug. '87 Annual Planting Cycle Ill, 4 Nov. '87 Trees for Life 
\VJ Feb. '88 Marketing PC Products, Bamboo, Home Wastewater Treatment 
IV,2 May '88 Urban-Rural Links: Economic~ & Community Development 
IV,3 Aug. '88 Social Forest.-y, Gabions, Jap. Org, Ag., Prodc/Cons. Coops 
JV,4 Nov. '88 Multi-Story Tree Crops, Greening Domin. Repb, Runoff Gardens 
V,l Feb. '89 Pennaculturc:A Designer's Manual, Tree Bank, Wa\cr in PC 
V,2 May '89 Plant Guilds, Roof Gardens. Small Livestock 
VJ Aug. '89 Rainforest Conservation in Ecuador, Gaia, Weed Gardens 
V,4 Nov. '89 PC Defs, Water Conservation, Small Dams, Ponds, Keyline 
VI,I Feb. '90 Household Greywater Systems, Soil Imprinting 
Vl.2 Mny. '90 In sectary Plants, more Greywater, Land Use for People 
Vl,3 Aug. '90 Water: Forests &Atmosphere, Catchment. Nepal, Pond Design 
VI,4 Nov. '90 Urban Permacullure: Ecocity Conf., Soil Detox, Suburbs & Pc. 
#23 May '91 Politics or DiversitJ: Greenhouse Market Gdn; PC in Nepal. 
#24 Oct. '91 Creativily in Design: Examples; Index Issues #1·23; 
#'25 Dec. ·91 Oesign for Community: CSAs, Restoring Forest; Garden Ecol. 
#26*May '92 Soil: Our Past, Our Future: Fertility, Worms, Cover Crops 
#2T'Aug ·92 Integrating Pc: Deconslru<"ting Utopia, Grassroots Organizing, 

Garden Polyculture, Pauem Leaming, Living Fences 
#28* Feb, '93 Structures: Comn'ty Dsgn, LETS, Industry, Strawbale/Tirnber-frame Bldgs. 
#29/J0*Jul. • 93 Networks: Special Media Rvw, Rural Reconstr'n, Leaf Cone., Comn'ty 

Food Initiatives. Pc in Palestine, Do-Nmhing Educ., Feng Shui, Pc Acnd. 
#31 • May '94 Forest Gdng: Energy & Pc, Mushrm Cultvn, Robt.Han's F.G., Spp for 

No. Cal., Alders, Agrofore,try in Belize & China, Honeylocust, N-fixcrs. 
#32* Apr. '95 Animals & Aquaculture: Animal Polyculturc, Small-scale Cattle, 

Goat Dairy, Key line, Fern! Chickens, Bee Plants, Constructed Wetlands 
#33 Dec. '95 Cities /!.; Their Regions: Green Cities, LA Eco-Village, NlAGIC 

Gardens, CoHuusing, Micro-Enterprise L~nding, Suburban Conversion. 
#3_4 June '96 Useful Plants: Bamboo Polyculture, Medicinals, Pest Conttol, Root 

Crops, Oaks, R. Hart's For. Gdn, Russian Plants, Regl. Plants, Sources 
#35 Nov. '96 Village Design: Pattern Language, Consensus Democracy, Conflict, 

Historic & New Villages, Planning for Tribe, Viii. Economics 
#36 Mar: '97 Climate & Microclimate: ClirnateChange,Windbreaks,Low-TechSun 

Locator, Drylands, Cool Slopes, Straw-Clay Bldg, Round Beehive, Water Catch. 
#37 Scpt.'97 Touls & Appropriate Technology: Dowsing, Workbikes, New Energy, 

Scythes, Japanese Saws, Nursery, Ferrocemcnt, Greywater, A-frame 
& Bunyip Levels, Ram Pump, Solar Toilet, Log Yoke, Cookstoves 

#38* Feb, '98 Economic Trnnsformation: Speculation, No Middle Class; Coops, 
WWOOF, Glob. Waring, Holistic Financ. Plan'g., Land Use, Adopt-A-Hive 

#39 July '98 Knowledge, Pattern & Design: Pc Way of Seeing, Native Consvn 
Sand Dunes, Language Worldview & Gender, Patterning Process, 
Land-Use Planning: Teaching Pc; Vietnam; Holmgren on Pc 

#40* Dec. '98 New Forestry: Regl. Devlpmt., Horselogging, Meno_minee Reserv'n, 
Forest Investing, Restoration, Old Growth, Homestead Tenure, Forest· 
Soils, Forest forming, Woody Agric., Rainforests, Windbreaks, Coppice 

#41 * May '99 Naturul Buildi11g: Oregon Cob, Cord wood, Bamboo, Thatch, Ethics, 
High Winds, Origins of Conflict, Greenhouses, Ponds, Adobe, Road
Bldg, MicroHydro, Bldgs. 171a1 Live, Under $20K Houses, Dreams 

#42 Dec. '99 Self-Reliance & Commu11ity Cooperation: Co-Intelligence & SeJf. 
Orgn .. Archetype Design. Sovereignty, Samoa, Mondragon, Natural 
Hsg, Comm. Gdns., Zone Zero, Solar Electric Tr!)ctor, Beekeeping 

#43 June '00 'food & J1iber: Hunger, Fennents, Seasons Salads, Heirlooms, Fencing, 
Self-Fertile Gdns, Rice R~volution, Cold-climate Food, Edible Insects, 
Chilies, Food Origins, Garlic, Ethnobotany, Wild Food, Bamboo, Hemp 

#44 Nov.'00 Earthworks & Energy: Spreader Drain, Horse Swales, Earth Dams, 
Machinery, Carpet-lined Ponds, Constr. Wetlands, Biogas, Windmills ... 

#45 Mar. 'O l Medicine & Health: World & Self, Healthy Home, Designing Care, 
Ayurveda, Agents uf Decay, Comm. Heal!h Centres, Women Trad. Med 
4th World Apothecary, Healing Weeds, Medicinal Crops, Hawaiian Bot'ls. 

#46 Jul. '01 Good Work & Righi Livelihood: Pc Golf Course, Downsize Cost of 
Living, New Forest Economy, Energy Currency, Buddhist Mkting., End 
Wage Slavery, 'What's Surplus?, Urban Community, EntelJ)rise Facil'n. 

#47 Jun. '02 Watersheds: Water4Salc, Basins o'Relacions; Watershed Devl., Gabions 
Urban Runoff: Beavers; Skywater Ctr., Consvn.lnvestmt, Peat Bogs, Rabbits. 

#4X Sept.'02 Making Changes: Co-Intelligent Activism, Webs of Power, Urban 

Food, How to Change, Teachi~g for Change, Global Transformation, 
City Repair, Em1ping Joh Trap. Argentine Recovery, Costa Rica Pc 

#49 Dec.· 02 Where is Permaculture? Lund-Rent Reform; ION. American sites 
Cuban Agric.; Beauty+Sustuin:ibility in NZ: Cacti/Succulent 
Plants; Animal Self-Medic,llion: Challenge to Pc Movement 

#SO May '03Ecosj·stems: Holmgren on Pc Mvmt: E. Hazelip & Syng. Agric. 
Chestnuts/Pigeons: Oak Savannas; Root Crop Polycultrs.; Alder, 
Fungal Eco.sys.: 1-lum:ms & Wildn; Indoor Ecos.; Humid Tropics. 

#51 Jan '04Traditiunal Knowledge & Regeneration: Cataclysm& Collective 
Memory; Wisdom of the Genome: Waru Waru; Biosculpture; 
[nuit Medicine: 1'~1mcnted Stimulants. 

#52 May '04Aquaculture: Ecologict1I Aquaculture: Fi~h for Heahh: Dowsing; 
Designing Ponds; Greywa1er Biotreatmem: N. Amer. Polycu]ture; 
Managing for Native Spp; Integrated Village Fisheries; Vietnam. 

#53 Aug. '04 Educajion: Life-long Leaming: Edge-ucation: The Albany Free 
School; Indigenous Educ. & Ecology; Ecocemric Pedagogy; 
Sdwul Gdn. & Dances: Ecology of Leaming; Brain Gym. 

#54 Nov. '04 !<"ire & Catastrophe: Designing Beyond Disaster; Opportunity; 
Rise of Globalization; Invasion Biology: Street Orchards as Security: 
Community Food Security: Water Rising: Disrupted Climates. 

#55 Feb. 'OS Learning from Our Mistakes: Petroleum Dependem:e: Village Design; 
Australian Lessom: Read the@r#•!@ Manu;il: Trial&Error; 
Experiments in Fore,try: Owner-Builder; Ten Mistaken Ideas in Pc. 

#56 May '0.'\ Tree Crops, Tree {;uilds: History of Pine Nuts; Tree Vegetables; 
Acorns: R~sturing A111erirnn Ch~.stnut: Honeylocust Silvopasmre; 
Broadscale Agrnfore.stry: Bamboo: Willow: Social Forestry. 

#57 Aug. '05 20th Annivcrsar)' Issue: Challenges; Remembrallcc; Pc in USA; 
Hawaii Retrospect: Pc Ch,mges; Pcrmatec·ture; Pc's Sofc Edge; 
PINC; Gaia Univ.: Oil Dcpklion: lPC- 7; Retrofitting Suburb,. 

#58 Nov. '05 Urban Perm:iculture: Urban/Rum! Futures; City Zones & Sectors; 
Growing Food: Detroit Visionaries: Rebid[!.. New Orleans & Everytown: 
Transforming a Military Base: Workers Co-op; Energy Descent. 

#59 Feb. '06 Peak Oil: Peak Oil & Pc; Ecological Collapse & Trauma Theory: 
Thom Hanmann; Pnrhways for Energy Descent; How Cuba Sur
vived: Oil & Food; Biofucls; Cultivating Algae for Fuel: Relocalize. 

#60 May '06Land Use Past & Present: Susl. Ag an O:\ymoron?; Negev's Bedouin; 
Eastern Woodlands Agroforescry: Pc Heals in India; Arcosanti Land 
Planning; Pup. Growth/Land Hunger; Me1.ican Reforest; Rocky Mtns. 

#6 I Aug. '06 Unseen Kin-do ms: Ob,~rvation ~s Design Tool; Soil Food Web; Bees; 
Mycelial lnterMt; D-I-Y Mycorrhiwl lnoculum; Cover Crops as Bee 
Forage; Earth En~rgies: Local Currencies; Dead Zones·, Birds at Risk. 

#62 Nov. '06 The Art of Permacullure: Painting.Writing & Pc; Ecoartists; Art, 
Activism & Cmty; Street Theatre: An & Biorcmediation; Living Willow; 
Body as Zone 0; Art of the Found; Wuter Magic; Pc in Pop Culture. 

#63 Feb. '07Building & Technology: How to Dwell?; Natural Bldg & Legal; 
Bldg. Cnde: Strnwbale in China: Cob in Armenia; Integrated Solar 
Heating, Conking. Pumping: Self-Build; Nation-Scale Pc in Brazil. 

#64 May' 07Waste ~ Food: Throwaway Economy; Strategy of Salvage; Peak Soil; 
Pigs & lmgrtd. Waste Mgmt.; Bicycles, Soil & Garbage; Farm as Organism; 
Opportunistic Plants?; Simple Biodigestcr; Waters of Spain; Vermiculture. 

#65 Aug, '07 Climate Change: Shrinking Seas; Forests· Role in Climate; Urban 
Forest; Making Trees Pay; Rainwater Harvesting; Indoor Garden~; 
Water Filtration; Changing Human Climate; De-Scabilizing Climate. 

#66 Nov. '07 Animals in Design: Jumbo Shrimp; Pawpaw Patch; Alpaca; Insects as 
Food; Bees; Integrated NH Farm; Pastured Poultry and Rabbits; Urban 
Livestock; Predator Restoration; Complementary Animals; Agrichar. 

#67 Feb. '08 Kids in Pennaculture: St:hool as Ecosyst~m; PC Education; Pc to 
H.S. Studcnt,;.Tlaxculan Kids make Secdball~; Gardening Kids; 
Fostering Research Ski!l,; Bottled Water Boycotts: Feeding 8 Bi\!ion. 

#68 May '08Plants on the Move: R~thinking Non-Natives; Forest Migration; Black 
Walnu1s: Saving s~cd Sav~rs: Grow a Communily Gdn; Neighborhood 
Greening; Healthy Honeybees: Grain l'or Cars & High Food Prices. 

$6 each ppd* • 20% discount on S+ • Complete Set $310"" 

The Permaculture Activist 
PO Box 5516 • Bloomington IN 47407 

*except for the following.: Vol. LI -VI. 2 & 33-36 - $.5 each, 
* #26-32, #38, #40-41 - $8 each. MCanada/Mex. add $40; Overseas: add $70. 



CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified Ad Rates: 50¢/word, $10.00 
minimum, advance payment required. 
Send ad copy and payment to: 

The Permaculture Activist 
PO Box 5516, Bloomington IN 47407 
pcaeditor@eanhlink.net 

One free 20-word ad with subscription. 

Books & Publications 

Portable Dwelling Info-Jetter; about living in 
tents, yurts, domes, trailers, boats, remote 
cabins, other mobile or quickly-made shelters 
plus plans for simple low-cost , low-impact 
comforts and conveniences. Sample $1. 6/$5. 
Box 190-pa, Philomath OR 97370. ·!l'l 

Events 

Two Opportunities to explore pennaculture for 
tropical & sub-tropical environments! Join 
Hocking College and Envision Ecological 
Design for certification training in permaculture 
with a global focus on habitat restoration , 
human impacts, and applications for all bio
regions. Summer Session: Aug. 29-Sept. 13, 

Andros Islands, Bahamas. $1,798 .00 includes 
tuition, room, board, round trip flight from 
Florida and all in-country experiences. Winter 
Session: Jan. 5-18, 2009, Costa Rica. 
$1,500.00 includes all in-country travel, room, 
board, and tuition. Contact Rebecca Wood at 
wood r@hocking.edu or Evan Marks at 
envisioneco@gmuil.com. 

Land for Sale 

Central West Virginia bioshelter/villa with 
incipient permaculture upon 78.59 acres of 
forested hillside and bottom. See 
www.spectrumz.com/villa. 7u 

Calendar, co11ti1111edfi·om pag~ 62 ... 
September-June 2009. Chestnut Ridge, NY. 
Training in 8iodynumics. 111c Pfeiffer Center, 
Chestnut Ridge. New York. 845-352-5020 x20. 
info@pfoiff crcc nter.org. www. pf e iff e rcco ter.org. 
September 2008-M:iy 2009. Bolinas, CA. 
Regenerative Design & Nolure Awareness. 
Regcncrntive Cksign 1nst. PO Box 923. Bolin:is, CA 
94924. 415-868 9681. info@rcgencratiyedesign.org. 
September 2008-February 2009 . Bolinus, CA. 
Ecology or Leadership. Regenerative Design 
Institute. www.regeocrntivcdesign.ocg. 
October 1-25. Summertown, TN. Ecovillage 
Apprenticeship. Ecovillage Training Center. The 
Fann. ccovillgge@thcfann org. www.thefarrn.org. 
October 6-11. Guemes Island, WA. Solar-Electric 
Design & Installation. Solu Energy Int~mational. 
www.solarenerg,y.ori. 
October 10-1.2. Summertown, TN. Peak Oil 
Preparedness. Ecovillage Training Center. The 
Fann. ccovillage@thefarm.org. www.thefarm org. 

October 10·12, 24-26, No\'ember 7-9, 14-16, 21-23. 
Indianapolis, IN. Permaculture Design Course. 
lndyll@ARCuliure.org. 812-335-0383. 
October 13-16. Guemes Island, WA. Solar Rot 
Water. Solar Energy Intl. www.solarenergy.org. 
October 19-26. Santa Barb:u-a, CA. lnlernalional 

Subscribe to-

Natur:il Building Colloquium. 
www.naturalbuildinenetwprk.org. 
October 20-2-i. Guemes lslund, WA. Micro Hydro 
Power. scilarencrgv.ocg. 
October 2008-Murch 2009. Los Angeles, CA. 
Permaculture Design Course. www.e;mhflow.com. 
November 7-18. High Fulls, NY. Teaching 
Permaculturc Creati\'cly, Dave Jucke. 603-831-
1298. dgvej@cclible[ores111ardcns.com. 
November 18-29. MEXICO. Natural Building an, 
Ecoluglc:il Li\'ing. Cob Cottage. 541-396-1825. 
www,c;obcouaac.com. 
November JO-December 7. Esalen Institute, Big 
Sur, CA. Permaculture Teacher Training. Knt 
Steele. 831-667-3013. progrnms@esalen.org. 
No\·ember 2008-April 2009. High Falls, NY. 
Pcrmaculture Design Course. Ethan Roland, 
croland@gmai! com, www.;1pplesecdpennacul1ure.cr 
March 29-April 11, 2009. ZIMBABWE. 
Permaculture Design Course (IPC 9). 
April 15-17, 2009. SOUTH AFRICA. 
Permaculture Conference (IPC 9} 
April 21-24, 2009. MALAWI. Permaculture 
Convergence (IPC 9). fPC-9 Secretariat. c/o The 
Regl. Schools & Colleges Pem1aculture (RESCOP 
Programme, PO Box 32280. Chichiri, Blantyre 3. 
Malawi,. +2651 831373. +2651 83136'.I. 
secretarjm@ipcon.org. www.ipcon.?rg. 

AGROFORESTRY NEWS ~~ 
High-quality information on temperate climate tree crops and J 

forest gardening, 40-pages quarterly. Issue 16,3 (May 2008) 
features: Stone pine for nut production; Walnut, Almond, and Hazel 

nut breeding; Deer & Rabbits as pests; Ostrich Fern: Matteucci a 
struthiopteris; Low-cost nut sorting machine; Roots of fruit & nut tre 

plus News & Book Reviews . 
$30/yr, $57/2 yrs. Use form on pg. 66. AU back issues available, $8 each postpaid. 

10% discount on 5+. Shipped by air post to USA, Canada, Mexico. 
Write us tor back issue contents or see our Website: PermacultureActivist.net. 

r--------------------------------------- · 
I Free Classi~~d Ad for Subscribers. SuBsc· RIPTION FORM Issue l; 

A bonus to subscnbers: one free 20-word 
I classified ad (or $10.00 off any ad}. Send 
I your ad with subscription payment or use 

bonus later. Add 50¢/word over 20 words. 
I Use this form to send in a classified ad even if 
I you are not a subscriber. Write your ad here : 

I 
1------ , ------1 •••ENTER GlfTS UII SCRtPTION IIERE 

,-------------
1 ____________ _ 

I 
1-------------
1-------------
I 1-------------
1-------------
j ____________ _ 

I want to subscribe to n1e Permac11/tllre Activist and work to develop 
an ecologically sustainable land use and culture. I will contribute us follows: 

USA O I yr/ 4 iss/ $23 0 3 yrs/ 12 iss/ $55 D Gift subscription with yours - $1 

Canada/Mexico D l yr/ 4 iss/ $26 0 3 yrs/12 iss/ $63 0 Gift sub. with yours - ~ 
Overseas airmail □ 1 yr/ 4 iss/ $39 □ 3 years/ 12 iss/ $ I 05 

Activist Lifetime Subscription O $400 USA D $450 Canada/Mexico O $650 Ove1 

Agroforestry News (USA/Can/Mex) D 1 yr/ 4 iss/ $30 l J 2 yrs/8 iss /$57 

One dollar of each Actfrist subscription-year goes to a Tree Tax fund for new forestry pro 
Send this fonn with your check or money order payable in US dollars to: 
The Permaculture Activist, Subscriptions, PO Box 5516, Bloomington, IN 47407 m 

!'HON!~ 

AbDRES<; 

CITY ST,\"r~ I PROVlNCh l~lSTALC"CJDt C<JUi'rlRY 

L ______________________________________ _ 



You Can 
Thrive in 
Uncertain 
Times ... 
As we move into an age of unstable climate and ever rising oil, 
food and utility prices, you could be forgiven for feeling hopeless . 
But don't despair! There are many practical actions that can be taken 
- and are being taken by thousands of people across just like you ... 

Permacu/ture Magazine - Solutions For Sustainable Living gathers 
together practical , informative and real life stories from the people 
who are creating a more sustainable, life-enhancing human society. 
Their inspiring ideas are shared freely and are applicable to 
everyone, everywhere. So join the sustainable revolution and become 
a life changer! Subscribe to Permaculture Magazine TODAY. 

Perrnacu/ture Magazine is published quarterly in full colour, 68 pages. 

Subscribe and SAVE 20% on the cover price: 
UK: 1 year £12 .50 / 2 years £23.50 EUROPE: 1 year £18.00 / 
2 years £33 .00 ROW: 1 year £22.00 / 2 years £38.00 

Wlnnorol 

~ 
Permacu/ture Magazine is also available online at: 
www.exacteditions.com/exact/magazine/409/460 

Permanent Publications PA, The Sustainability 
Centre, East Meon, Hampshire GU321HR, UK 
Tel: 01730 823 311 Email: info@permaculture.co.uk 
www .permaculture .co.uk 

QUICK-START BOOKLET SERIES 
Simple, low-tech solutions in a 32-or 40- page booklet. 

WATER 

IN THE HOME LANDSCAPE 
How:to catch and stor..e .water 
around your:.home. 

BUILDING LIVING SOIL 
Bask Understandi ng of 
and Approaches to soil heatthA 

BEEKEEPING SIMPLIFIED 
Step-by-step instructions 
to make your own round hive. 

Information from the best minds in permacu/ture, 
collected and offered in this accessible format. 

~7 PER BOOKLET INCLUDES SHfPPING, 3 OR MORE $6 EACH. 

Permaculture Activist• POB 5516 • Bloomington, IN • 47407 
permacultureact ivist.net 
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